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The purpose

of this study was to provide a generar
description of the policy, institutional and legal frameworks
of educationar planning in deveroping countries with British
tradit'ions and a specific description of the case of Barbados.
seven questions guid.ed the study. The first and second
questions vrere d.irected at the social, institutional and
lega1 framework of educational planning in deveroping
countrieswithBritishtraditionsandprovided'acomparatíve
d.imension for the st,udy and a deveropmental framework for the
specific case of Barbad.os which was the focus of the final
five questions.
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The study developed a framework within which the
rerationship between the law and educational planning may be
studied. The importance of the social, institutional and

legal context of ed.ucational planning for educational planners
!Ías stressed. The procedures used in the study consisted of
an examínation of relevant d.ocumentary evidence, and in the
case of Barbados, an analysis of the results of interviews.
A semi-structured interview gu5-d.e was used and interviewees
were selected by the nomínational technique.
Tt was found that developing countries with British
traditions exhibit a nr¡mber of similarities in terms of their
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social, institutional and legal contexts of ed.ucational planning
and that though they do not necessarily see each problem in the
same wây, they see them as major variables which influence
educational planning. Factors identified. in the social context,
were, cultural variation, language diversíty, growth of urban
society and the subsequent disruption of trad.itional ways of
life, the increase in social demand for education and. education
diffusion. Vfith respect to the institutíonal context it was
found that educational planning is government-dominated and
has little or no partícipation by citizens at large. Vfith
respect to the legal context it was found that most governments now have an imposed duty to plan for and provid.e
educatíon for thej.r peopte but that the legal framework
inherited from British rule and designed for pre-ind.ependence
goals and aspirations did not provide a co-ordínated. framework and has proved. inadequate for the goals nov/ proposed.
It was found that ed.ucational planning in Barbad.os is
a government-hased activity with an identifiable institutional
structure. It has a very heav¡¡ political input at the phase
of establishing goals and objectives, and a hearry professional
input during the phases of identifying means and of designing
and carrying out activities.
Any group of actors may initiate
the planning process which can be aborted at any st,age but the
final outcome of any plan depends on its acceptance by Cabinet
and ratification by the legislature.
Issues of educational planning $/ere viewed as issues
related to the social, institut,ional and legal contexts of
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educational planning; namely the problem of a

common ranguage

of communication among multi-lingual peoples, the changes in
culture associated with urban life and the disruption of traditional ways of Iife, the composition of the planning body, the
role of the Church, the probtem of local versus central control ,
and. most of all the need for a change in the Iaw to permit
planners freedom of scope to develop a more co-ord.inated.
educational system.

the findings of the stud.y, seventeen recommendat,ions $rere formulated. The major ones includ.ed: adoption of
Based on

a man-por/üer planning approach, format,ion of a national council
to co-ordinate educational plans, inclusion of non-official
opinion on planning bodies, establishment of a clear and
unequivocal language policy, adequate reserve powers written

into legislation providing for the sharing of responsibilities,
concentration of statutory law on the powers, rights, duties
and responsibilities of the actors in the planning process,
and re-examination of the law governing the educational systems
and creation of a more co-ordinated legal framework.
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CHAPTER 1
STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM
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BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY

The d.eveloping countries of Africa, South Asia, Latin

America and the Caribbean area share with one another certain

educationar problems and aspirations. According to

Ad.ams

:::-,i:.,r:

and.

Bjork, they show a great desire
to bolster their status in the world cornmunity,
to strengthen nat,ional cohesion, eradicate neocolonialism, spread modern at,titud.es and maintain .,
the fervor of lheir átites for national develópment.l
To achieve these ends, they are seeking to expand formal
education at, all levels to increasing nurnbers of people, and
'1.
to modify their educational systems to make them more efficient instrument,s in the achievement of national goals. New
curricula, new instruct.ional techniques and new policies are
being considered. Educational planning is being seen as one
of the means of fit,ting these changes into an ed.ucat.ional
policy designed to bring about educational progress and
natj-onal development.2 Until recently, the means needed to
accomplish these ends were not well developed, and litt1e
considenation was given to educational planning beyond. the
Areas.
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1_-Adams, D. and R"M. Bjqrk: Education in-Developing
(David McKay Co. Inc.r'N.Y.,
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acquisit.ion of new buildings. Education, especially at, the
secondary and. higher Ievels, \^ras provid.ed for only a smal1
proportion of the children and there v/as little linkage
between education and economic rife.
Educationar policy
was aimed primarily at providing elementary schooling for
the lower classes and more ad.vanced instruction for the
upper crasses.3
Today, however, there is a growing sense of urgency

about educational matters in as much as education has been
recognized as an important agent of nationar development.4

Also, the general provision of education, its link with
economic life, the fact of independence for several
developing countries and a world consciousness of the
plight. of these nations have focused attention on their
problems including the problems in the field of education.
The need. for planning has been established.
Given this need, there is also a need to create
appropriate legal and institut.ional frameworks, reflecting
the aspirations and. the new attitud.es and. d.esires of the
people' Accord.ing to Dror, the law is always an important
.)

-See Lewis, L,tf.: policy_eqd praetice in Tropieal
Areas. oxford. UniversiLy p
?T=:ffiation in the eritish west rndies . w.lter Gordwater,
N.Y. lg6g.
'See for example, Commonwealth Ministers of Education Conference, June L970, File B LL/6, Ministry of
Education, Barbados. Hugr M. S. Ed.ucatiofr, Magp_ijve-{_&
er
2e.v.-elopinent jln South and Southeas
pment e NatioiJ-

A.

building in Independent

.,

i.r-

:ri

instrument of social policy, and as such it should be

sufficiently flexible to make the ad.aptations required by
the changing social context in whích it operates.5 Newton
Edwards goes even further when he states:
The Iaw as a guardian of the intrinsic values
is a preservaLive and conservative influence in
society but is also concerned. with adaptatj-on and
change, that is with the application of old concepts
and principles to new social cond.itions and. wíth the
development of neur concept,s and principlçs when a
new social context requires such action.
Effective planning witl therefore require a knowled.ge
of the law as it, relates to planning, and. the legal framework
within which planners work wj-Il be significant in terms of
what changes they can effect as well as how these changes
may be effected.
THE

PROBLEM

The necessity of extending satisfactory ed.ucational

facilities

to all

of the community has become
apparent to developing countries as they embark on schemes
of modernization.T Modernization, however, requires that
members

5S"" Dror in American Behavioral- Scientist
"La\¡t as
a Tool of Directed So
Policy-

making" p. 553-554,

65"" Newton Edwards "stability and Change in Basic
Concepts of Law Governing American Education" ín School
Review Autumn L957 Vo1.65 No. I p, L6L-2,
7S"" Seers, Dudley. "The Meaning of Development" in
The Agricultural Development Council fnc, Reprint Sept,, L970,
p. 9¡ also Beeby, C.E.: The Quality of Education in Developing Countries. p. 9¡ t
Adams & Bjork, op. cit.. Ch. II,

4

education be given a central place and that plans and. poli-

cies be devised to eliminate the growing unempJ_oyment,
poverty and hardships which generally characterize life in
d.eveloping count,ries. This in ef fect means not only creating
the needed educational facilitíes but also producing teachers
and structures capable of meeting the countriesr need.s. rt is
important that planners understand. the dominant attitudes of
the people Ín the society toward.s education in ord.er to
produce a policy and develop institutional and legal frameworks as necessary infra-structure to the education system.
The purpose of the stud.y was to provide a description
of educatüonal planning in developing countries with British
trad.itions r B it,s policy and institut,ional and legal frameworks. The case of Barbados was examined as an example of
this group. Seven specific questj-ons guided the study. The
first and second quest,ions were d.irected. at the general context of the developing countries wi-th eritish traditions and
\^/ere íntend.ed to provide a comparative dimension for the
study as well as a d.evelopmental framework for the specific
case of Barbad.os. The questions were
1,0 Socigl aspecÈs o-f edu-c-atignal planning in deJzg.lopång
cgu.ntri.e?. The first problem was to describe the social
aspects of ed.ucational planning in developing countries at
a general level.
1.1 Vühat is the social context of educational ptanning in
developing countries?

8s"" Appendix A

5

L.2 what are the goals of educational planning in developing
countries?

1.3 what are the

common probrems

of educat,ional planning in

developing countri-es?

L.4 vrlhat, is the institutional
ning in developing countrj-es?

framework of educational pran-

2.0 Legal aspgcgg g-f educat,io-na]_pl.anning ir-r deyelp-ping
cguntries. The second problem was to describe the legal
framework of educational planning in developing countries.
2.1 What. is the legal context of educational planning in
developing count,ries?

2,2 vÍhat poürers and controls operate in ed.ucational planning
in developing countries?
2.3 vühat forms of revie\^r or remedies operate in educational
planning in d.eveloping countries?
2.4 What are the government,s, powers to plan ed.ucation in
developing countries?

3.0 thg Histgric4
ning- in-Barba.d.os .

al*_s_ggå?l contgxt, of ]9dpg+.tigna1 p+a,,:*
The thÍrd. problem was to provide a

d.escription of the historj-cal and social factors which
shaped. educational planning in Barbados.

3.1 What are the historical factors which influenced
educational planning in Barbados?
3.2 l¡lhat are the social conditions which influenced ed.ucat.ional planning in Barbados?
3.3 V{hat, are the main soci-al divisions which af fect

..,,,,,,
.,..',,,.
i,:,:,.;,,'

;:: "
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educational planni-ng in Barbados?

4.0 The lgst,itJ+tional framel¡¡oåll of educational.!,laîning ig
Barbados. The fourth problem was to examine the role of the
minister and other actors in the plannj-ng process,
4.I What..is the role of the Minister in educational planning
in Barbados?
4.2 Can various other ac,bors be ident,if ied in the planning
process? If sor what are their roles?
5.0 Policy articulation in educational planning-in Barbados.
The ttt.t ,
and how it is related to educational planning in Barbados.
5.1 What are the general goals of education in Barbados?
5.2 How is educational policy formulated in Barbados?
5.3 How is educational policy articulated. in Barbados?
5.4 How is educational policy related to educational planning in Barbados?
6 . 0 thg Tulctiot gf. .!tre r,qJs g+d._it.1-i_Tgg-cI, _oLs.lucatiogal_
plannigg. in-eel:bpdps. The sixth problem was concerned with
the legal framework of educat,ional planning and its'impact
on educational planning in Barbados.
6 .1 üihat is the legal framework. of educational planning i-n
Barbados?

6.2 Vühat is the funct,ion of the law with respect, to educational planning in Barbados?
6.3 What po\^rers and controls operate in educational planning
in Barbados?

7

.0 The conlTol_and fe_visw-oS .ed.ucqli-opa1._pJ,agning in,elg{ing
the role, of !l:.e. courts in educaËisnp1._p1aÍr+i+g in BaÍbag.os.
The seventh problem involved an examination of the control
and review of educatíonal planning and the role of the courts.
7.I Are educatj-onaI plans subject to judicial review, ad.ministrative review or review by the legislature or any other
public bod.y?
7.2 What legislative and/or judicial control is there over
educational planning in Barbados?
7

,3 What role have the courts played. in ed.ucational planning
in Barbados?
7

S]GNTFTCANCE OF THE PROBLEM

The study should. have si-gnificance both for practice
and research in ed.ucational planning.
S_ignj-f ic,an.cp f

or . PTacËice

It is hoped. that information about the law as it
relates to ed.ucational planni-ng wíll be useful to educators
as they attempt changes in their educational systems, for as
J. Roger Carter says
A framework of law that, is too meticulous in
the constraj-nts it imposes on the ed.ucational system
will not easily allow for such changes of mind. On the
other hand, where the legal support,s are inadequate,
educational administrat,ion may relapse into confusion,
competing claims and ambitions remain unresolved, and
educational standards suffer in consequence.v
gCarter,
,J. Roger, "Legal Framework of Educational
Planning and Administration in East Africa." T,f.E.P. L9681
p. L82,

B

Acquiring knowledge about the raw as it relates to educational
planning is an important first step in meeting the
demand.s
being made on educational planners in developing countries.
ït seems probable therefore that the present study could
be
usefur for educational practitioners as no formal study
of
the relationship of educational planning and the law has yet
been undertaken. The study courd also be a guide
t,o fo::mulating programs , for "in any event it
[trre 1av¡] plays a fundamentar role in giving direction, order, cohesion and
stability
to the complex educational enterpri"a.,,10

rt is hoped that the study will provide not only a
frame of reference for viewing educationar planni-ng
but also
the necessary basi-s or background for in depth studies for
particular aspects of 1aw and. educational planning
for
developing countries. The reshaping of the legal framework
of educati-on to meet the vastly changed needs and aspirations
of t'heir independent societies is an important aspect of
educationar pranning for developing countries. Research
done in t'his area then wilr furnish a suit,able starting

point for further research.
PROCEDURES USED TN THE STUDY

The procedure used in the study consisted of
an
examination of relevant documentary evidence and
an analysis

lorbid., p. ii.
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of the results of íntervie*".11
Sources of Data

1. Documentary evidence. Annual reports, circulars,
policy st'atements and other publicatdlons of the lvlinistry of
Education were examined as well as reports of advisory bodies
and special cornmissions. The Education Act 1g90 and Amend.ments and the Town and country planning Development control
orders, statutes of relevance for educat,ional planning $rere
examined while Hansard of legislative debat,es and. miscellaneouSreports,booksand'artic1esproducedva1uable
j-nformation for the study.
2. rnterviews. The stud.y employed the nominationat
approachl2 of investigation for the selection of interviehrees.
Nominations of those considered actively involved in educational planning in Barbados were requested from the following

.,,,,:,.r,,,

.:

¡,,,,.,;-,;;,;
r: ::.l

j,.-.¡,

,

,,

l

i

persons who were considered '!focal' persons by virtue of their
positions ( j-n education) . Nominations r^rere not restricted to

those who held posit,ions in the field of education.

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Minister
The Chief Educatj_on Officer (acting)
The Permanent Secretary, Ministry of Education
The Director of In-Service Education,
University of the lüest, Indies
(e) The Planning Officer, Ministry of Education
The

11S"" .A,ppend.ix B for the
frequency of mentions.
L2^
--See AppendS:< C.

list of

nominees and

, l.

1""'.,.'

i

I

i

r,..'.

10

(f) The Deputy Chief Education Officer (acting),
Curriculum Division
(g) The Senior Ad.ministrative Secretary,
Minist'ry of Educati'on
(h) The Deputy Director, Economic Planning Unit
The final list of those interviewed was determined by the
frequency of nominatio" ' 13
rnte:slziew procgdpre_, A semi-structured interview
guide was used. for eliciting info:mation concerning the
research problems from indi-viduals nominated, Each interview
was taped and transcribed. A separate interview schedule was
prepared for each nominee, though where possible the same.
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questions rn/ere o"ed..14
l

Use of sources. Tt should. be stressed that a combi-

nation of sources was used. For example, annual reports of
theMinistryofEducation,Po1icystatements,t'heTownand'
Country Planning Development Orders, the Education Act, and
the use of interviews provided materj-a1 for actor categories.
As a means of gaJ-ning a degree of accuracy, newspapers t
Hansard etc. were used to cross-check statements attributed
to indj-viduals or mad.e by those interviewed..
4n,4ysis.-oJ {?ta, Each transcript derived. from the
intervier^rs was ed.ited. and analysed. for content, Responses
v¡ere combined before being reported. Following this, a sort,
13s"" Append.ix B
14s"" Appendix D
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to d.evelop sub-topics within general categories
determj-ned by the questions which gui-d.ed. the stud.y. This
information was then combíned. with data gathered. from other

Ìlras made

sources.
DELÏMTTATIONS

1. In planning the study, it was neither possible
nor intend.ed. to exami-ne the whole scope of ed.ucat,ion in all
developing countries, Only former British colonies in the
tropical areas of Africa, South Asia and. the Caribbean area

:

l

,','.',,,'.-,i
;' .,t

t,.,t,tt'

,: .

:

t"'i:'..'i

have been considered.

2. The study was further delimited to Barbados as a
means of gathering detailed informat,ion about the e-perience
of a specific developing country.

l

LTMÏTATÏONS
:

The study should be viewed in the light, of the following

limitations:
I, Information-gathering techniques in developing
countries are not. always very sophisticated and some statistical information and documents were not available. fnterviews,
Hansard and newspapers were used to ameliorate such situations
in the case of Barbados.
2, The choice of persons interviewed must be
considered a limitation even though the lj-st of those interviewed was determined by the frequency of nominations made
by ed.ucational notables.
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3. Government officials are usually díscreet
concerning matters which they feer are not completery within
their sphere of authority and. so are loathe to disclose
information. However approvat of the stud.y by the Chiefe
Education Officer made ít easier for them to supply
information.
DEFINTTION OF

TERMS

The terms defined below are used generally throughout

the study. The definitions are brief as the terms are more
fully explained. in the text. Sources used r,rrere
1. H. C. Blackrs Ï.aw Dictionary¡ AEln êd., 1969
2. Earl Jowitt The Dictionary of EnElish Law I Lg6g
3. George Theod.orson & Achilles Theodorson, Modern
Dictionary of Sociology I L969
Act,ors

This refers to agencies, institutions and persons
involved in the planning process.
Attitudes
A tendency to act, in a consistent manner toward

certain related objects and situations. In education, this
is manifested. in relation to educational plans, policies or
directives.
Church

A formal organization serving as a focal point for

13

religious actívity. rt is here restricted to the Anglicans,
Moravians and. catholics who have influenced education in the
countries d.escribed. in this stud.y.
Class

This refers to social class and. consists of persons
with a similar level of prestige s1.mboLs. Symbols may be
based on factors considered significant in society. In
d.eveloping countries, type of occupation, social activities
and.

educational background are generally considered significant.

Common

Entrance EXamination

This is an examination which is used to d.etermine
allocation of places to eecondary schools. ft is taken at
about. the age of eleven.
Comtnon Law

in contrad.j-stinction to law created by
the enactment of legislation. It d.enotes the "unwritten la\^r"
and d.erives its authority from the recognition given by the
courts to prínciples, customs and rules of conduct previously
existing among the people.
Law as used

Educational Plan

This refers to a d.ocument or set of documents outlining the activities which wíIl guide educational personnel
in the operation of the educational systems. Plans may be
elaborate, long term or short term¡ or may be designed to
deal with one specific objective.

L4

Ed.ucational Policy

A set of decisions about aims and objectives of
education and the means of achieving them.
Govern,ing Body

A legal bod.y charged with the control and operation
of a school. Members are appointed by the Minister of
ed.ucation from amongîprlominent members of the community,
Board.s range from

three to fourteen

members.

Imperative Powers

Statutory powers granted an indívidual. These do not
permit nor require subjective judgment on his part.
Permissive Powers

related to regulatory action in education.
They allow an ind.ívidual to exercise judgment before acting.
Powers

Regulations
Decree promulgated by the minister through his

department with the approval of

Cabüråiet.

Statutes
Law as enacted by Legislature.
ORGAI\¡IZATION OF THE

STUDY

:....-..

i;..','

chapter 2 sets out a framework for the d.escription of
ed.ucational planning in deveroping countríes. rt gives a
d.escription of educational planning, outlines the elements
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of educational planning and considers the soci-al, institutional
and legar contexts of educational planning. chapter 3..outIines
the social and legal contexts of educational planning in the
former Bri{ish coloníes in Africa, South Asia and. the Caribbean.
Informat,ion about the historical and. social context of Barbad.os
from colonization through rndependence is given in chapter 4
whÍle chapter 5 describes the actors in the planning process,
policy-formulation and the planning process in Barbad.os.
chapter 6 outlines the powers t.o contror and plan education
in Barbados and examines means of review of educational planning.
chapter 7 gives a sunmary, discusses issues and, conclusions
reachedinthestud'yandmakescertainrecommendationsfor
practice and for further study.
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CHAPTER 2
FRAMEVIORK FOR TÍTE DESCRIPTION
OF EDUCATTONAL PLANNING TN
DEVELOPING COUNTRTES

In order to facilitate a systematic examination of the
policy and the institutional and. legal frameworks of ed.ucational
planning in developing countries, the present study first
d.eveloped a framework within which the rerationship between
the law and ed.ucational planning may be investigated. The
following section gives a d.efinition of educational planning,
and. sets out the purposes and characterístics of educational
planningt it also describes the planning process, the social
context and institutional framework and outlines the sources
and functions of the law as welt as the possible relationship
of the various component.s.
EDUCATIONAL PLANNTNG DEFÏNED

Definitions of educational planning are varied and
d.iverse, ranging from idealized statements such as that
prod.uced at an Inter-American Seminar in 1958:
the overall planning of ed.ucation is a contínuous,
systematic process, involving the application and coordination of social research method.s, and of principres
and. techniques of ed.ucation, admÍnistration, economics
and finance, with participation and support of the
general public, in private as wefl as State activities,
with a view to securing adequate education fpr- people,
with-d.ef,in.ite aÍ-rnr. anð in well d.efined stages, ãnd-to
provid,ing everyone with an opportunity of ãevefoping
16
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his potentialities and making the most effective
contribution to the socialr_cultural and economic
development of the counLry,L
to simple definit.ions such as
the process of preparing a set of d.ecisions
for future action pertaining to education.2
A more complete definition viras offered by Ackoff as
a process that involves making and. evaluating
each of a set of interrelated decisions before
action is required. in a situation in which it is
believed that unless action is taken a desired. future
state is not likely to occur, and that, íf appropriate
action is taken r lhe likelihood of a f avorable outcome
can be increased.3
,.
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has attributed the difficulty

in defining ed.ucational
planning to the rapid growth of educational planning and to
its diversified. and. complex nature as well as to its ,youth,.
Though most d.efinitions have certain elements in
cornmon, certain limitations may be noted. Adams and Bjorks
have pointed out that most definitions make no ment,ion of the
relationship between innovation and educational planning, and
that. there is no distinction made between educational planning and other related processes. ït may be added that they
ignore the fact that, educational ptanning in any setting is
Coombs,:
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*Quoted in Elements of Educational Planning:
Unesco,
1

Paris, p,

13.

2_
-Don

Adams & RrM.Bjork

op, cit. p, L42,

3.
-Ackoff r R,L. A Concept of -Corpo::ate Planning
N.Y. tfiley-Interscienc
'Coombsr P,H, lrlhat is Edueational Planning?
Parisf Unesco t l97Q p.
tr
'Adams e Bjork op. cit. p. L42.
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the goals or policy to be implemented, by the needs
of the given society and by the existing regal reålities.
Educational planning will be used here to refer to a sanctioned means of determining the policy and priorities of an
guid.ed by

educational system, consideríng the economic, political,
and legal realities for meeting the needs of a society.

social

The definition presented here serves as a means of

guid.ing the discussion which follows. Tt implies that there
are certain purposes associated with educational pranning;

that there needs to be some legitimacy for educational
planning; that it does not exist in ùsolation from other
institutional arrangernent,s and that a certain process
exists for d.etermining choices within a framework of
Iegal and other realities.
ELEMENTS OF EDUCAT]ONAL PLANNTNG

Purposes of Educational Planning
Viewed generally, educational planning is an instru-

ment for defining and developing the resources required to

grapple with the immense needs in a developing country. rt
may be employed. for a number of reasons--for the improvement

or expansion of the educational system or of its curriculum
and j-nstruction t ot of the auxiliary services and the balance
of its different parts; In short there is a rneans-end relationship implicit in planni-ng which appears to have as its major
purposes, two classes of objectives, namely, efficiency and

1,:
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rational action and change or wideni-ng of choice.6
Effiçienc)¡- and. rat_ignaI,-3.c!,ion, Developing countries
have an urgent need for the efficient

allocation of resources,

especially of trained manpower. Educational planning has as
one of its purposes the efficient allocation of these resources
and the increase in production of trained. personnel as well
as the red.uction of waste within the educational system.
According to Davidoff and. Reiner,
the efficient utilization of resources would be
that which satisfied. the particular preferences of
individual actors - as such preferences are d.etermined
and. aggregated in a manner accepted in a given society.
Efficiency' thus is measured in terms of the purpose it
serves. T

Rational action on the other hand is considered. the 'sine qua
nont of planning and refers to increasing the reasonableness
of a decision. This view is supported by Sj-monrs model of
a
"satisficing"" and by Kaplan who poj-nted out that
man will doubt.lessly operate somewhere in the
realm of bounded rationality rather than reach
perfect rationaliLy"9
Perfect rationality would imply perfect knowledge
the ability to. compute all possible alternat,ives. Man
however cannot compute all possible alternatives or would

and

6S"" Davidoff P. and T. Reiner "A Choice Theory of
Planning" in Journal of American-Instiùute of Planners, VoL,28,
F of reaL962. p. 105 where they point out that though a
sons may be employedr arly one can serve independently or in
combination with others as the objective of planning.
1

'Tbid.

8-.
-Simon, Herbert A. Mod.els of Man. John Vüiley
Inc.
Sons,
, New York , L957, m--1
o
-Kaplan, A. oP. cit. P" 104. -

&
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find the cost of d.oing so too great. He therefore operates
on imperfect knowledge, or in other words, in the reatm of
Rational action, that is, taking
"bounded rationality",
into account and weighíng the end.s, the means and the
secondary resurt"rl0 may be considered a means of achieving
efficiency in ed.ucationar planning. For the educational
pranner it implies the provision of information both about
what can be expected. in the future and about the existing
state of affairs, and requires an identification of alternat,ives.
Ch.apge, Change is viewed as a function of planning,
Developingi countries have been described as "century-skippers,'
because of their tendency Lo seek to achieve greater results

in much shorter time than was required. of the now developed
nations. while in the past, change was gradual and based on
chance discoveries of solutions to practical problems of
survival or r¡ras limited to one sphere, and litt.le ef fort was
exerted. to anticipate resultant changes in related act,ivities;
recently attempts have been made to obtain specific consequences in change, whether a change in values, in structural
reconstruction or a change in direction. The assumption made
here is that man, through rational action, can affect the
rate and direction of on-going change, thereby improving his lot.
1001.* Vüeber
contrast,s

this with 'social action that
is trad.itionally oriented through the habituat,ion of long
practice. " .Eor a lengÈhy explication see John Friedman
d.iscussion in Bertram M. cross, (ed,) rAetion under-planning:
rh.e

,

gyidgnçe sF Eeonsmic:Dq-v91o$¡mg+I, m

2t

Îl.a++inq chqrasgetiqÞ*c,s. There are several

characteristics of the act of planning: (l) policy
orientat,S-on , 11 ,( z ) exercise of choic ,L2 (3 ) comprehen"
(4)
achievement of
and. (5) orientation
=i-r"rr"""r13
"rrd"r14
to the future.lS
1) ?oli.c¿.origgtaF,i.on. Ir attributing to planning
certain purposive activities, one acknowledges the presence
of goals or object.ives. Po1icy is concerned with goals and
can be viewed both in terms of the statement of goals or
object,ives, and in ter:ms of the legislation in which these
goals fínd more concrete expression" Tn this wayr this
characteristic is a fundamental component of planníng, The
format.ion of policy in education constitutes a complex
process involving many people working throuqh various
institut.ions in varj-ous sett,ings.

l.:',..

i

lt_
--See OECD Background. Study No.-5 Gonference
on Policies for Sdu
al Planning". Unesco,
IIEP I L969 which boËh stress the centrality of policy in

educational planning,

l2oavidoff & Reiner op. cit. See exercise of
choice as operating mainly in the area of values, One
needs however to exercise choice in the areas of means
and alternatives as well.
13^
--See Ackoffr R,L, 4 qeneqpt çÉ Cqrporate Planning,
N.Y, Wiley-Interscience, fS
Toward A tñeory of Educational Þ-tanning: The Biazilian
*L4-^Mendes

r op. cit " p, 119 .
15_
--Coombs r op, ci-t, pp 14-15 .
"
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2) Exereise-sf- ehoiee. As planners Éet up priorities,
they are faced with establishing certain alternatives and. with
choosing from these alternatives. Ir7ateßston sums up thís
exercise of choice very well in economic terms,
Educational planning involves the applicat,ion
of a rational system of choices among feasible
courses of ed.ucational investment.16
Planning must not only determine significant varj-ables but
must assign a d.egree of probability of outcome to these

variables. Generally, planners will be guided. in this
exercise of choice by the established policy, by the law
or by some need articulated within the society, Lê Breton
and Henning in relating the dimensions of a plan to a theory
of choice, point out. that
the greater the si-gnificance of a plan, Èhe
greater the tikelihood. that the planner wíll find.
it advantageous to include a greater variety of
alternatives; to-use sophisticated techniques of
decision-making. r /

Exercise of calculated choice is considered by Davidoff

and.

Reiner as the characterist.ic intellectual

act of planning,18
3) Çgpprehgf,r.s-iveÎess" Planning not only relates the
components of a system Ëo each other but also serves to
provide a link between various systems; educational planning,
for example, has to consid.er not, only the educational system
16Vo.t"r"ton, Albert A. "What do we know about
planning?" fnternaËional Bevefspment-neview, \loL. 7
(oecember fg
Lt_ Breton,
*'Le

gþ.ry..

P, P, and Dale A" Henning. -Pitanning
Prent,ice-Ha11, Inc,, N.J. , I964t p, 115,-

18_
*-Davidoff

& Reiner op. cit.

p.

106.
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but also its relationship to the economic, political and
legar systems. Furthermore in order to arrow decisionmakers to choose rationally among alternative prograrns,
planning must be,, comprehensive, given the state of
i-mperfect knowledge. "comprehensiveness" according to
Mendes, "is a requirement of planning and precludes

unilinearity Ç , , j-ts real significance d.epends upon Èhe
degree to which it dovet,ails with'reality rather than to
i-gnore rreal worldr aspects.rr19 This characteristic is of
extreme importance since any form of lag or d.ysfunctional
activi-ty will greatty hinder progress and development of
societies.
4) Achievement___gq_gnqs. This is another major
characteristic of planning which entails a concept of
purposive, goal-orj-ented. activit,ies . These may take=various forms but invariabry are associated with change.
The ends envisaqed will also determine both the directions
and the rate of change as well as the means need.ed. to
accomplish the given ends as established. by the prevairing
policy directives.
5) Oq¿Sn,taFiot Lo the future. Ed.ucational planning
determines future action pertaining to education and as enddirected activity implies an orientaÈion to the future,
coornbs t før example, acknowledges this and states that
,:

educational planning d.ea1s with the future,
drawing enlightenment from the past, It is the
l9M"rrd.es, Durmeval

Trigueiror op, cit" p, 24,
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springboard for future decisions and. actionst
. . . concerned not only with where to 9o but^^
with how to get there and by what best route.¿u
Every goal of planning, every area of policy requires or
utilizes information about futuré states as there is need to
know what

controls, alternatives and sanctions will

be

designed..

vthile it is useful to note these characteristics
separately for purposes of analysi-s, one ought not to lose
one's view of the tot,a] planning process. In devising an
optJ-mal mod.el of the educational planning prgcess, R5-ffel
points out that
planning is now thought of as a continuing
process, not one started at whim or under pressure
and finished when a blueprint of programs is drawn
llp. A second feature is that planning is an iterative
process . r . The product of a single planning cycle
is thus, ât best, a ser.ies of steps toward a set of
objectives, and as one cycle follows another, LE
becomes possíble to approximate the hoped-for state
of affairs even more closelY,2l
In educat,ional planning, this process ideally may be divided
into three distinct phases as follows: id.entification of
needs and selection of goals, review and selection of alternatives, and promulgation into law and implement'ation of the
pIan. Each phase is useful for analytic Purposes as each is
concerned with a different aspect of the process'
2Qcootb", P. op. cit.

2Iniff"l,
Edmonton, A1berta,

pp" 14-15"

J,A. -Edueation Planning
H.R

"R

Re-examiRed,

2s

I.

- Ta-e"t,j

si

Sq,t* p+- ps.- pPpgÐ ?pa) p e.* e gF $gÐ S.e>sp" + s-.

This phase is primarily direct,ional in that it is concerned
wj-th id.entifying needs and est,ablishing goals and objectives,
rt appears to be the first logical step since not only must
the government's main objectíves and educationar policy be
examined but, more detaíIed objectives must be provided for
those involved at later stages. objectives as intended outcomes of planning must first be id.entified since it is
impossible and unrealistic to decide what or how to plan
until we know why we are engaging in planning. There j-s here
an analogy to the doctor who must know why an operation is
necessary before decid.ing what part must be removed and how
the operation must be carried out., Tfr education, after
objectives at the social and institutional levels are understood, a number of sub-objectirzes usually follows as the
systemrs capacity to achieve the goars set for it,

is assessed.
In this wayr this phase is inextricably linked. with policyformation as educational planners need to know how and where
their educational plans will fit, with the economic and. social
development plan.

2. Review an@
ailternaËives, This phase
involves the description and outline of the method.s and means
it is proposed to use to meet the stated object,ives¡ it also
provides details on proced.ures and machinery for supervisi-on
and correction. In other word.s, ends are converted into
means. Since planning as stated above is guided by rational
action, plannin.g seeks to eliminate arbitrary steps of
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proceeding from general objectives to specific proqra*",22

It, is in thj-s phase that
facts and opinions bearing on each majgr
issue are assembled and weighed one against the
other, and decisions made, tentat.ively or finally,
that will determine the general d.irection of all
activities coming under the plan,23
This phase involves the identificatio-n -:of a universe of
feasible alternat,ive means and. an evaluation of these means
according to the ends sought. Arbitrary decisions are
avoided in this process as planners realise that not every
means has the legal sanction of modern contemporary societies
and that the means chosen must, usually meet certain political
commitments that must be honoured and certaj-n obligat,ions
that are imposed. by the 1aw or by custom.
:

.

Í.o,$l+ggtlqq-lllo ]ey and, igpJ-ep_qF_tgtíep_eg;I,he
pla+. While this phase may be equated with !'implementation',,
it here implies that planning d.oes not cease with the ad.option
of a strategy. Furthermore, it underlies the "iterative"
process ment,ioned above, This view of planning embraces
implementation which often involves securing of legislation
for the adoption of a plan, for as Beeby has stated,
the plan is an abstraction until it is legalty
embodied in a series of annual budgets that determine
the speed at which it shall be applied, the parts which
shall be dropped entirely¡ and the amendments that must
be made to ad.apt it to unforeseen condit,ions.24
3

e,

2Zoavi-d.off

trator.

Reiner¡ op, cit. p. 111,
23eeebyr c.E, Planning and the Ed.ueatisnal-AdsrinisUnesco,

&

L967 n

24tøLa. p. 34.
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The importance and centrality of implementation in the

planning process is acknowledged by Riffel.
The execution of the plan depends on designing
These processes
and carrying out field. activities,
phase,
but are
make
the
implementation
up
not only

important to the planning process in two other r^rays3
(1) replanning the initial program is carried out
during this phase, and (2) the way in which the
plan is executed determines its real substance,
In other words, effective planning requires that
plans be recycled and revised when they go off
course during implementation and also that concrete
indicators for measuring the progress of the plan
and assessing its d.irection be d.eveloped"2S
In short, implementation is a necessary and integral phase of
the planning process regardless of the issue at hand.
THE SOCIAL CONTEXT OF EDUCATIONAL
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PLANNTNG

The educat.íonal system in any society is línked to

the social setting in so far as it, trains young people in
skills they will require as adult members of the society.
Tn this respect educat,ional planning cannot be d.ivorced
from the social setting in which it operates. Parsons and
Sme1ser26 h..r. pointed out that the funct.ions that all
societies must constantly perform are accomplished. by social
entities which become more and more specialized as societies
develop, and that new institutions come into being as older
patterns of meeting societal needs fail to adjust adequately
l:

to changed conditions.

25nitt"lr op. cit. p. 18.
26TuL"oLt Parsons a Ueil Smelser
r-EeoRomy-aRd.-Soe{etyr
Glencoe, Illinois, The Free Press I L956
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In developing countries, the family, the tribe or
such primary groups as vrere found in rural areas r¡rere
responsible for the socialization of the young. This tended
to be a simple matter of the transmission of values and skills.
However, the thrust of industri aLízatlon27 and the advent of
independence have alteretl this; the educational process has
taken on the role of the allocation and selectioï) as well as
the training of individuals for their adult roles. Schools
are expected. to be adapted. to the local society, yet to
transforrn that, society into a more developed oroe,28 rn fact,
leaders expect education to change the social order. A
quotation taken from a government resolution illustrates this¡
Greater emphasis came to be placed on educational
development because of the realization that education,
especially'in science and technology, is the most
pöwerful instrument of social transformation and
economic progress; and that the attempt, to create
a new social order based on freedom, equality, and.
just.ice can succeed only if the traditional educa,
tional system was revolutionized. both in content
and extenL.29

Ed.ucation then has to perform many functions in a developing

country.
27tin" rationatization of the educational system is
usually assocj-ated with industrialj-zation" For an explicaR. and Hodgkins, B,
tion of the relationship see Herriott,jl-Edtleation
65.:ênI'Open
Forma
Sshosilinq;
The Enviserunsp!-of
-

-15 "

28Arrd"r"or,, C .4. - The- Soeiail . esntexÈ- of :EdueaÈisnal
Unesco, IIEPT I
þ!3g.
'":;";;
2erh" ;""-";"
ruly L7 , rs.A quoted in
;-",
(eds.
Haffiembeck
)'-Edusat:isn.-and-the
John W.

Development-of

-Nations.

Nev'r
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York: Holt, Rm
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the functions of education
in a developing country into four main categories: 1) education as a major instrument of social change, 2) education as
an i:nportant social service, 3) education as a major instrument
of i,ational income d.istribution policy and 4) ed.ucation as a
Necat, Erd.er has girouped

manpor^/er

industry

.
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FdpgatignJr::SÌls.ais.r-lnsås.qnles-1.-gS-,ssg.i-3.1_sþ3sggt_
implies that a choice has been made of a way of life

with
This
particular patterns of social behavi-our, values and. organisation and. that educati-on can effectively bring this about. .
There are some special problems which arise from the variety
of social groupings exhibited in the developing countries.
For example, ethnic groups respond in d.ifferent ways to the
spread of education;3I matters of religion, caste and class
neecitobeconsideredast.hedegreeofattachmentwhichan
individual shows or the amount of protection he d.emands from
such g:rouBs may greatly restrict his behaviour and influence
the kind of support given to educational "h.rrg",32
30N"".t Erd.er

"Some Administrat.ive Problems in
OECD -Organisats{onait-Rrsb;Lems-in

Educational P1anning" in
P

j-ng
I --Beve;Lopmen
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3lWitrr""=, for exampler the attitude of the Pakot of
Kenya who have a negative attitude to British-oriented education as cornpared with the Ibo of Nigeria who place great
emphasis on education as a means of making one's way in the
world. ,1
--See Ad.ams & Bjork, oP. cit, PP. 80-84 who point out
the difference in receptivity to the spread of educat'ion
between the Hindus and the Moslems,'
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Edueation'as -sosíail-servíee. Understanding the

existing pattern of demand for education as revealed by the
parental attitudes and the values attached. to education is
signi-f icant for the production of an ef fectj-ve p1an.
Education may be considered as an important social service
in that it gives the indivj-dual the possibiliüty of acqui-ring
the 'tools of knowledger. Generally, this is associated wj-th
the social demand for education as reflected i-n the evolution
of attitud.es towards various forms of education which follow
compulsory primary schooling. Developing countries cannot
yet afford free secondary education or even a secondary place
for every child as can the more developed nations. An understanding of attitudes as they develop towards education is
important to educational planners especially where there is
widespread advocacy for orienting the schools towards the
country's economic ,r""d".33 this in effect means increase
in areas of technological education and orienting curriculà
in village schools toward work on the land and increasing
The peculiar situati-on
respect for farming as a way of life.
is that developing countries have groÌ^in accustomed to a more
Èraditional type of education and regard schooling as an escape from the physical labour associated with such endeavours.
F-È
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it results in distributing

may be argued.

because

33Arrd"r=orr, c.
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op. cit. p. 30.
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social tasks on the basis of talent and ability and, therefore,
ma-imizes produetivity. fn this respect it approxímates what
Max weber would term

"rational orientatíon to a system of
d.iscreet. individual ends."34 ïn addition, it may be considered
an instrument of rational income distribution policy because
it creates equality of opportunity and consequent.ly, social
mobility. Develoþäng countries have to consider c1ass, caste
and e_thnic differentials ..,as r¡t¡e11.
Tduq+tion-as'.bnlpnpower i+du.s-gg. skirls required by
the growing industries of developing countries aïe increasingly

being acquired within formal educational institutj_ons.

The

more mod.ernized a community becomes, the more emphasis seems to
be placed. on this function of education" A developing country,

however, cannot offer schooling impartially to all categories of
people or to all localities at the same time, Tt has to widen

opportunities so that progressivery larger parts of the population receive an education, thereby improving its human
resources. rn this respect, education serves a selection
function as it helps to allocate pupils to various types of
schools and subsequentl.y to various types of occupation.
.
The functions noted above are not arl-inclusive, but
.may be considered of major importance to ed.ucationar planning
in developils,countries. To them may be added the fact, that
34ln this way it stands in contrast
to social action,
which is "traditionally oriented through habituation of long
practice." Cited in Bertram M.
The Guidanee

- of,

-Eeonomie-Devetr
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schools are regularly seen as instruments for value re-oríen-

tation in that they conserve new along with old values; leaders
in developing countries bent on mod.ernization wish to have an
educational syst,em adapted. to their own customs and aspirations
as well as to produce a technological society. Schools are
therefore expected to stabilize new social patterns and at the
same time foster receptivity to change. But whatever the
stated. functions, as Anderson says,
schools are always coloured by the surrounding
society, and a school system that is functioning
effectively i-n a society will be localized to its
milieu.35

THE INSTITUTIONAL CONTEXT OF EDUCATTONAL PLANNTNG

Educational planning may be viewed as taking place in

d.ifferent settings and. at different leveLs characterized. by
certain actors (in the planning process) who have a responsibility to their community. The d.egree of success of their
actions is d.epend.ent in part on the d.egree of legitimacy
accorded, the actors themselves, or the prod.ucts associated
with their actions. The actor categories identified are
mainly a formal type distinguished from other social groupings
such as primary groups which develop as a result of continuing
face-to-face contacts and cliques which develop from commonly
held. feelings. The d.istinction is mad.e because educational
planning is viewed as a legally sanctioned act thereby making
planners responsible for their actions.

¡:r'
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"And.erson, c. op. cri¡t. p. 22.
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The term ."tor"36 covers both the institutions

or agencies and the physical persons involved in the planning
process, They are considered to be playing key roles in the
planning act, at d.ifferent times and at different places
where policy is determined and plans are formulated. They
may be members of the cabinet or legislature or part of the
national planning agiency or of the ministry of education or
of some defined interest groups. lVherever the location t oE
whatever the namer3T they will have the responsibility for
their nationrs d.estinies, for deciding what the qoals of the
educational system will be and for choosing the means of
reaching these goa1s, Actors will be found. in several cate:
gories. The first q.eneral category envisaged is the cabinet
and the legislature.
Ihe.-gaLiget.- a.+d-rleg*g*aÞy.rs. rhese officials are
generally elected in a democratic government, and usually
have responsibility for deciding policy for the educational
system, They therefore determine what the goals and objectives
will be and instruct their subordinaÈes to develop strategies
by which these goals can mosÈ effectively be reached, They
may decide to initiate a shift in the balance in types of
education, stressing scientific and technical education at
or general education, Such policy
ïn:":.."t-ti:"rary
36s"" Jan Tinbergen. - eer*trsai.-Rtranning, Yale
University Press, New Haven, 1964;-Þ;E
37th" names here are representative of categories and
functions" Names will undoubtedly differ from country to
country though the funct.ions may be the sarne.

3'4

:

is made as a matter of political choice and need.s the
sanction of high polit.ical authority before it can be fully
implemented.

Thg gat,þ+a1-glanling--pgegey. Vlhile the cabínet and
.j

'..-

legislature determine goals and objectives, the national planning agency functions at a more technical level" It looks at
the process by which the plan is prepared on the basis of
approved goals, and takes into account the roles of persons
who are attached. to the national deveropment planning u.n"r"y.38
It, may employ economists, social srlientists , educators and
others, all of whom are expected to have an understanding of
the interaction between political, social and educational factors. It usually conqiders proposals from the planni-ng group
i-n terms of the efficient, allocation of all resources.
tþe.mipisg<V_-,o5-g9F.e.at*glr-. The minister and. senior
officials translate government policy int,o ministry practice.

:,:ì,;

i',....,

t"J
',1 :',1.'

i::':'::
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Mostoftenthesearet'hepeop1ewhoareinvoIvedwiththe
expansionandimprovementofthesyst'emaccordingtothegoa1s
set out. They speak for the system before the national
planning agency.
Sp.eeåa1is-t:. These are persons trained in stat.ist,icät, budgetary and other skilIs. Their expertise is called
into play when principles are to be translated into specif ics,
They deal with such things as detailed procedures, building
programs, financial implications of the proposed changes and.
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38^
--See Vüaterston

op. cit. p, 687 for a complete list
of natj-ona1 planning a.gencies around the world.,
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enrolment. They are also involved in the planning
of improvement in such specific areas as teacher trai-ning,
adult education or expansion in their particular fields.
Foreign consult.ants also fall into Èhis category as they
are,sometimes called. to advise on specific issues.
All the categories mentioned above may be consídered
as playi-ng particular roles in the educational ptanning process. V,ihatever the individual roles, the involvement of
actors in the educational planning process is a formal one,
and what they do will be reflected in the policies and plans
for the educat.ional system. This is not however to deny that
the planning process is j-nfluenced. by interest groups and by
the public at large at certain times and under certain
given cond.itions.
- I5r_teTl-s,t_,grejgB,s.. These must also be included in the
set,ting of ed.ucational planning. Because of the nature of
education, interest groups may be considered at two levels,
At, a very broad and general level, these may be considered.
as groups which from time to time take an interest in education and influence the d.irection of policy by actively
supporting or objecting to policy. They may sometimes even
propose specific projects. At a more specific level, groups
which are formally a part of the educational system may be
included. The Junior Chamber of Commerce or Parent-Teacher
Associations are representative of the former and Teacher
Unions and Governing Bod.ies are representative of the latter.
The view t,aken of interest groups is important, for if the
extend.ed

36

group is considered high in status, its opínions will hardly

be ignored, whereas opiníons of groups considered. Iow in

status wíll often be ignored..
While the principal actors in the planning process
have been identified above, Figure 2.1 below shows how these
roles may be viewed in relation to the planning process. It
is obvious from the illustrations that various leveIs of
giovernment provide the legal mechanísms through which
planning is done.
THE

LAW

Plans are made at the sufferance of legislative
enabling actj-on and within several governmental jurisd.ictions,
and, as Barr has stated, "most j-mportantly r r^re assume that
such legitimacy must precede the planning act."39 It is for

this reason that one involved i-n planning needs to understand.
the particular relationship between educational planning and
Ëhe law.

Sources-of, Law
The law may be viewed as a combination of legislation

(including statutes and administrat.ive regulations, directives,
orders-in-council, rules, relationships and. routines) and
judicial decisions. Actually there are three major sources
of lawr_tt.*:ttl_(11 custom, (2) case or judge-made law,
39_
--Barr, Dona1d.

A. "The Professional Urban Planner"
Journal -of Arner:Lcan-Institute- of, Pilanness, May L972.
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jud.icial decisions and (3) legislation, all of which at
one time or another are refrected in the policies and. plans
for education.
1. Custo¡n. Customary 1aw derives, as the name
indicates, from local custom. According to Hart,
it is not in the mod.ern world a very important
source of larn/. It is usually a subordinate one
in the sense that the 1eþislature may b1z statutes
deprive a customary ruler,of lega1 status.40
Ä'11eq however, makes the point that, the customary derivation
of sone statutory rules should be kept alive, for he regards
i.e.

custom as

carrying it,s own f.ustificat.ion itself as it,

would not, exist unless some deep*ss¿ted need of
the people or soqç native quatity of temperament
gave rise to it.+r
Every legal custom however, represents an exception
from the generar 1aw of the land and is accepted by the courts
according to the following condi-tions:

1. The custom must have existed since time immemorial;
2. The custom must have existed without interruption;
3. The terms of the custom must be reasonably certaih;
and they must not, be in oppositi-on to some fundamental
principle of law;
4. People observing the custom must have done so because

_

.1"I

:"1..:1":_.ney

Ì^iere bound.

to obgerve i-lu¡

Oxford., 1963, p. 23,
41Arr"rr, Sir. C.K, --Law--in-È.he-Mal*iRgi. Oxford
University Press, Slod.on, 19m

:1.:

39

5. The custorn must not have been exercised by force or
vl-oJ_erlce.
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2. Judíeial.-Þeeision"s. This represents the accumulated decisions of judges in courts of la$r" It is a
significant source of law in that when a judge decj-d.es a
case, he both disposes of the problem before him, and lays
d.own a legal principle which other judges will have to follow,
subject to certain reservations. Changes in case law are
effected gradually by judges as they distinguish between

-::_
",:.,,,:.,,,:

,',,:'.;'.,.¡1
:;.:1.-::l:
:r'. l-::.:i-:

t,. '::.,;1.:.
:'::
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The term rlegislation'

3. $þþ!!95

:

is generally

considered synonymous with rstatutesr, but in its broadest
sellse includes all law that originates in an official

body

having por¡ler to make general rules.

Legislation may therefore be divid.ed into two categories (1) statutory and
(2) d.elegated or subordinate legíslation.

ì,

ì
,

EaLuÞory:reg,lsrg5i.gg, Accord ing to W, F . Frank
statutes as thé formal embodiment of the acts of parliament
¡:;,.:, .:.-:,

have been used

ì:iì::i:::ì::;:::':

as a means of supplementing case law, remedying
its defects and consolidating its provisions where
this has become necessary . r . IrI more recent years
statute law has become the main tool of the social

'¡: ,¡, ,a :

:

reformer.43

--The1egis1aturemaydeIegate,,....'''',,.
42_
'-Frank, !il.F, - ehe GenexsiL- Rrinciples of'-EnqJish-Ëaw.

::.:'.::.!.:.::

George Harrap & Co, I,td
.
43_.
'- Ibid,
p 25
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its powers to other persons or bodies. Ministers of the government are d.elegated countless powers which they can exercise to
make regulations, orders-in-couflcilr directives, rules and orders.
Similarly, po\^lers are given to various units of local government
which use them to pass by-laws and resolutions and. to varíous
occupational and professional organizations for regulating the
cond.uct of their members. There is one ma jor d.if ference between
parlíamentary legislation and d.elegated legislation, namely, in
a unitary state ¡ courts may not question the validity of a statute
of Parliament gn the ground.s that it exceeded its authoríty since
there are no limits to the powers of Parlíament, but subordinate
legislation is d.ifferent and may be so challenged. The increase
in volume of delegated legíslation during the past couple of
d.ecad.es has made it a very important source of law.
Funct.ions of the

ì,,.
l': :,

i,,,,
i',',.

Law

In order to make possible an adequate discussion concerning the relationship of ed.ucational planning and. the law,
the followíng section details the functions of the law with
respect to educat,ional planning. Figure 2.2 shows how this
relationship may be viewed. The approach views the operat,ion
of the law in terms of both its structural parts and. the function
they perform in regard.s to the educational system. ït is presumed
that the 1aw and education as social institutions are in interaction and mutually influence and ad.just to each other. In thís
regard, the law may be conceptualized as having three major
functions in educational plannings a prescriptive function,
an intelligence function and a review function.
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Figure 2.2 The Relationahip of Educational Planning and the Law by Function
È
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The prescriptive funct.j-on. This is concerned \^zith

giving guidelines and assigning limits or duties to which.,
the actors and the act of planning must conform. The
countryrs constitution and the large body of tegislation
which each country over the years builds up fall within thj-s
category. The constitution on the one hand assigns respon'
sibility to government for making laws respecting education
and other enterprises and. affects the actorsr role in that
they may through constitutional constraints be restricted
from performing, or urged to perform certain acts. Statutes
on the other hand contain provisions establishing a ministry
of education and outlining the powers of the minister.
Generally they embody policy in the form of guides and directives to educational authorities for the planning, governing
and administering of the ed.ucational system and may define
privileges, duties, responsibilities, limits and so on, to
which educational planners must adhere. Statutory provisions
are binding on the actors. Garner points out that
any such rule made in due form will be accepted
Â lt
as law by the courts of a unitary state without question.==
Generally a proposal for legislation will spring from some
real or supposed defect in the existing statutory or case Iaw,
oi in the organization of society.45
''Garner, F.F. Administrative Law. Butterworths,
London, 1963, p. 10.
45^
'-Grj-ffith, J:4.e.. Principles of Administrati-ve Law.
Sir Isaac Pitman & Sons, London, L967, p. 28.
¿, ¿,
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This element is represented in Figure 2.2 by ministerial regulations and board
poticies. These may range from regulating school meals to
the extension of teacher traj-ning programs and have the
force of law when specified by statute. The Minister, and.
to a lesser extent school board.s, are empowered to make
regulations embodying their policy which
when validly mad.e have the force of
''
within the sphere of their legitimate operation. 46
It, facilit,ates the tasks of the actors 9nd is accomplished.
through the promulgation of policies and. regulat,ions rat'her
than through J-sþàÈ.üõotye enactment. It usually specifies
means for implementation. While it is essentially closely
akin to the prescriptive function, its procedure does not
involve the formality of the pure legislative methods. It
gains effectiveness by reason of the speed of its efforts.
The review function. The review function eomes into
focus only after the planning process has been set in motion
and the plan or procedures of planning are in one \^Iay or
another challenged. It is concerned with whether statutes,
administrative regulations' direct'ives, etc. have been
conformed to or not, and if not, who failed to conform to
them. In this way it is basically fact-gathering in nature
and serves an informing function for planning as it, publicly
expounds the true meaning of the rules \^ihenever doubts in
The intelligence function.

46uccurdy, s.G. The Legal Status of the Can+4ian
Teacher. The McMillan Col-õFCãnada Ltd. , L968, p. 20-

:t:
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reference to their meaning arise. There is a human erement
involved' in the review function quite unlike the mechanistic

implications of the prescriptive sphere. Decísions of lower
courts and courts of appeal as well as appeals to the minister
fall within this category.
The particular function of the lower court ís to hear
and determine cases brought before it on appear or for
review
when a dispute arises over the meaning or applicatíon
of the
law. The decisions propounded in their interpretation of the

laws in relation to specific si-tuations will usuarly give some
indication of the 1egal framework within which planning must
take p1ace. rt should be noted that judicial decisions are
complementary to the statutes and subordinate legislation
in
that they interpret and clarify them for the benefit of those
engaged in.

the act of planling.

The funct,ion of appeal courts

is to hear and. determine appeals from decisions made in the
lower courts- The decisions resulting from these appeals can
affect the way in which planning may occur since they indicate
whether provisions of the statutes have been carried out
or
whether the actors have followed the procedures set out for
them.

The above outrine of the rerationship of planning and
the law seems rather complex and comprehensive in nature.
some elements may be more appropriate and significant
than

others in the analysis of educationar planning and the law
in developing countÉies. It is hoped, howeverr bhat its
comprehensive nature will make it adaptable to the situation

,,
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in any given developing country.
SUMM.A,RY

This chapter has set out the frame of reference underlying the study. rt began with a d.efinitj-on of planning as a
saactioned means of determining the policy and. priorities of
an educational system. rt outrined the purposes and characteristics of educatj-onaI planning as well as the planning
process while stressing the significance of the institutional,
social, and. legal contexts for educational pranning. rt also
d.etaiLed the functions of the law as giving guidelines and.
assigning limits or duties with which actors and the act of
planning must conform. Finally, it showed how the law
through its various functions relates to educational
planning.

1..'

CHAPTER 3

THE EXPERTENCE OF DEVELOPTNG COUNTR]ES

As early as the sixteenth century, the British had
established foothold.s in Africa, South Asia and the Caribbean.

Their initial contact with these countries was related to
trade, but their influence eventually spread to government.
By the middle of the nineteenth century, rndia had passed
from the authority of the East rndia company to the control
of the British government; Africa had settled down to a
simÍlar pattern of colonialism, controlled by the British,
the French or the Belgians; most of the isrand.s of the c
caribbean, fought over by the French, spanish and British,
r{ere now in the hands of the British. The countries being
studied, herel therefore have a common history which grew out
of the British push to expand their empire.2 Though the
early British ef forts were concerned r^rith coflrmerce, the
later introd.uction of educational institutions and curricula
reflected a desire to spread the persumed benefits of
1_
-See

Append.ix A

for a complete list.

2_
-For

a good, account of the eritish hegemony
the
colonies see Pâres, R. Mêrchants & pl_anters. cup: over
London,
y, J. H. The
_1990.._.FÍ9ueroa, J. J.
Estâblíshment
of thê European Hegemenony: 1415.;- 1715.:
N.Y.: Harper, 1960.
45
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christianity and western civilization to the area.3 th"
result was that the colonies shared a history of crose
association with Britain, its economic policíes and. its
ed.ucational practices and traditions.
This chapter is devoted to a descríption of the
social, legal and. institutional contexts of educationat
planning in these developing countries with British trad.itions.
It sets the background for an examination of the educational
planning process in Barbad.os. The similarities and dissimilarities which the various countries face in planning to
increase the quañËity and improve the quality of their
ed,ucation are outlined since it is upon such circumstances
that the applicability to other countries of an any concl-usions
will depend. The social and institutional contexts have been
arranged according to geographical areas. No such arrangement
was made for the regal aspects since it was clear that most
legislation in developing countries has been based. on British
ord.inances and that the inheritance of common forms of
management afforded a common point of entry.
THE SOCIAL

CONTEXT

Africa
rn order to understand the enormity of the task
facing educational planners, one must first understand the
3_
-See

for example Figueroa, J. J.

Fafunwa, A. B. op. cit.

op. cit., Lewis, L. J.
Press, London
pp. 17-18 and

Pergamon
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diversitj-es in languâ9ê, values and behaviour among the
different ethnic and social groupings. The contrasts and
differences however operate within a sufficiently general
framework to a1low for the societal characteristics outlined
below, for. though each country does not necessarily see the
problems as the same, they see them as major social variables
which influence educational planning.
Cultural variations. The cultural history of various
groups, the structure of tribal society and other factors have
been major influences in terms of ed.ucat,ional planning and
tTre acceptance of change on the part of African people. For
example, some peoples of Africa like the Pakot of Kenya see
no value in adopting European h/ays, including the traditional
skills of reading, writ.ing and arithmet,.ic:r:-,since they are
satisfied with their traditional culture and consider it,
more desirable than European civílizationr4 while others,
like the Ïbo of Nigeria, strongly emphasize the ability to
make onets way in the world. and. value education as an avenue
to success evaluated in European terms.5
It is important to note that tríba1 societies of
Africa \^rere for the most part, tradition-oriented through o1d
and long-standing practices.6 gh" chiefs and parents were
4Br=.o*, !V.R. & Herskovits, M.J. (eds.
) Continuity
a Change in African Cultures: University of Cfricago@
1959, p. 159.
5--Adams & Bjork op. cit. p. 59.
6:i'ôster, e. E4!¿cat,ion & Social Change in

Routled.ge & Kegan eau¡

Ghana
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the major authority figures. Vfith the spread of educat,ion,
however, these traditional authority bases began to be
challengêd,'1 thereby setting up a situation of conflict
between the traditionally-established authority figures and
ttre newly-educateA dtite who d.isplayed
an emotional ambivalence vis-a-vis traditional
Africàn culture and. their shrewd. perception of the
realities of the colonial situation.S
Philip Foster has pointed. out the kind of culture problems
created by this situation in Ghana where in most cases the
educated dfite r^rere not members of the traditional ruling
class as most people surmised.9
The result is that there has been a break-up of the
original primary groups in African societies, and new social
relations are coming into being. Makulu has observed that
tnere now exist groups
which unlike the original tribal social groups,
are not based. on blood relationship and are no longer
drawing for their cohesion on the common ancestral
heritage. l0
is that educational planners in order to make
successful changes, have to redefine the role of traditional
leaders, and have to consider the cultural vartations in the
society since the differences and changes in basie value

One consequence

7roia.

8mi¿. p.

110.

9r¡ia.

lo¡t.krrro.

op

. cit. p.

37.
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structures are invariably responsible for different approaches
to both policy and planning for education.
Close1y allíed to the question
Language diversity.
of cultural variation is the grroblem of language. There are
over 800 languages spoken in Africa, most of which were not
written before the arrival of the Christian missionati-e".11
Several st,ill do not, appear in written forms, while others
do not extend much beyond translations of the Bib1e.
Tanzanj-a is somewhat exceptional in this respect. Though
there are more than 120 dialects, Swahili is used by most of
tlre population, and has a considerable literatut".L2 The
problem of language is further complicated by the fact, that
several of the languages serve only a fraction of lEhe
populatíon and hardly extend beyond tribal boundaries as
exemplified. by Twi, Ga and. others of Ghana.}3 ïn uganda,
there are 7 major languages and at least 20 tribes.l4
It is obvious that the multiplicity of the languages
places a burden on educational planning. The report of the
L96L Addis Ababa Conference on African educational development stressed the re-orientation of Afri-can education to the
llodr*"r op. cj-t. p.55.
l2skotorr, c. rntegration of Educational & Economic
Planning in Tanzania. Unesco, Paris , 1967.
13_
--Foster, P. op. cit.
1¿.
-=I,ttreeks,
S. Þ.ivergence in Ed.ucational Development:
the Case of Kenya & Uganda. Teachers College Press' N.Y.,
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cultural setting and emphasized increased levels of enrolment;
it, acknowledged that in operationalizing any plan, the desire
to accelerate this re-orj-entation had to be tempered. by the
reality of the language problem.15 The absence of a coInmorl
language naturally acts as a brake on effective communication
with d.iverse socj-al groupings. Planners then face the problems of structuring their schools as an effective medium for
tne development of a colnmon national language, a problem
compouncled by the fact. that there is little
reliable research
in vital areas like the limitat,ions in conceptualizatj-on and.
retardation in acad.emic achievement engendered. by ed.ucation
in a second language.
Rural-urban problems. Historically, there i,.rere few
urban areas in Africa before Europeans settled and. began to
exercise political and economic control. Orie outstanding
feature throughout the colonial period was the dramatic
growth in the size and influence of urban areas. In Ghana,
for example, in 1931 there were 19 towns with a populat,ion
of between 51000 and 101000, while in L948 there were over
fifty towns of that size. Most of these people had migrated.
from rural .r"u.".16 This trend of moving away from rural
areas has continued to the exten'ü that mobile Africans have
learned to look to the town or city as a source of employment
the

15_.
--Fina1 Report of the Conference
Oevelo
16_
--Foster, P. Ibid. p.

I47.
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to fill immediate material needs; hence there has arisen a
class of semi-urban, semi-rural Africans.
The growth of urban society has great^ly weakened tribal ties and has been somewhat disruptive of traditional ways
of life. This has strong implications for changes in the
rural areas. Trad.itionally, the class of chiefs r.ì!rr:as. entitled
to and got more education than the rest of the people. The
pattern in modern cities differs from this in that status is
achieved rather than ascribed.
This trend presents educational planners with two
crucial problems. The first is that of urban ed.ucational
opportunity and rural educational opportunity, since the
percentage of those going on to secondary school in the city
far exceed.s that of those entering from the rural ...a=.17
In Ghana, for example, within urban areas, 55.4 per cent of
all child.ren of school age \^/as enrolled in school in 1960, '
as compared to 35.2 per cent in the rural areas, while in
Tanzania in 1963, one out of four child.ren in the rural areas
entered secondary school after completing the primary cycle
while one out of two in the urban areas was able to enter
secondary school.lB The second refers to the cumulative
unemployment mainly in the urban areas where school leavers
L7^
*'See

Sheffield, J.R. (ea.¡ Ed.ucation,

and Rural Devglopment.._ Nairobi:

Hõffi6-

l8roia. p.

369.

Eas

Employment
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tend to congregate ín the hope of securing ernployment.
unfortunately, many meet with nothing but disillusionment.
10

sheffield-' reports that in L966, Kenya had 150,000 primary
school-leavers for whom there was no prospect of further
education or paid. employment. This suggests that educati-onal planning must be concerned with this problem.
Diffusion of education. Cries and claims for the
I just societyr
have become fashionable in newry ind.ependent
nations. The appear of such claims has led politicians to
support the demands for rapid expansion of education at all
levels. This type of approach was supported. by the 196l
Conference on African educational development at Addis Ababa.
The figures given in Table 3.1 hhow what importance the
leaders at the conference placed on such expansion. vfhat
the figures do not reveal is the change in policy and approach.
British policy had. emphasized insurarity of re.gions and. tended
to aggravate regional dispariti"".20 Educational planning
has therefore to consider expansion not merery in te:ms of
numbers, but also in terms of the social groupings which
now exist and are demanding more educatiorr.2l This present
thrust for the rjust societyr construed by politicar read.ers
as instant diffusion of education, cannot be treated lightly
by ed.ucational pranners even though it may frustrate their
19_.
..
--ïbid.,

Introduction.
2oMako1rr,
H.F., op. cit., p. :'4.
2Lx-o.oirer
"Development, of modern education in .a,frica,,
in J.N.Brookes, The Oirie And The -[4any. Harper, N.y. , Lg62.

)
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Table 3.1.

Projected Enrolment in Educat,ion

Position
at 1966

Position
at 1981

29,931,000
t27g,000
383,300

32 , g0g ,000

Level of Education

1. Primary education
Estimated school age population
Estimated enrolment
Total number of teachers
2. Second.ary education
(a) General secondary ed.ucation
(b) Technical & vocational
(c) Teacher training
Total nr¡¡nber of teachers
3. Higher ed.ucation
Est,imated. enrolment in Africa
Estimated enrolment in other
countries
Total enrolrwent
Source:
e

32,909,000

15

I-rq14,100

r ,320,10 0
334,100
179,300
113,000

3,996 ,000

I

1547 t400

372,000
336,300

14 ,300

296,000

16r000
30,300

32,000
329,000

t of the Conference of Ä,frican States on
ucatLon t-n

rLca.

ECAIUNESCO,

most elaborate long-term plans for educational development
and rnay lead to poor fits between schooling and employment,

a consequence of rapid educational expansion
and industrj-aI expansion.

belzons economi-c

. African countries are
more and more looking to the schools as a means of disseminating ideas and symbols of nationhood, economic arowth and.
social justice wririch form the overriding goals of their now
independent commrrrriti"".22 These goals imply on the one
hand
rejection of the colonial past and. espousal of, tÀfri.canfzationr
22__

-04aKuLu,

H.F., op. cit.,

p.

19.
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as Dr. Kenneth D. Kaunda of Zambia put it.23

rn the context
of Africa, however, thi-s means that the schools are seen as
a means of creating or achieving a national identity among
people who have had a long-standing affiliation with Brj_tain
and with European civilization "which neither promoted nor
projected African person atity'!?a as in the early st.ages, the
object of education in Africa v¡as the spreading of European
..
civilization.
This meant the discouragement or suppression
of all tribal inst,itutions which seemed contrary to thht
object'iv".25 The leaders at, the Ad.d.is Ababa conference r^rere
therefore convinced. that if education in Africa was to
fulfil its many functions successfully, it had. to rest oïÌ a
foundation qf specifically African culture and be based on
special requirements of African progress in ar1 fields.26
Economic arowth is seen as closely tied to the
schools I ability to implanÈ new at,titudes and skills as
exemplified by the manpohrer planning approach adopted by
some African countrie r27 while social just,i-ce is interpreted
"
as equalization of opportunities among segments of the
population and as an acceptable balance between primary,
.:

23_.
--Ibid..,
Introduction, p. ix.
24_- -rbid
2stbid., p. 17.
26--Final
Report on African Educational
op. cit., p. 55.
27^
-'See
Skorov, G., op. cit.
.
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secondary and post-secondary education. For example, the
Federal Ministry of Education in Nigeria stated that

in deciding on the pattern of education

r¡,re

have

been guided by the following principles:
(i) It
must produce enough children with post-secondary

education to satisfy the nation's need.s for highlevel manpo'ver. (ii) It must be properly balañced
as between primary, secondary and post-sãcondary
education. (iii) It must narrow the gap betweeñ
ed.ucatùonal opportunities in the North ánd the
South, without producing an unbalanced education
system in the North.28

Educational planning is being used. as an insürument, towards
these end.s.
South Asia

This comprises the modern states of rndia, pakistan
and Sri Lanka (formerly Ceylon). Lj-ke Africa, South Asia
reveals a complexity of languages, ideologies, values and
behaviours among the various social groupings, any of which
can be a planner's nightmare. south Asia displays a diversity
of cultures represented by different linguistic and religious
elements of the population. The main social factors of
im¡rortance to educational planners are id.entifíed below.
Cultural variations. In Sotrth Asia, caste and
religion play an important role in the life of the communities. The three most important religious groups are the
Hindus, Muslims and christians. Tn rndia, Hindus comprise
28_
--fnvestment
in Edr¡ca.llon (Federal Ministry of
Education,
ewi-s, L.J. Sociäty,
pergamon
pressFnaon ,
&
in
Nigeria.
9çþgo1s _ Bfogress

J_vb5,

p.

133.

5f,

84.9 per cent of the popuration, Muslims 11.3 per cent, and.
chrj-stians 3.2 per cerrt.29 one significance of the figures

lies in the fact that each religious group has shown a
difference in approach and recept.ivity to education. The
Muslims for centuries had had. an organízed. educational
system based on rsramic teachings. The three R's, the
rKoran', and lectures on riteracy and religious
topics
formed the basis of educatiorr.30 They therefore did not
readily accept education as introduced by the British. The
Hindus on the other hand readily accepted the British type of
educati-on when the British took control.
Anôùher significant factor is thaÈ of caste. The
Hindu community for example consists of various caste and
sub-easte groups. Each group and sub-group had a welldefined traditional status and economi-c function. Tasks of
a manual nature were performed. only by persons of 10w rank
and persons of high rank did not perform any task which was

not in keeping with their status. This rigid system of
stratification practised by the Hindus, had its effdct on
the rest of the society. Ad.ams quotes a Moslem poet who
stated
There are casÈes and sub-castes like the
Hindus surelyr h/ê have out-Hindued the Hindu
himselfi hre are suffering from a double caste
29_.
.F'rgures

computed from The Mysore Population Stud.y,

N.Y., L96I. p. 56.
30^
--See Mukerji, S. N.,

Baroda, 1951.
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syst,em, sectarianism, and the social caste
system which we learned. or inherited from
the Hindus.31

In this system certain values T¡/ere attached to various jobs
in the community and educational opportunity varied with
status in the community. The 1951 census grouped. the Indian
castes into four categories, vLz., Scheduled castes,
Scneduled Tribes, Backward castes and Non-backward castes
The population dist,ribution was as follows: Non-backward
castes 62.92, Backward castes 18.3å, and. Scheduled castes
and tribes 18.5u.32 fn this distribution, the scheduled.
castes occupy a relatively 1ow position in the scale of
social status and material well-being whi.J:.e.., the Non-backward
castes enjoy the highest position. lVhen therefore the
eritish system of education was introduced, it was the Nonbackwardcast,esthatgraspedtheopportunityofaneducation
and ultimately occupied the higher status positions.
Two other factoÈs seem important. The joint. family
system tended to emphasize the goal of family unity and to
appeal to kin or caste rather to the community. This therefore tended to militate against development on any large
scale and to reinforce traditional patterns. There is also
the attitude to women. In Pakistan , for example, the attitude
to women as exemplified in the institution of 'Purdah'
?1

'-Quoted by

p.

56.

Ad.ams

,

Ed.ucation

in Developing Areas. p.

32*.
--Figures
computed from The Mysore Population Study,

80.
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requiring the seclusion of women from all males except their
own relatives, inhibits school attendance and creates problems
for planners j-n terms of educational diffusion.
Similar religious and value orientations in India and.
Sri Lanka form impediments to change. Such traditional value
patterns are constraining factors and lead to two obstructing
forces with which educational planners must d.eal: (a) an
appeal to the spirit of trad.ition which has supported the
social and sex roles for years and (b) the force of famj-ly
ties which fosters a kind of "insularity" and militates
against national concerns.
Language diversity.
South Asia displays a multiplicity of dialects. in any polyglot country, the problem
usually centers around the national language. Most countries
tend to see the schools as a means of creating conrmon avenues
of communication. South Asia is no exception; the problem is
great. In India, there are over 11500 dialects spoken, but
Hindi, the national language, is used by less Lhan one third
of the popuLation.33 Some southern areas have shied a\^ray
from the use of Hind.i since they considered it another
attempt by the North to dominate the SouÈh. This has led. to
tire adoption of English as a means of communicaÈion in prefereilce to one of the indigenous languages.
Pakistan on the other hand has more than 30 spoken
languages, with no single language being spoken or und.erstood
33uN, Mysore Population Stud.y. op. cit.
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throughout the country. At present, English is used as the
language of schooL instruction but urdu and Bengali are designated as the national languages to replace English by i-976.34

rn sri Lanka, sinhalese and Tamil are the major languages
apart from English. sj-nhalese, the language of instruction
in primary grades up to rg4}, became the ranguage of instruction for second.ary education in i-gsg and is now widely used
at universi-ty Ievel. rt is crear that. the question of language is one which those responsible for educational planning

:j.,
:

.:.,
:,',
.::

,:

cannot ignore.

:.

Rural-urban problems. rn south Asia g2 per cent of
the population l.ived: in villages;35 proi"cted estimates for

the year 1980 indicate that 41 per cent of the worrd.'s rurar
population will be living in south asia.36 Like the African
countries, however, opportunities for education are more
limited in the rural than in Èhe urban areas.. A stud.y of
the Mysore population in fndia illustrates this (Table 3.2).

?L
-'uNEsco:
Educational situation in Asia Trends c Present st
35uN. Growü! of the World,s
Urban & RuraL
Population, l92
36_.
--Ibid., p. 74.
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Table 3.2. Per Cent Distribution By Educational Leve1

of Males and Females 15 Years and Over.

Males (15 years e over)
Zone I (Rural Hills)
Zone II (Rura1 Hills)
Zor:e III (Rural Plains)
Towns

City (Bangalore)

Primary Middle
25.7
22.2
15.

9

2L.8
2L.6

L2.7
11.3
9.4
23.L
23.4

High University
5.1
2.5
1.8

10. 9
15. s

1.3
0.4
0.3
5.0
9.3

Females (15 years e over)
Zone
Zone
Zone
Towns

I (Rural Hills)
II (Rural Hills)
III (Rural Plains)

City (Bangalore)

10.9
8.2
3.6
L7 .3
16 .3

5.4
l-.

9

1.3
13.5
14.8

0.5
0.4
0.0
1.5
5.8

o:o

0.5
L.7

Source: UN, Mysore Populat,ion Study. 1961.
The figures clearly indicate that an urban dweller's opportunity for education was twice as good. as his rural
counterpart, at the middle school level; this increased to
three times at the leveI of high school and reached seven
times by university. They also revealed that the males had.
a much greater opportunity than d.id. the females.37
In ad.d.ition to this, the educational planner also
has to grapple wj-th the problem of unequal dist,ribution
along class lines. A study of twelve villages demonstrates
rhis (Table 3.3).
37th. 1961 Pakistan figures showed urban literacy
rates aÈ 35.8 per cent as compared to 16.6 per cent for
urual areas. See,Adams e Bjork, öp. cit. p. 86.
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Table 3.3- Percentage of Literates Among Different
Castes and Communities, India , 1960.
Caste Group

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Brahmi-ns and

other high-caste Hindus

Males

Females

62.7

L6.9

Cultivating Castes
Artisan Castes

29.9

8.7

24.9

3.9

Backward & Scheduled Castes

16. s

L.4

Muslims

27

.8

6.8

Christians

50.0

All

28

.2

6.4

Adapted from p.C. Voshi & M.R. Rao, "Social &
Economic Eactors in Literacy and Eåucation in
Ru,rg! .I_q_{-_i.. ,' Economic WeeÈly. January 4 , Lg64.
The planner then has to be a\^rare not only of the variation
Source;

in educational opportunity between rurar and urban areas, but
also between castes and sex. one other inhibiting factor is
found in the uncontrolled migration to the urban aïeas as
educated villagers seek to extend the markets for their
newly-acquired skills.38 rhis trend makes a mockery of
educational ptanning as the shifts in population, unsystematic
as they are, are difficurt to assess both in terms of qualitative anct quantitative educational targets.
Diffusion of education. Tn south Asia, various targeËs
for enrolment have been set in an effort to provide education
for thei-r massive populations. pakistan, f.or.*r*pr., had
plirhriëö tö increase its enrolment (primary) from 16.3 million
38Brr1"rrr, J.F,.,
op. cit,. , pp. l-35-140.
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in 1970 to 29.4 million by 19g0.39 The figures for sri Lanka
and fndia for the same periods were as follows: Sri
Lanka,
1-9 million in L970, to 3.7 million by 19g0 and rndia,
7L.9 million to 119.2 million by 1980
The probrem for
the planner is not as simple as an increase in numbers. rt
has been shown above that south Asôa is beset by traditional
attitudes of caste, varying religious varues and. cert.ain
atti-tudes toward females which militate against development..
Educational diffusion then has to be aimed at reform in
such
constraining factors.
: As in other developing
nations, independ.ence brought new demands to the education
systems in South Asia. Goals of nationalism, economic
development and social justice are seen as importan:.4L
rhe
goal of nationalism according to Dikshit had been gradual.
The emergence of militant nationalism had
significant repercussions in the
àáücationái--sprrere
also
A programme of constr,-r.iirr" educationarwork was embarked. upon and grad.";iit the conóept-or
'National Educarion-, !úas p"p"iãiiããå .*orrg t¡r" p"ãiL".42
National education in fndia was interpreted as
=c L-,'edtldation cond.ucted along national lines , controlled.
by_the
representarives ot uhã ;;ti;;,
and. so conrrorr_ed
and conducred rhar it should have rði ils
ãu:ããt-trr.
39utrr"sco,

Educational Situation in Asia, op. cit. p. L2.

4or¡ia.
41s.s. Dikshi_r:
SLerling publishers (p) l, Nationalism e4q rndian Education.
42_.
--fbid.,
p. I40.
.
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realization of the 'National Destiny'.43
South Asian countries also visualize a key role for
education in the reconst,ruction of their societies and stress
the paramount role of education as an instrument to achieve
national objectives. rndia's third five year plan stated that
Education is the most important single factor in
achieving rapid development and technological progress
and in creating a social order found.ed. on values of
freedom, social justice and equal opportuníty r44
while Pakistan in its first, five year plan observed that
out-dated institutions which serve no economir.
ana soóiat porpo"" should be dj-scarded or reord"rãd.45
Sri Lanka set as j-ts target the elimination of the narrowly
academic nature of its educational system and a goal of free
compulsory education of seven years' duration by LggO.46 It
is goals of this sort, nationalistic in tone, which pose
problems for educational planners since they are usually
tied to the electoral promises of politicians.
The Caribbean Area

Like the areas of Africa and South Asia, the Caribbean
presents great contrasts and differences from territory to
territ,ory. However, the following societal characteristics
of i-mportance to planners may be noted.
Cultural values. There halæ exj-sted for some time in
the Caribbean norms which rei-nforce ,t ascribed' rather than

43rbid., p.

L4o.

44ttrira Five Year Pran of India (L96L-66), p. s63.
¿,4
'-First Five Year Plan of Pakistan (f955-1960) r P.
46uNescor Educational Situation in Asj-a. op. cit.
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rachieved' status. There \^ras, for example, an emphasis and
reriance on ideas of importance of class, caste, colour and
shade rather than performance whj-ch gave rise to the feeling
of intrinsic value attached. to such matters.4T Generarly
speaking, educationar opportunity and the resulting economic
rewards r¡rere apportioned on such grounds and. depended largely
on one's social background.

also the shared values arising from what
Figueroa calls "residual slavery and. coronialism".48 By
this he means the 'outward 100king attitude, whi-ch the
caribbean islands adopted. He attributed this to their geopoliticar and economic realities.
The vast majority of west
rndian immigrants were slaves, brought, forcibly against their
wi1l, and the rfreet immigrants of European backgrounds þrere
rabsentee' owners. The result was that leadership was not
cultivated in the islands, but d.epended on the Metropolis.
Their size too often led them to look ,outside' in t,imes of
There are

economic crisis.49

one other determinant, of values should be noted, that
öf the ownership pattern associated with the island.s; with the

exception of Barbados which had always been governed by

Britain, the islands have been in the hands of the spanj_sh,
French and British at one time or another. They therefore
47

nt.'" ülilliams r op. cit.,

48_
JOnn
4

9rui¿.

pp. 5-8.
J. Figueroa, op. cit., chs. 1 & 2.
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share a cultural and ethnic heritage arising from more than
one colonizing

PoÌ^rer.

diversity. Closely associated with the
question of cultural values is that of language. The island
of Trinidad., for example, is extremely cosmopolitan. The
Keenan report of 1869 stated rthat
There are eight sworn i-nterpreters of French,
nine of Spanish, one of German, one of Eindustani
. for purposes of law and .o*"..".50
Though, hoÌ,trever, English is the official language of these
Caribbean countries, the variations in dialect are sufficiently great as to be problematical. Carrington, Borê1y
and. Knight in a study carried out in Trinidad pointed out
the dangers in the language policy. They observe that
The language arts syllabus in use in Trinidad
& Tobago makes the erroneous assumption that the
mother tongue of the learners is English, and for
all practical purposes the population of Trinidad
is tieated. as it it were nngfisfr speaking.51
l,anguage

52
in another study foundrtthat the creolization which
Craig"exists is often correlated with stratificat,ion. The question
of multi-Iingualism and creolizatj-on then is something to
which planners will have to pay increasing attent,ionr ês it
is unlikely that the great, percentage of the people is

--Keenan Report on Education in Trini-dad, L969.
5 0__

51_
-*Lawrence

D. Carrington et al. "Linguistic
Exposure of Trinidadian Child.ren" in Caribbean Journal of
Education, June 1974, No. 1., p. 14.
52^
--Craig,
D.R. "Social Class, Language and. CommuniJamaican
in
Chi-ldren" in Education in the
cation
6.
commonwealth
seffi,
L973.
commonwealth
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comfortable in the official

language.

Diffusion of ed.ucalion. Compared to Africa and
south Asia, the caribbean area has a small population; the
four and a half million people however live in about g,ooo
square miles. rn most of the islands, population figures
have groh/n over the last ten years. The fact that according
to L967 census figures fifty three per cent of the population
was under 24 years of age poses special problems for educational development both in terms of the numbers of institutions
ancr also the types of institutions needed.
schools in the caribbean have for a long time been
used as a means of sociar stratificat,ion, allowing certain
classes to dominate the first grade places and ultimatery the
positions of prestige in the society. changed objectives,
however, require that, such a pou-cy be reversed. and that the
type of institution reflect national thinking. Diffusion of
education therefore has to be directed not merely at an
increase in numbers but also at a chaþge in terms of emphasis,
for where it was traditional to provide a 'classical education', it is now.clear that such institutions were not
designed to meet the objectives nornr being pursued by the
countries of the Caribbean
Achievement of national goals. A conference of
ed.ucation Ministers in the Caribbean agreed that the Caribbean
territories in a very fundamental way share certain common
goals, among which are (t) efforts to maximize educational
opportunities (associated in fact with the question of the
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¡just societyr concept sweeping newly independ.ent territories)
and (2) efforts to ensure changes in curricula designed to
prod.uee citizens who have positive att.itudes towards work
and national development and who are strongly committed to
the advancement and. preservation of individual territories
within a Carj-bbean soci.ty.53 Within a Caribbean concêpt,
the latter poses special difficulties since there still
exists a great, amount of insularity despite past and on-going
efforts to unify the territories.54
There seems to be consensus regarding the dírections
in which caribbean education should go. The four following
objectives seem to be d.ominant I) locaI control; There is a
strong feeJ-íng that unless the control of ed.ucation is in
the hands of lr1est Indians themselves, the system will
never change in such a Ì^ray to suit real national needs i
2I the fostering of patriot,ism; there is the feeling that
educat,ion must arouse in students a sense of national service
and the feeling of patriotism; 3) provision of üIest Indian
system; exponents of this believe that national education
should be based on the cultural and intellectual trad.itions
53lrlinisters of Eilucation Conference June L97 0
Ministry o
ucatj-on, Barbad,os, FiIe
-One of the d.ifficulties which any effort at the
-54^
regional leveI faces is that of the insularity characteristic
of unit territories.
This problem Ied to the break-up of the
old. $Iest Ind.ies Fed.eration. Efforts like CARICOM and
Education Minist,ers' efforts at co-operation are suggestive
of greater regional effort in the future
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of the country instead of being a replica of the British and
American systems; 4) relevant education; educators should
promote chiefly the study of such branches of the arts and
sciences as are best calculated to develop the material
resources of the area and satisfy its pressing need.s.55
The real problem lies in the changing national goars; it is
therefore unreasonable to expect the o1d system to perform
these new functions without undergoing some changes. planners
however have to face opposition from the old traditionar
attitudes which still pervade the decision-making body in
the Caribbean.
THE INSTITUTTONAL

CONTEXT

The view taken of educationar planning largery
d.etermines the standing ed.ucational planning wilr enjoy and
also the inst.itutional framework withinrwhich it r,ri11 take

prace. Educational planning may be considered e-ither as a
separate sector or as part of overall devel0pment planning.
rn the latter view, planning for the ed.ucational sector is
linked first to general development planning. The view is
that
there is no point in creating new productive
capacities if there are not enough
qualified workers to operate theñ "rgirr"er" and
55gh" objectives
outlined here form a summary of the
objectives mentioned at (1) the Conference
of Ministers of
Education, op. 9it: and (2) rhe Fifth conference
of the
caribbean Association of Headmasters and Headmistresses
at the Ursuline Convent, Barbados r Lg67 .
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processes must be co- related so as to avoid waste
of resources both material and human, and maximj_ze

the rate of growth .56
In the former view,

educational needs are viewed. in terms of certain
general culLural and polit,ical objectives
. with
no precise assessments of the social 0r economic
contributions of the schools attempted,.s7
This section probes the institutional context of educational
planning.

Africa
Under British rule, the control and planning of
education was left, in the hánd.s of Boards of Education

established und.er various local ordinanc"".58 aft", inde' pendence, however, each country tended to develop its or^rn
j-nstitutions, independent of its neighbours. Tanzania, for
example, has ad.opted a very strong maïr-power planning
approach. Educational planning therefore came under the
responsibility of the Ministry of Development plannj-ng which
performs co-ordinatj-ve functions.

senior officials of the
Ministry of Education are includ.ed on the standing Manpower
Advisory committee which was set up in 1963. The role of
education officials centers around the production of t,arget
56_
--Raymond

Lyons (ed.) problems and Strateqies of
Educational Planning. Paris: @.ffi
57^ -'Adams,
op. cit", p. J-AS.
581'iuch

of the development i-n terms of planning bodies
and the inclusion of local oþinion stemmed from the Lg21
Report of the Phelps-stokes commission, Education in Africa.

:-. . . ::.:.
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plans which are then co-ordinated with nat.ional development
-59
pJ_ans.

In Uganda, the approach is somewhat different.
Education committees are set up to prepare development plans
in consultation with the education officer assigned to the
area. This plan then has to be submitted to the minister
for approval. under ttris system, education officiars have
the major responsibility for what planning is done in
education; the minister of education therefore prays a major
role but is assisted by ed.ucationoofficers and education
committees at the regional leve1 and by an education committee
at the central level.60
Ghana, Nigeria and Kenya all have similar institutional frameworks to that of uganda. Educational pranning
is viewed as sectorar rather than as part of overall development p1anning.6l .As such, the onus for planning is on the
minj-ster. The ministers in Kenya and. Ghana have Boards of
Ed.ucation to advise üñem but generally depend:. on the
Permanent secretary and his d.eputy and. the Director. of
Education and his deputy in matters of planning. where the
provinces are concerned, there is an education officer
assigned to each province. He works with the Board of
59_
--see
George skorov: ïntegration,-,þf Educational
Economic Planning in Tanzania.

and

60^
--See

Shelilon Weeks, op. cj-t., & Carter, J. op. cit.
.
61_
--4. Babs Fafunwa, op. cit., p. Lg7 | & Raju, B.M. ,
op. cit., pp. 90-92.
t. .:.
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Governors in the provinces. Any plan has to be ratified. by
''
In Nigeria, inspectors are given charge of
the Minister."
zorLe planning sections and. act as co-ordinating lihks since
they report to the professj-onal dj-vision of the Ministry of
-'
EducatÍon. 63
6.

'.

Table 3.4 below gives a representation of the actors
ín the planning process in the African countries. One clear
observation is that educational planning is government domi-
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:
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nated. There is

some

church representation on education

of Governors, but no noticeable representation from the pubtic at, large. Tanzania, it should be
noted, is the single exception as representatives from the
public are brought in from time to time when questions
relevant to their interests or activities are díscrr=""d.64
All countries need parliament,ary or presidential approval
where funds are needed.
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62naio, 8.M., op. cit.
63e. Babs Fafunwar op. cit.
64c.org" skorovr op. cit.
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Actors
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Table 3.4. Actors in the planning process
Ghana Kenya Nigeria Tanzania

Parliament/Presidentxxxxx
Ministerxxxxx
EducationCommittee
Board of Governors
x
Permanentsecrty
x
Deputy Pgrm. Sec t ty

Dir.ofEducation
EducationOfficers
ïnspectors
Ministry of Dev.
Planning

x
x
x
x

Uganda

x

',', ¡.
;::.::::
',,.

x

x

x
x
x
x

x

x
..

x
x

x

x
x

Committee
Public at large

,...

:

:ti.-i.,.
i:::'::ri':

x

x

Standing Manpower

Ad.visoory

-...:

i,',",..,',',

.-.-;:.. ì. :
:;
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,

I

i

x
x

I
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South Asia

fndia, pakistan and sri Lanka Ii¡<b Tanzania in Afri_ca
approach educational planning as part of national development;
each has a central planni-ng authority responsible for overall
planning. Pakistan, however, because of its geographical
division created a planning and Ðevelopment Department each
for East and' vüest Pakistan. The planning and Deveropment
Department has three sections, ví2.

1) planning AuÈhority

6Sth.=. are some differences
in terminology; whi*e
Ghana uses the term Board of Education, Kenya useÃ-the
term
Board of Governors though each functions in a similar manner.
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of the Chief Secretdry, the Development Officer and
t¡re Finance Secretary empor^tered. to make final decisions on
development, mat,ters; 2) a Development Working Party composed
of one representative each of the Planning and Development
Department, and the department sponsoring the project; and
3) a Planning Board with three members having powers to plan
and impl"*"rrt.66 Plans for the education sector are made at
both local and regional level. At, the tocal level there is
a school Education Advisory Board composed of a chairman and
fourteen *"*ber";67 at the regional level plans are made by
the Director of Ed.ucation assisted. by an educational staff.
Plans are however subject to the approval of the Administrator of the Union Territory.6S Adam cur1e69 h.= noted that
withinthisstructure,decisionsoneducation$¡ereusua11y
made by economists since there was no Chief of Ed.ucation
section but only three or four professiorr.f= in the Education
section. The implication is thht import,ant educational matters
might not, be sufficiently emphasized within such an institutional framework.
composed.
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The Caribbean Area

Prior to independence, ed.ucational planning in the

66w.t"r"ton, op. cit., pp. s44-547.
67o.trri School Education Act Lg73.
,
68_.
'-tbid.
69_ --Adam

Curle, Planning for Education in pakistan.
Tavistock Publicationsffi
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Caribbean countries was carrj-ed out by the Executive councils

in the islands. This meant in most cases an arbitrary allocation of funds for educationar projects as part of "their
development plans. A changed approach has now led to the
creation of educational planning bod.ies within the Ministry
of Education. These bodies are controlled by the Minj_ster
and usually are made up of the seniormembeis-of ¿¡¿professional
and administrative staff of the Ministry and from time to time
special advisers borrowed from the university of the lrlest
rndies or in the case of Guyana, borrowed from the uníversity
of Guyana.
This body has responsibirity for the general planning
of the system. However, there are governing bodíes which
operate at the loca1 Ievel, having responsibilíty for a
certain school or schools. plans made at this level are
subject to the approvar of the minister who has the further
responsibility of being the li-aison between Èhe educational
planning body and the national pranning council or the
cabinet depending on the issue under discussiorr.T0 This
kind of structure combines the old and. the new. Governing
Bodies with responsibility for planning for their schools is
an old English tradition existing side by side with an
70^
'-Generally' where fund.s or major changes in the
system are bej-ng requested, the cabinet will be called upon.
rn matters affecting other ministries, proposals will
usually be put, to the national planning- coüncil.
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overall planning

bod.y created

to meet some of the

changes

deemed necessary.Tr

This descripti-on of the institutíonal context of
eoucational plannj-ng in d.eveloping countries of Africa, south
Asiaand.theCaribbeanhasrevea1edthatp1anningint'hese

:

countries is grovernment dominated and has rittle or no
part'icipation by cit,izens at large; it also reveals that
educati-onal planning is approached as a part of the overall
planning structure where countríes have adopted a man-power

planning approach but that d:n the absence of such an
approach, greater emphasis is given to the adopti_on of
speci-al educational planning units within the Ministry of
Education.
THE LEGAL CONTEXT

To cover the whole range of educational policy changes
.in terms .of the Iaw in these countries would be impossible.
The intention here is to pinpoj-nt broad tendencies which have

had a direct bearing on the law as it relates to educational
planning. The description centers around the historical

patterns' the government commitment to educationar planning
and the powers to control which came wi-th the growing political consciousness of the significance of educational
71rhi" is the opinion of
one
of Educati-on,
but it, is a víew subscri-bed to by theMinis.teri
councir
of
Education
ministers which ¡neer rrom rime tä time r; ãi;."""-iläit"r"
of importance to the area. The signifióant thing is that
each country now has someone who iõ rãsponsi¡re
Éoi-planning.

.

,.

i,
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planning.

Historical Patterns
Developing countries formerly subject to British rule

to have passed through three stages of ed.ucational
history which had some implicatj-ons for the 1ega1 framework
of educational planníng. These stages may be roughly defined.
as (i) the period of private activity, (ii) tfre period when
Government supported private activity and (iii) the period
when Government has accepted the responsibility and. planning
for educ aEíon.7 2
During the first period, (dealing with the period up
to the first !{orld !{ar) Government did not support education
but left it entirely to the christian missions and various
religi-ous bodies whose major interest lay ín extend.ing ttreir
sphere of ínfluence. An Anglj-can spokesman referring to the
seemed

.Gold coast observed:

Vfith regard to ed.ucation, in the opinion of the
heads of the missions, the next ten years are of
vital importance. Tf the various missions can rise

to the opportunity, nine-tenths of the education ín
this colony will be under religious auspices. Shou1d
they, on the other hand, fail to do sor the government
will be forced. to und.ertake the whole education of the
colony, thereby depriving the missions of what is
und.oubtedly thelf most powerful instrument in

evangelisation. 73
Ed.ucation then served a more or less religious function.

72po, a detailed account of the role of Missions in
the British colonies, see Makulur op. cit.
T3Quoted in C.K. Graham,

op. cit.,

p. L42.
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had little

to d.o with educatí.on. The figures for
the Gold Coast for the period 1881-1901 reveal the amount of
participation by the various bodies.
Government,

Table 3.5. Growth of Government c Mission schools 1881-190r

Controlling

Body

1881

1891

Government

Base1 Mission

lilesleyan
Bremen Mission

Catholic
Total

1901
7

47
84
42
13
-i13'9

27

61

L7

49
3

I2
53

source: c. K. Graham: The HistorL qf Ed,ucation in Ghana. p. LL7.
Lord Hailey listed the number of state schools in Africa in
19OO aL 70 with an enrolment of 2,500 pupi1s.74 During this

period, the Government took little cognizance of education
in the law.
It was during the second period. (the period. between
the first and second world wars) that, Government began to
support the voluntary agencies which were operating in the
field of education. At this time the Government found it
necessary to pass legislation gíving clear indication of the
cond.itions under which it would support the work of such
agencies. It became stand.ard. procedure for governments to
74'-Lord

Hailey, An African SuTve].. Oxford University
Press, 1956. p. 239.

l

I
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vote certain sums of money to support private agencies in
their educational ventures. The primary motivation for
framing early ordinances did not stem from any desir" to
regulate education but rather from a need to develop criteria
upon which limited government ai-d could be given. In fact,
the colonial offices provided grants to the colonies for the
support of education which still remained religious and in
no Ì,./ay at,tempted to serve social errd.".75
The significant thing is that religious bodies $/ere
at, this time still the d.ominant agency for educationr âs the
law placed no obligations on Government to provide educatj-on
for the people. The peculiar kind of legal arrangiement that
existed. simply made reference to the Government's functions
of control, but imposed on it, no duty to provid.e education.T6
The third period saw the emergence of Government
responsibility and planning for education. There is, however,
marked variatj-on in terms of the legal responsibilities of
Government. In some countries the law places on the Government the inescapable and primary obligations to provide
education for the people. For example, the Education Act
which went into force in Kenya in 1953 clearly places the
obligation on the Minister of Education. Section 3(1) read.s
as follows:
7S¡t.klrlor op. cit.
76_
'-See for example 3 of the Kenya Education Ord.inance
of 1931 or the 1878 Education Act, Barbad.os.

r :: - : : :!l
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It shall be the duty of the Mínister to promote
education ín Kenya and. the progressive d.evelopment
of schools, consistent with the powers of dirèction
and control vested in the Minister by this ect.77
other countries, the caribbean for exampre, have for a long
time operated as though this were the law, though in actual
fact, there were no such regal obligations to dischrrg".78
rt is important to note that in this period educatíon
is beíng linked with economic life and with social ends. Most
countries weïe then recovering from \^rar experiences and were
prescribing a role for education r^rhich it had not been
expected, to perform before. Educational activity therefore
proceeded from governmental initiative whether guíded by such
explicit legislation as exists in Kenya or st,imulated by the
poricy of government,s operating without explicit regislation
as was the case:in the caribbean. vühatever the motivat,ion,
however, the commitment on the part of Government necessitated
some arrangement for the use of powers, controls and remedies
exercised in the planning of education.
Powers, Controls and Remedies

It has been noted. above that during: the first and
second. phases of ed.ucationar development, education \^ras
eompretely in the hands of missionary or rerigious bodies
and that it was narro\^r both in terms of the content and
TTQuoted

in J. Roger Carterr op. cit., p. L62.
78uamaica and. Trinidad 6¿ Tobago have recently passed
laws to this effect.
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taught. rt has also been noted that developing
countries have committed themselves to educat,ional planning
as part of their conscious organj-zation of national development. This commitment necessitated a coïLcentration of powers
and controls in ttre hand.s of Government to aIlow it to regulate the system and effect its educational goa1s.
Governments approached. it, in different ways.
Adopting the principre that any primary school maintained by public authority shourd be managed by the public
authority financially responsible for it, African countries
have tended to put primary schools under the control of local
authorities. rn uganda for example, under the Education
Ru1es, 1964 (S.n. No. 228, 1964) only three out of seven
members of the Management committee of a primary school are
provid.ed. by the foundation body, i.e. the church,, leaving
control in the hands of the êducation officers emproyed by
the local authorities. secondary schåors on the other hand
are controlled by boards of governors, who, subject to central
government review, have the power of hiring and firing, of
curriculum control and. of bhe internal reguration of their
schools. rt is significant to note that this form of management is simj-lar Èo that of Great Britain and that the lega1
base remained the same after independ.ence,
caribbean countries have approached the question of
powers and. contror in a slightly d.ifferent manner. They have
placed secondary schools in the hands of governing bod.ies with
numbers being

82

complete internal contror but, have retained control of primary schools through the ed.ucation officers employed by
Ministries of Departments of Education so that in the

of an explicit duty on the minister to provide
education, they can use financial allocations to control
schools still affi-liated to foundation bodies. The secondary
schools are controlled by the use of "schemes of Government,,,r79
which set legal limits to the powers of governing bodies.
These powers of contror are further supplemented by
remedial and restraining por^rers. Tn the South Asian and
African countries where the minister has an explicit duty
to provide education for the people, when local authorities
overstep their authority, the central government may effect
certain remedies by a quasi-judicial procedure which has been
acknowledged by the law. A section from the Kenya Education
Act reads thus:
absence

86(1). lrlhere the Minister is satisfied,

upon

complaint made by any person or otherwise that- a
county council or a muni-cipal council or the Board
of Governors or manager of any school, has acted or
is proposing to act unreasona¡ry in the exercise of
any functions entrusted to it, bi/ or under the Act,
he may give such directions as to the exercise of
such functions as appear to him expedient.
(2). If the Minister is satisfied that a
county council
. has failed to discharge any
duty imposed. upon it by t ot for the purposé ofrthe Act, h9 may give such d.irections as may be
necessary for securing compliance with the Act,

after consultation iÀrith the Minister for the
time being responsible for loca1 government.
rn rndi-a whe¡:e education is state controrled,

most

79s"h.*"s of Government
are in effect the regulations
governing
secondary schools.

8'3

states have given the Administrator similar remedial and
restraining powers over managing committees. The New Delhi
School Educat,ion Act, L973 #20 (1) reads thus:
Whenever the Ad.ministrator is satisfied that the
managing committee or manager of any school, whether
recognized or not, has neglected to perform any of the
duties imposed on it by or und.er this Act or any rule
made thereunder and that, it is expedient in the
interests of school education to take over the
managiement of such school, he mây, after giving the
managing committee or the manager of such school,
a reasonable opportunity of showing cause against,
the proposed action, take over the management of
such school for a limited period not, exceeding
three years.
Such arrangements all tend to give the government
absolute restraining and remedial po\^/ers but reave rittre
or no room for private appeal and. provide no means for
citizen complaint. The New Delhi act is specific about this:
No suit, prosecution or other lega1 proceeding
shall 1ie against the Administrator, Director or any
other person authorised. by the Administrator or
Director for anything which is in good faith done
or intend.ed to be done in pursuance of this Act or
any rule mad.e thereunder.S0
rndividuals have therefore tended to make use of appeals to
the Minister or to top ranking civil servants; appeals are
dealt with on an ad hoc basis.
Planning Powers

This description so far poi-nts to the powers and
controls which operate on the system as it exists, revealing
litt,le or no appeal to the courts for a redress of wrongs
L973

8orh. Delhi school Education Act, 1973 No. 18 of

26.
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committed and. indicating more or less
the use of ,custom,
ín appealing to someone in authority. pr-anning
however
requires pov/ers not only for dealing with
the system as it,
exists but arso for deali-ng with anticipated
changes in the

system. some governments have included
these powers among
the powers of the Minister or of the appropriate
authority
education. The Education Act (1966) of Trinid.ad
& Tobago
requires the Minister to ensure

i-n

the establishment_of a system of education
designed ro provide aaequatãit;;;-rhe
plannins
and development of an educatiónãi-service
rerated
to the changing needs of the ãà**""ity.
simil-ar powers are found i-n other countries.
rn Tanzania and
Kenya education committees have the
responsibility of submit_

ting to their Minister prans for the promotion
and development
of education, while the uganda Education ordinance,
amended
in 1963 now enjoins it upon every education
committee outside
the Kingdom of Buganda to prepare a dever-opment
plan in
consurtation with the education officer for
the area for
approval by the Minister with or without modificati-on.91
The adoption of t'he Karachi plan by
the Asian countries and the
more specific estabrishment of sri Lanka's
Manpower directorate
are further indications of the assumption of
such planning
Pohrers.

ïÈ would seem then that devel0ping countries
in Africa,
south Asia and the caribbean have all passed
through certain
81 32 Uganda
Ed.ucation (Amendment) Act. (wo. 93 of
cited i"
:

rrI p. 176.

1963)
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stages of educational h,istory and have displayed an
incremental approach to the law regard.ing educational planning.
coÍtmon

During the early Stages the missionaries and religious bodies

the dominant agency for educatj-on with Governments takinq
over during the last stage. This approach beginning with
simple funding and moral support by Government, has now
reached the point where Government, activity has supersedeci
the effort of private foundations, necessitating a properly
I^Iere

constructed framework of controls for schools to be responsive
to the detailed planning and. direction of governments, which
have set themselves certain educatíonal goals as part of the
development programmes of their respective societies.
one major question which these governments must

resolve involves the dual system of control which.in effect
stilI exists, that is, control by the foundation agencies
as well as by government. Another question to be answered
is rwho wi-ll pay for what?' The co-ordinat,ion of the whole
system of educational pranning depends on the answers to

these questions for not only is there need for a clear system

of control but also for a clarification of roles of the actors
in t'he planni-ng process. The resurt up to this poi-nt has been
that statutory law has not been specific in terms of power or
controls of planning and that governments have traditionally
operated on the basis of custom through administrative
direct'ives bottr in the planning and operatj-on of their schools
as well as in the method.s adopted. for redress. This leaves
two i-mportant tasks for those who are responsible for

86

ed.ucational planning; the first

is to examine in terms of
their national goals and aspirat,ions the legal framework
which they inherit, and the second is to ensure that the
law provid.es a co-ordinated system of powers of contror.
SUMMARY

The deveroping countries of .A,frica, south Asia and

the caribbean with British trad.itions exhibit a number of
similarities, contrasts and. d.ifferences of importance to
ed'ucational planners. The social, institut,ional and regal
contexts of educational planning were examined as knowledge
about these was considered. important for planners as they
strive to meet the new objectives set for educationar systems.
Though countries do

not necessarily see prob!.ems in the
way' they see them as major variables which influence

same

educational planning.

v{ithin the social context, the factors identified
vrTere: cultural variations, language diversity, rural-urban
problems, d.iffusion of education, and achievement of
national goals. The culturar history of the various groups
and the structure of their societies have been major influences in the acceptance of change and in the planning of
ed'ucat'ion. There exists in these countries a multiplicity
of languages. This raises the problem of communication at
the national lever. The growth of urban society has for Èhe
most part been at. the expense of the rural areas and has been
somewhat

d.isruptive of trad.itional ways of rife.

unlike

9.7

traditional patterns, the pattern of life in the citíes Èends
to stress rachieved' rather than rascribed' status. Educati-on therefore is regarded as the means to achieve such
status. Demand for educatj_on has subsequently increased,
and has placed great strain on the educational systems and
on planning structures. The change in objectives brought
about mainly by independence has red to a rejection of the
colonial past and subsequently to the schools beíng regarded.
as a means of disseminating ideas and symbols of
nationhood as well as social justice.
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The descript.ion of the institutional

context showed.
that educational planning in these countries is government
dominated and. has little or no participation by citiåens at
large. lvhere countries have adopted a man-power planning
approach, educational planning is approached as a part of
the over-all pranning structure,- where there is no man-power
planning, grreater emphasis is given to the adoption of

special educational planning units with the Ministry of
Education.
It was noted. in the discussion of the 1egal cont,ext
that in the earry stages of educational hi-story, governments
at first did not recognize education in the law, then supported the voluntary agencies in education with financial
aid and have now taken an active role in the planning of
education. This necessitated the establishment of certain
forms of control, pov¡ers of planning and means of redress.
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Most governments now have an imposed, d.uty
t,o plan for and

provide education for their people; others operate
as though
this Ì^/ere their legal 0bligation. Historical patterns
coupled with the fact of a 1egal framework inherited
from
British rure and designed for pre-independence goals
and
aspirations have revealed the problem of dual
control 0f
church and Government and the need for a raw
which provides
a co-ordinated framework from which educational planning
may proceed.

CHAPTER 4

THE CASE. OF BARBADOS: THE HTSTORICAL
CONTEXT OF THE STUDY

!ühile it is useful to note the common experiences of
countries with similarities of background in approaching
eduçational planning and. educational change, one must

that every educational system lives wi-thin its
or4rn peculiar setting.l
rt is for this reason that the focus
of the study swiüches from deveroping countries in general
to a d.etailed d.escri-ption of the educational planning process
and the legal framework of educational pranning in Barbados.
rhis chapter, suggestive and. introductory as it is, describes
the hj-süorical context of ed.ucational pranning in Barbados,
and is intend.ed to give some background j-nformation which will
be helpful in understanding and interpreting the state of
educational planning and the attitude of ed.ucational planners
in Barbados. Furthermore, the d.ominant characteristics of
the system today are the product of a long history and planners
who hope to alter those characterist,ics should be cognizant of
ttreir origins and functions in order to act effectively. An
attempt is mad.e in the narrative to interweave educational
development with the dominant socio-political patterns of
the day.
remember
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*Coombs,

P. op. cit.
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Colonizat,ion 1627-1645

in the name of King James r of England
in the early seventeenth century, Barbad.os was not settred.
until 1627 when captain Henry poweIl arrived with eighty
settlers and ten slaves captured from an enemy vessel.2
r.,eaving the set,tlers, he sailed to British Guj_ana for food
and brought back supplies of yams, cassava, rndian corn and.
plantains to be grown for food, and tobacco and cotton for
trad.ing purposes. rn a short time the colonists r^/ere able
to export quantities of cotton and tobacco, and. by L62g the
popuration had grown to about eighteen hund.red peopre.3 rn
fact, the colony was so successfur that by 1645 there ü¡ere
18r000 whj-te men on the island as lower-midd.le-c1ass artisans,
and farmers flocked to the island. after the possibility of a
piece of cotton land.
The historian schomburgk has recorded. that four class
divisions of people existed on the island at this time: the
freeholders, the freemen, the servant,s and the slaves.
The freeholders or proprietors were those who
formerly held. their lands from the Earl of carrisle,
under an acknowled.gement of forty pound.s of cotton.
To these must be ad.ded the merchants and. tradesmen.
The freemen were such persons as had arrived in the
island as engages or under indentures, and. who,
having served out their stipulated time, r^rere nor^¡
freed from their masters and served. in the country
for wages. The servants t otr âs they v/ere called.
for distinction, the christ,ian servañt,s, consisted
Though craimed

2Harlow, Vincent T.
The Oxford Clarendon Press:

3ruia. p.

.-:.:.!:.1!.::.

A History of Barbados 1625-1685.
L926, p. 3.
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of persons from England, Scotland and Ireland,
who, for the sake of a certain bounty and free
passage to the colony, sold their servitude for
four years or more.4
Negro slaves r^/ere not at this time numerous enough to be an

important class. Though by this time the island was effectively colonized, and ties with Britain were very close, there
is no record of schoors. rt may be presumed that. whatever
teaching was done Ìrias on a private revel and that, perhaps
children were sent to England for their education as üras the
custom later.
Sugar, Slavery and their Significance, 1646-1g34
'',-' No colony however is worthwhile unless it affords
some benefits to the metropolitan power. Barbados at this
time was able to produce large quantities of cotton and
tobacco which were exported to Eng&and¡:b-utrrfhe arríval,

of sugar cane in the island about the middle of the seventeenth century changed the whole structure and patterns of
relationships in the island.
Richard Ligonrs ttre historia¡a, has stated that when
sir .lames Drax and others.:had netted three times as much from
an acre planted in sugar as from one planted in tobacco,
there was a rapid swing to the ne'¡r crop, and. within a few
years ttre island. was tlre wealthiest English corony in the
4s"ho*borgk, Sir Robert. The History of Barbados.

London: Longman, Green, Brown 6, t
-LÍgon, Ri-chard. A True and Exact. History of the
Island of Barbados. f,ond.offi
L
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hlorld'. This prosperity greatly changed the composit.ion
of the islandts population. Up to 1645, the black population
v¡as not an important class and numbered only 516g0
compared.
to over 30'000 whites. sugar however required cheap rabour,
and with slavery being mad.e legal in 1636, the market
for
African slaves began to thrive. Barbadian landowners began
to buy African slaves in great numbers since
New

the more they buie,
more they are able to
buye, f.or in a yeare andthe
a halfã :thãy wi'! ;;;";with Godrs blesãing as much as ifrãy-.o"t.o
By the late sixties, the numbers had. reached about
eighty
thousand.

But while the number of Blacks steadiry increased,
the white popuration gradually declined., as the same factor
which required more srave labour was at the same time
causing
a shift in land ownership. To be gror^/n profitably, sugar
required more acreage than d,id cotton or tobacco. small
farmers unable to compete r,irith their rarge neighbours
r^rere

being squeezed. out of production, making the island one of
large sugar plantations owned by absentee English families
and worked by cheap African labour.7

During this period, the iår-and.rs social structure
was characterized by a three-class system of upper,
middle
and lower. ord English families formed the upper
class which
controlled the poritical, economic, sociar and religious

inst'itutions of the isrand. These v¡ere linked by marriage
6Harlow, op.
Trui¿.

cit.,

p. 44.
i:i::tj'::.
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to the aristocracy of the mother country. The midd.le class
presented. a more diversified picture. This group consisted
of the political prisoners of Cromwel_l and of the 'fringet
white population of descendants of the emigrants who had
arrived. before the change to sugar but had been I squeezed
out I of their possessiorr" . I
In addition to these, there was the coloured group or
rmulattoesr as they hrere called, the result of the exog¿rmous
relat,ionship of plant,ers with femare slaves. This group had
no legal claims to their fathers' possessions but for the
most part was given an education and sma1l pieces of property,
and was taught a trade. The mulatto group looked to the white
planters as their reference group. Eric lrlirriams, west ïndían
historian, educator and politician had this to say:
Sprung from the black masses, they despised the
blacks and were content to remain on the fringe of
white society
. The mulatto middle class
deprecated the vernacular songs but went into
ecstacies over the Lançashire dialect, shunned
Negro spirituals
.Y
This attitude helped. the small group of whites who controlled
the reins of power to maintain its position, Ieaving them
free to send their regitimate sons to England and Europe to
be ed,ucat,ed--a fact which imped.ed. educational development in
the islandr ês indigenous educat.ional instítutions were not
encouraged..

Slaves formed. the lower class, the largest numerical
o
O-r

r

IþICI..

o
-IrIilliams,
Eric.

Walter Goldwater:

New Yor

Education in the British I{est, Indies.

:g:.4

of the population. This \^¡as a group without any
legal rights whose usefurness \^/as restricted to the
production of more slaves, to the growing and processing
of sugar and to satisfying the sexuar whims and excesses
of the plant"rs.10 There Ì4reïe three categories of slaves,
component

namely, the domestics, the art,isans and the field hands.
The domestics ülere the best treated and often adopted the

culture of the planters. At this point, the slaves were not
allowed any family life with the concomitant rights and
obligations expected of partners. A1l authority lay with
the planters in their role of master=.11
The manner in which the society was evolving was of
great significance for educational d.evelopment. As was noted
above, the poli-tical power and authority patterns were completely in the hand.s of the planter class even though
numericalry they r^/ere on the d.ecline. This class felt
that to educate the slaves wourd prove a threat, to white
supremacy and would cause the slaves to think of revolution.
Education during the early years of the set.tlement of
Barbados was therefore restricted to the upper class,

and.

the schools founded were due mainly to the philanthropi-c
efforts of wealthy individual planters who in their wills
left money for the foundation of schools for poor white
children. The earriest recorded is that of a school started
loH.rlo*, op. cit.
11r¡ia.
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in 16.86 from the sum of ñ1,000 given by two pranters from
the parish of St. c"otge.12
The schools founded durj-ng this period. by such

philanthropic efforts have held a significant place in the
education system as it, subsequently evolved. For example,
Queen's College,13 the only girls, school with first class
status under the law, can be traced to a charity school
founded by colonel Harry Drax circa t6g6; Boys' Found.ation
schoor dates from an endowment of LTog; Harrison college

was

founded by the planter Thomas Harrj-son in 1733; The Lodge
schoor was establj-shed under the codrington foundation in

1745; the Alleyne school was established from an annuity of
sir John Gay Alleyrr€¡ d.ating from 17g5. These schools,
founded for the education of the poor whites, subsequently

first or second grade grammeif schools when the
ed.ucation system was formally recognized by an Act of the
Legislature. Education for sraves was not introduced until
1818, when a school for coloured boys hras erected in
Brid.getown. The cost was met by public subscription and
a master was provid.ed at a cost of É100 per annum by the
church Missionary society, a body which played an important
role in education in Barbado".14 A school for coroured
became

l2¡tirri"try of Education Report irglito
I
Preface p. 1. Bridgetown, Barbad.os , L972.
13rh" names used here correspond
to the
present schools as they exist today.
l4¡¿irri=try of Education Report,
op. cít.

19722

names

of the

9:6.

girls

provided in 1827 by the same society.ls
In sum, this period. of pre-emancipat,ion was marked by

üras

the establishment, of a plantation economy based. on sugar and
nourished by slave labour, by a rigid class dístinction in
Barbad.ian society, the concentrat.ion of power and authority
in the hands of the white minority, the establishment and
proliferation of schools along the same lines and the advent
of Christian Mdjssions who were to play a significant part in
the initiation of institutional changes in the island., leading
to the abolition of slàvery and to the direction of attention
to the need f or formal educat,ion.
Emancipation 1834-1870
The type of society d.escribed above prevailed from

the set.tlement of Barbados early in the seventeenth century
through the eighteenth and into the nineteenth until a number
of factors led to emancipation: Barbados had. remained loyal
to Brit,ain throughout the wars of the 17th and 18th centuries
and was now hit hard by Britain's mercant,ilist policy which
prevented her from trading with America after the American

colonies had begun to make their presence felt; the price of
food, most of whj-ch was imported, had increased; the price of
sugar had. dropped, and the planters were sti1l being forced
to pay 4 L/2å duty on all commodities groïrn in Barbados, a
duty imposed in L662 to restore the proprietorship of the
15ruia.
I

r::
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island to the kin9.16

direct consequence of these
depressing circumstances was the extension of prívileges
granted to the slaves and the arlotment of small parcels of
land t'o them for the purpose of growing provisions.
About thj-s t,ime, there was considerable agitation in
England about the whole question of slavery, and. ín 1g07 came
the abolition of the slave trade. This of course was a blow
to the Barbadian planters who were thereby deprived. of.. new
suppries of slave labour. This led to an improvement of the
existing condítions for the slaves, to the growth of a coloured
middle class, Èo j-ncreasj-ng f inancial dif ficulties for the
planters, and to a series of slave uprisings.
on August rt 1834, sravery ended in Barbados with the
emancipation of 82,807 ind.ividuals. rn thb other west rnd.ian
islands, the loss of cheap rabour forced many of the upper
class into bankruptcy. This was not, the case i_n Barbados, as
the f,'o,illowing report suggests.
. the first of Aggust passed off very quietly.
The people laboured on that day as usual, attã Ëa¿ a
stranger gone over the island, he would not have
One

suspected any change had taken place.17

The authors report of the same planter,
He did not expect his people would go to
that day. He told them what the cond.itlons ofwork
the
ne¡nT system were, and that, after the first
of
August,,
they would be required to turn out to work at slx
16^
--Greenfierd,

sidney, M. English Rustics in Brack
Haven: College c Unive
17Tho*., Jas. A. c
Kimbarlr J. Horace.
Emancapation
-antlff.t"=y
York:
The
Americat
W^^T.*
Society, 1838. p. 222.
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o'clock instead of five o'clock as before. At the
appointed hour every man was at_bis post in the fierd.
Not one individual was missing.lS
During this time opportunities for sociar mobility
available to the Negro j-n Barbados were quite rimited and
did not improve wi-th emancipation. Newly emanci-pated slaves
had no land and no means to acquire any in such a crearly
sÈratified society. To gain any success, they had. to accept,
the culture of the white landowners. Accordi-ng to Greenfield,
The Negror.to gain acceptance and patronage,
to learn behaviour Èhat members of the upper élasshad.
expected from subord.inates
. The reciþrocat
behaviour the Negroes weïe required to leãrn t 1
therefore, was that of the english lower cIaås.rv^
Emancipation also brought a change in the organization
of plantation life, for while previously the slaves rrere totarry
dependent on their masters, they r¡/ere novr expected to manage
their own affairs in a market. economy.
These institutional changes which were initiated after
the slaves \^7ere emancipated were supported by the missionaries
who were active in trying to teach the slaves. The mj_ssionaries therefore directed attention to the need for formal
education in ord.er to resolve the conflict arising from
varying standards of conduct and belief, since at this period
neither the planters nor the former slaves knew how to regard
each other in this new relationship. The Barbados planters
18ruia.

l9cr."rrfield,

Sid.ney M.

op. cit.,

p. 54.
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who had made thei-r wealth through

the cheap slave labour had.
opposed the efforts to end slavery, but as a colony of Britain
had been forced Èo accept this arrangem.rrt.20 rt was these
very circumstances which led to the immediate expansion of
education. As part of the compensation offered the west
fndian coloni-es r érrr annual grant was made for the education
of the former slaves.
Meanwhile, under the influence of the church which

had taken a great interest in education, schools hrere started
all over the island, and it is recorded that by LB44 there
were 48 Anglican schools, 4 Moravian, 4 Ïrtesleyan and
L49 pri-vate schools

with a total enrolment of 7,4s2 pupj-ls.
ft was during this period that, the first attempt to train
elementary school teachers was made by a certain Rev. Richard
Rawle, principal of codrington Theological corlege.21
These private efforts were acknowledged and formally
supported by a government grant of f.750 for education in 1946.
Pour years rater Barbados got its first Ed.ucation Act which
provided for the establishment of an Education Committee and
a part-time rnspector as its Executive officer. The grant
r^ras later increased to É3r0oo per annum. rn lg5g a new
Education Act was passed. rts major thrust was the administration of the schoors, and. it provided for a full-time
Inspector of Schools.
2oTho*" c Kimba1l,
op. cit.

2lolirri"try of Education Reportr
op. cit.
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ït is noteworthy that prior to emancipation, the
thrust for education was to be found in private philanthropy
aimed at providing schooling for the white population. The
government took little

cognizance of it in the law; after
emancipation' even though the government did legislate, Èhe

placed no duty or obligation on the government to provide
education for its peopler âs there was then no lj-nkage of
1aw

educati-on and economic life.

lqqt-emancipation and pre-i
ndence Period, I87I-I966
The period immediately following emanci_pation was a
period of eonsolidation when indi_viduals began to ad.apt to

their respective rores and to learn their function in the
society. ït was noted that before emancipation, slaves
depended wholly on their masters. After emancipation, however' ttrey had to learn to operate independently. society
therefore underwent a period of uncerÈainty and ambivalence
of attitudes as new role-relationships and responsibilities
in the form of family ti-es Ì^¡ere now being undert uken.22
rt was also a period of consolidation of government,
for al1 the Caribbean eountrieswith the exception of Barbados,
the Baha¡nas and Bermuda became crown colonies. Barbados
retained its::;local autonomy despite the economic problems
which it had Èo face. rn the 1g70's Great Britain attempted
to federate Barbados with the v'Iindward Tslands. This plan
was later abandoned when riots commenced in Barbados. rt,
22^

see !'t-gueroa, J.J.

ôp. cit.,

Chapter 2.
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was during this const.itutional crisis when Barbados' polítical

future was in the balance, that coroured. leaders, part of the
blossoming mid.d.le class, came to the forefront. conrad Reeves,
a lawyer, \,'/as by 1884 influential enough to get a Bill Èhrough
which substantially widened. the franchise, extending ít to
ol4rners of land valued. at É5, those earning É50 or more per
annum, members of the learned professions and holders of
university degre"".23
such scccess led to an increase in political

activity.

political consciousness of the newly-established middle
class spurred many changes in Barbadian society, and by rg24,
a political party, the Democratic League, Ì^ras formed, mod.elled
on the British Labour Party. This party played an important
part in high-light,ing the need for adult suffrage, work¡oe¡¡rs
The

I

This work was carried on by Grantley Adams, who came
int,o open conflict with the Democratic League. His poIícy
incorporated a wid.er range of reforms than did that of the
Democratic League. He attacked the power of the plantocracy
which still controlled the island., and. was elected to the
House of Assembly in 1935. Two years rater, a general state
of unrest which was sweeping the caribbean culminated in the
1937 Riots in Barbad.os and. elsewhere in the area, Ad.ams was
instrumental in gettilg a Royal commission set up to investigate the eond.itions and in rg43, with the herp of Hugh springer
Bar'bados.
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compensation and compulsory education.

23Tr"", Ronald. A Hiqt,ory of
Hart-Davis : London, L972.
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was able to get the franchise lowered. The vote was extended

to artisans as well as to agricultural workers and for the
first time, women were allowed to vote and to stand for
electíon.
In 1946 Adamsr Progressive Party won the General
Election held under the new voting ro11. He became the first
Premier of Barbados when the Ministerial system was introduced.
By tTris time the old plantation system tying labourers to the
plantation \^las broken through the abolition of the Masters and
Servants Act passed in 1840 to allow the planters free reín in
terms of cheap labour for their plantations. The Barbad.os
Labour Partyr Ers Adamst party was now called, held power until
L96L when they became the official opposition to the Democratíc
Labour Party 1ed by Errol Barrow. Adamsr departure in 1958 to
become the first and only Prime Minister of the West Indies'
Federation (which lasted. until Lg62) was a major factor in
the defeat of his party. Se1f-government came in Lg6i-, and.
Independence in L966 when the Democratic l-.,abour Party und.er
Barror^r r^¡as

again returned to power.

Educational d.evelopment during this period. was spasmodic. Even though there had been two Education Acts in the
1850's, legislation did not seem to be effective, as there

public interest and support. A. G. Vfilliams
summed up the activity in the period as follows:
Legislation could only be effective where there
was public interest and co-operation. This was
illustrated at ttris particular period of Barbadian
history; for any short.comings of the early legislation relating to public education were due not,

\^las

little
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only to the meagre sums allocated for the purpose,
but to a decided lack of interest among^Çhose who
were able to...contribute to its success.z4
There was therefore a perJ-od of stagnation which was broken
by the appointment in 1876 of the Mit,chinson Commission to
report on education at a time following loca1 rioting and
unresL.
The report emphasized the need for female education

and for spending money on education for the labouring class
and for providing secondary education for the more able of

the students. The Barbados House of Assembly which had
appointed the Commission d.irected two-thirds of the funds
to secondary educatj-on for 600 students, white one-third
went. t,o the education of 23,000 primary school children.
lhis report was incorporated into the Educatj-on Act of 1878
which made provision for an extension of the ed.ucation grant
and for classifying the granmar schools as first or second
grade schools.25
Up to this point, if the Education Acts which had
been passed. by the House of Assembly seemed to have been
aimed at maintaining a form of éfitism through the grants

i,, .,.:.,

.t:
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to secondary and primary eschöôi3ï, the new Education Act
of 1890 provided a schematic framework for educat,ion in
24wi1li.*=, Albert G. "The Development of Education
in Barbados with Special Reference to Social & Economic
Conditions 1834-1958. " unpublished MasterIs Thesis: LÖndon,
University, 1965, p. 62.
25, 1^^'
F
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Barbados, and. clearly outlined what kind of educat,ional
system Barbados would have, what kind of role the government

would play and what support it would grant private agencies
operat,ing in Ëhe field. of education. It contemplated three

stages; namely, elementary, secondary grarnmar and university.
It, did not however establish a co-ordínated. system, as can
be seen by the rigid d.istinctions between the types of
education and even within one stage, where for example,
first and second. grade grailrmar schools r¡/ere establisrred.26
The law however is a ref lection of the I spirit of the aget
and. Barbadosr socíety as seen above was rigidly stratified.
This Act was a landmark as it set the pattern for what was

to occur in education
Just at the beglnning of the twentieth century when
new political movements were coming into being in Barbados,
a Commission was established to consider the question of
education. Its terms of reference were wide, and among
t'he subject's considered was the question of compulsory
education. The Commission eventually passed the following
resolution
That in the opinion of the Commissíon it was
desirable but impracticable that Education should
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be made comPulsorY.2T

Most of the arguments leading to the resolution centered on

,.,,
,

the fact that compulsory education would deprive the island
26_.
.
--rbid.

2htinote Book of Meetings of Education
November 23, L907.
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of a source of labour.
Professor DrAlbuquerque did not think that
there was any abuse of child.-labour in Barbados
but that chj-ld-labour educated the agricultural
labourer for his lifers work which if prohibited
would of necessity cause a class to grow up th1t
would be inclined to turn its back on labout.¿ó
The Commission's reconmend.at,ion for abolition of fees at the
elementary stage was eventually carried into law in 1908.
The Rawle training center for elementary teachers was estab-

lished. in 1912, but nothing of further signJ-ficance occurred
until the Mayhew-Marriott report of 1933, which made a
comprehensive investigat,ion of the educational service of

the Leewards and the Vüind.wards and of Trinidad and Tobago.
It recommended for Barbad.os the appointment, of a Director
of Education, the improvement, of the teacher-training facilities, the re-organization of curricula to meet the needs of
the community and the introduction of Secondary Modern Schools.
Though the report seemedrmod.ern'in its approach, none of the
recoiltmendations was acted. upon until L943, when the Education
Board tost its executive poüiers rnrith the appointment of a
Director of E.ducation, responsible generally for aII matters
of Education in the island.29
This seemed to have been a turning point in ed.ucational development, for several changes have come about since
1943: in L944, elementary teachers became civil servants; a
new Teachers' Training Collegie was opened at Erdiston in L94B¡
.
2B_.
--Ibid.,

p.

11.

29_ uoucation (Amendment)

Barbadosr op. cit.

Act, L943 3 in Laws of
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and by 1953, Secondary Modern Schools had been introduced.' a

Technical Institute established and the Teachers' College
enlarged.. This represented a substantive change in education,
as not only were more people being educated, but more and

varied education v/as being offeredr âS the government became
strongly committed to education.
In 1954 when the ministerial form of government was
introduced, a Minister of Education was appoint'ed for the
first, time. In the following ten years a Common Entrance
Examinati-on to determine the entrants to Government'
Secondary Schools was introduced; a new Act consolidating
existing Barbados Scholarships and Exhibitions was passed;
fees were abolished in Government Secondary Grammar Schools
and Comprehensive Schools \i/ere introd.uced to replace the
Second.ary Mod.ern schools; a Schoo} Mea]s Programme \^7as
launched and the College of Arts and Science was opened;
the establishment of a Hotel school and the appointment of
Schoo1 Attendance Officers to work in the parishes where
the school meals programme was j-n operation T¡tere mad.e and.
government aid to approved Independent Schools had' been
undertaken.
These achievements revealed not only the giovernment's

to the field. of Education but also the d.irection in
which it wanted the educational system to go. The widening
of the system was certainly necessitated by the preparations
for independ.ence, and the variety of prograÍlmes gave opportunities for education of some kind to the masses in general.
commitment

'I
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There \^zere two significant factors of importance to note

during this period: the absence of any fundamental Act to
change the unco-ord.inated framework within which education
was taking place and. the influence of English type educational
institutions and models on Barbadian society. The 1890 Education Act had established. a three-tiered system of primary,
secondary and university education. Ostensibly it was possible
for any student to progress from the primary level to the

university leveI, but the whole process of selection was
modelled after the Brítish system which catered to an elite
and. militated against certain classes in the society.30 ïn
A
Barbad.os the British system was followed. to the letter.
student had not only to pass an examination before beíng
admi-tted to secondary education, he had also to get to one of
the three secondary first grad.e schoolsl.l in order to gain
entrance to University, si-nce second':=-gl'rade schools díd not
have sixth forms which served the two-fold purpose of preparing students for further education or for various whitecollared jobs in the community. Schools patterned after the
English Grammar school therefore became the model for
Barbad.ian secondary educat,ion to the extent that the School
Certificate issued by Oxford & Cambridge became not only the
standard by which schools and individuals Ì^Iere judged but
30¡'ot an excellent discussion on social mobility and
ttre selection process in education see Halsey et aI, Education,

Economy ¿in6-'Ê.o-ci_ety..i' Pärt:,. II.
31^gueen' s
College for
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also the principal mode of social mobility,32 a development
which was to have negative consequences later on. 33
Independence

19

66-197

3

Despite limited natural resources, Barbad.os with the

longest tradition of Parlj-amentary Government in the Caribbean,
has succeeded in movj-ng into independence, and. has progressed
despite its limitations. One of the chief contributing
factors is the Prime Minister's political policy of attempting
to co-operate with his Caribbean neighbours in matters of
This represents the feeling of the people
cotnmon interest.
that Caribbean peoples should. stop looking to Brit.aj-n and
should start co-operating among themselves as well as forging
new relationships. This feeling has borne fruit in the form

of membership of the Organization of American States (OAS) as
well as of the Caribbean Community (cenrcou), and has ted to
a weakening of traditional ties with Britain.
During this time, there has been a change in social
attitud.es, reflected in the demand for more education and for
accessibility to jobs hitherto reserved for white or 'coloureds'
Political maturity has come about in the exercise of voting
32^
'-See
Turner, R.H. "Mod.es of Social Ascent Through
Education: Sponsored. and Contest Mobility" in Halsey et aI.
op. cit. where he distinguishes mod.es of social mobility.
Vrlhat exists in Barbad.os closely parallels the Sponsored
Mobility of Britain where selection is 'overt, systematic
and promptr in the school career of an age group of children
from which an able minority is chosen for an education as an
elite.
33S". Chapters 5 and 7 below.
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rights, and the use of television, radio and newspaper has
provid.ed every man with informatj-on on which to base his
decisions. The import,ance of unionism is no\^r an established
fact as is the place of the educated in society, for though
ttre j-sland still remains highly stratified., education has
been used as a ladder for social mobility.
In terms of educational development, ind.ependence has
brought an íncrease in both the number and types of schools.
Fj-gure 4.1 gives a flow chart of the educational system as it
has developed after indepèndence. The number of second.ary
schools has greatly increased and. the government has committed
:iitself to the j-dea of the comprehensive sþhool. A Community
College has been built and the Samuel Jackman Prescod Institute
has been opened to provid.e technical education. lrThat, is more,
a commitment. has been mad.e to educational planning and a new
Education Act. has been contemplated to provide a co-ordinated
framework for education.
SUMMARY

Barbados, colonized during the early 17th century,

quickly established a successful plantation economy based on
sugar and nourj-shed by slave labour. It developed. a rigid.
class system where poüler and authority were concentrated in
the hands of the white minority and schooling was restricted
to the upper classes until just. before emancipation when
Chrj-stian Missions had begun to turn their attention to the
need for formal ed.ucation. In the pre-emancipation period.
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education depended on private philanthropy and government

took little

cognizance of it in the Iaw. After emancipation

legislate, it merely acknowled.ged schooling by the allocation of a grant of money but did not place
upon itself any d.uty or obligation to provide education.
Later, goaded by social unrest and political expediency, it
provided a schematic framework for education, clearly
out,lining what kind of educational system the island was
to have. The rigid distinctions of the society were
translated into the area of education, resulting in an uncoord.inated system which stressed differences between types of
schools and even within stages. With independence there
came a commitment to Education which promoted a widening
of the educational opportunities for the masses and an
institutional framework for educational planning.

when government did.

CHAPTER

5

THE CASE OF BARBADOS: EDUCATIONAL POLICY
ISSUES, PLANNING STRUCTURES AI{D
THE PLANNTNG PROCESS

Rapid expansion of enrolments, the growing awareness

of the actual and potentiat role of education in society, the
increasing investment, in education coupled with the awareness
that the leve1 and. quality of education is not uniform throughout the society, have led developing còuntries both to the
formulat'*on of policy designed to respond to these needs,
and to, the planning of their educational systems. Ïn
Barbados educational planning is very much a governmentAs such, planning has been institutionalised
based activity.
and the institutional framework in which educational planning
and policy take place is for the most part cent'ralj-sed. and
government controlled. This chapter purports to give a
d.escription of the issues confronting educational planning,
the j-nstitutional structure and the educatj-ona1 planning
process in Barbados.
EDUCATIONAL POLICY ISSUES

IN

BARBADOS

Policy-formulation in education is in effect concerned with the making of decisions both of a polit'ical
nature, involving fundamental discussions about aims and
objectives of education and the structural and curriculum
LIz

i1-1.1:

i
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of achieving them, and. also of an administrative or
technical nature, seeking to translate general policy into
specific education action. The following secti-on examines
policy-making in terms of the aims and objectives as well as
in terms of how these are translated into specific ed.ucation
action.
Aims and. objectives. There are many problems which
lie behind the policy decisions whích Barbados now faces.
I¡üithin this area the Minister of Education in an address to
the Caribbean Association of Headmasters and Headmistresses
means

has said

He

a)

Here in Barbados we have always taken deep prid.e
in our educational achievements, both at the primary
and. secondary level. lrle are determined, however, to
be responsive to the refreshing breezes of modernization and to refashion our educational system so that
it, can achieve the four goals which are object,ives of
any progressive, d.emocrat,ic society.I
outlined the four goals as
achieving wider and. more effective participation in
education

b)

c)
d)

l.-: ,; l
r' :.1 .-

promotion of nationalism in a democratic community

training citizens to be efficient
co-operation and. consolidation of the family groop.2
In L972, the Barbados Delegation to a Conference

:.t..

on

-The Hon. L.E. Sandiford, Minister of Education,
Barbados: Address to the fifth Conference of the Caribbean
Associati-on of Headmasters and Headmistresses at the Ursuline
Convent, Barbados, August, 20, L967, reported in Speeches of
1

the Mini-ster, VoI. 1., p. 3.
2rui¿.

.'

j'.
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Intra-Regional Co-operat,ion and Assistance in Education
among Caribbean Territories stated:
It has been assumed in the foregoing that in
a very fundamental way all Caribbean territories
share certain common goals, Among these are:
i) attempts to maximize educational opportunity
to provide the most appropriate education for
all their cit,izens
ii) attempts to bring the education systems in
line with national development, thus providing
rapidly for the development of such skills and
spãciatised knowledge as are necessary in a
technological age
iii) ensuring such changes in curricula and in
the approach to education as would ensure the
have positive
develõþment of citizens, who
at.titudes towards work and national development
and who are strongly committed to the advancement and preservation of t'hej-r individual
t,erritoriäs within a Vüest Indían society.3
It, would seem then that the general educational objectives
which Barbados is pursuing may be summed up as follows:

1) promotion of nationalism in a democratic community,
2) co-operation and consolidation of the family group'
3) wider and more effective participation, 4) flexibility of
the system, 5) relevant education, 6) training citizens to
be efficient, and 7) efficiency of the system. These
objectives as the basis of educational poticy are explained
in greater detaí1 belowPromotion of nationalism in a democratic country.
In Barbados it was felt that the creation of a national
id.entity was a prerequisite to achieving national unity.
fn its Manifesto for the L966 elections--the year of
a
-Paper
presented by the Barbados Delegation, File
BLI/6, Minister of Education Conference, MinistrY of
Education, Barbados.
J-
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independence--the ruring Democratic Labour party espoused

this idea:
only the people of Barbados can decide what is
in their best interest, and only Lhe people of
Barbados should be able to control the persons who
are responsible for put,ting into effect the expression
of the popular wiIl. This is the significance of
Independence;4

and elsewhere
The digni-ty and prestige of the new nation in
the eyes of the world will rest not only upon our
productive efficiency and will Lo work, but also
upon the manner in which, and the d.egree üo which,
we maintain unabridged the tenet.s of a democratic
society
. The Democratic Labour party is
irrevocably pledged. to p¡omote, sustain and defend
the unity of the nation.5
This objective implies not only the rejection of much of
the colonial and non-colonial past, but also the weakening
of the Lraditj-onal affiliation Barbados had always felt with
Britain, the only power to rule it before it became

independent j-n 1966.

rt. has been shown above how the deveropment of society
in Barbados had closery paralleled British society and that
the school syst,em had been patterned after the British schools.
one consequence of this was the fosteting of what Figueroa
caLls "an outward-Iooking attitudeifr",F which militated against
the creation or consolid.ation of loca1 customs. Not only had
4rh" Manifesto of the Democratic Labour Party
Barbados General Election, l-966
5roia.

6Fig,r"ror, J.J.

op. cit. , pp. l3-I4.

't'l:
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Barbados adopted the British School system but it was dependent

on Britain for the disposal of its main crops such as sugar
and rum. fn dífficult

times it had therefore looked to
Britain to provid.e solutions, rather than develop its own
problem-solving machinery. To this end., education is íncreasingly seen as one of the means of dissemination of the ideas

,,.,,

and symbols of nat,ionhood. and. the schools' ability

to ímplant
the new attitudes is being closely examined. Symbols such as
the Barbados national anthem and flag have reptacea the Union
Jack and the British national anthem but the syllabus and
textbooks and examination systems still relfect the British
orientation that exisLed before independence \^¡as granted and
new object,ives were set.

Co-operation and consolidation of the family group.
Barbadian society after Emancipation underwent a period of

uncertainty and ambivalence of attitudes, uncertainty on the
part of the slave class which was Èhrust into a ne\^r set, of
role-relationships involving family ties and responsibilities,
and ambivalence on the part of the master class which did not
know how to treat the new class of free men.7 orr" result of
this was the widespread system of common-law marriage among
the lower class' compounded by the exogiamous relationships
and permissive behaviour of the upper and middle classes.
fn Barbados, Iike the rest of the Caribbean, there sti1I
exists a great variety of man-woman relationships. According
7S"" "Post-emancipation and pre-ind.ependence"
Chapter 4 above.

i,'',,",'."'
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to Figueroal
There is the almost casual arranglement whereby
a woman will have five or six children by three or
four differenü. mates; there is the arrangement also
without help of church or civil ceremony whereby a
and raise
\^/oman and man will live together faithfully
a family of six or seven children, and only at that
stage think of getting married^in the ecclesiastical
and legal senses of that term.8
To Figueroa, the central matt,er to be noted is the element
of uncertainty, confusion and ambivalence (of standards and

attitudes).

Perhaps then it, is at such uncertaintY, confusion

and ambivalence that, this objective is directed.

In 1968, the Ministry of Education in Barbados undertook the inst,itution of a course on "Education in Personal
Relationships and Family Life"g to be given in three stages
in schools catering for the llt child. The achievement of
this objective might be a pious hope and certainly will depend.
upon other institutions in the society. It is nevertheless a
real policy objective conceivëd by the political leaders of
Barbados which educational planners must operationalize.
In its
V'Iider and more effective participation.
Manifesto of Lg66, the ruling Democratic Labour Party committed
it,self to wider parLicipation in education, It proclaimed
that, deeper foundations had to be laid throughout the whole
system, and proposed

so to unify the system that the national purposes
can be expressed in the trai-ning given to the whole
body of cit,izens at all stages of their development
The Party will, through an enlightened educational
8_.
"Figueroa,

op. cit., p. 4L.
9otirri=try of Education Circular

No

. 38/Lg68 Ref .c.J.T.
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system' keep pace with new problems as they arise in
a world of èeaseless change, and fully commits itself
to the provision of more schools of all types as well
as to a more rapid expançion of the quantity and quality
of the Teaching Service.ru
VrThile Barbad.os has for a number of years enjoyed almost one

per cent enrolment in elementary education, secondary
education and education beyond the secondary level was traditionally 6fiti=t and selective. In pursuing a policy of wider
participation the government was thereforre attempting to make
d.ecisions concerning not only increases in enrolment and in
numerical participation but also concerning the inequalities
that persist in educational participation.
As pointed out in Chapter 4t Barbados has had a
history of social stratification which is reflected in the
.11
law governing educataon' to the extent that grad'e one
hund.red

schools !üere better than the second grade schools and were
patronised mainly by the upper and middle classes. The
second grade schools provided the lower middle class with
an education, and served as a means of mobility for the lower

class. A further inequality could be found in the provision
made for education of the two sexes, as well as in the'region
from which a student came. For example, the student \^tho lived
in the city or suburbs tended to be more likely to attend
a first or second grad.e school than did the student
10_

uemocratic Labour Party Manifesto, op. cit.
llchu.pter 6 berow discusses how the law has permitted
inequalities of input in terms of progralnmes, equipment,
personnel etc.
i, tì i:
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lived in the rural areas. of the ten secondary schoolsrl2
only rThe Lodge Schoolr for boys and rThe Alleyne Schoolr,
a co-educational institution were located in strictly rural
areas. Though Barbados is quite small, the transportation
links mad.e it almost impossible for a child who lived in a
rural area to travel to a school outside his pari=h.l3 Even
where this \^/as possible, socio-economic d.if ferences between
the rural areas and the city and suburb dwellers milítated
against the rural chitd.
Barbados' economy until recently, depended. mainly on
sugar and its by-products. The rural areas Ì^rere therefore
sub-divided into large sugar estates with their rích owners
and managers and. small land. o\^zners and labourers who made up
the bulk of the rural population. Most rural dwellers within
this plantation economy would find. it difficult to pay both
the fees required. for thei-r children's education and the
cost of daily transportation. The result then was that
though the second.ary schools in the city \^rere theoret,ically
open to people in the rural areas, in practice onty certain
classes could avail themselves of the facilities.
The problem of placement of girls also forms part of
ttre policy problem of participation. Government second.ary
who

--Here the reference is to the old.er government
schools which provided a graÍmar type education and not
to the comprehensive schools which \Â/ere built af ter L966.
L2__

l3gu.rbado= is d.ivided. inÈo 11 political

!parishes'.

areas called
:;,:
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schools are not very numerous and the polícy has been to
separate boys and girls.
only a very limited number of girrs'
secondary schoors exist, with the result that the shortage of

places for girls is even more acute than that, of the boys as
revealed. by the statistics from the common Entrance Examina-

tion.l4 The figures for the years ]1969, L|TL and Lg72 show
that though sixty per cent, of those entered for part rr were
girls, only forty per cent of bhe total number of places r^ras
allocated to gir1s.
wider participat,ion in Barbados is however inseparably
linked to the manner in which places are allocated, namery the
IIf examination. This method of selection was first used in
England where the necessity for differenù categories of
education \^ras generally acknowledged and accepted.15 The
problem was to find relevant grounds for recruitíng people
to positions of authority and prestige in the society. When
this system was ad.opted. in Barbados, at first glance it seemed
a fair way to d.istribute praces as each child between the ages
of 10 and 12 was entered and therefore had what appeared. to be
an equal opportunity to obt,ain one of the few places available
at the secondary schools. Through this system those who do
best are awarded places at the secondary school of their
choice; the remaining places are awardéd to those who obt.ain
14s"" Appendix E

"Common

Entrance Examination, 1968,

L97I, r972."
l5see for example R.H. pedley: The Comprehensive
SchooJ.,PenguinBooksLimited,Midd1esex@.E.(ed.):
a Bfigish psychologicar sociery
9eco{tdarv
f,clrpol selgglion=Inquirv. Methuen,
196
All That - the Grammar school in a changing s@

1956.
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high enough marks. Those who did not do so well either pay
thei-r way at an Approved Independent school, or proceed to
a government comprehensive or all age school on Lhe basis
of geographical location. This policy is now being attacked
as negati-ng the governmentrs avowed. policy of the ' just
societyr and as being an unsatisfactory manner for effect,ing
educational diffusion.
Some argue that it places too great a strain on the
11 year old child. and. his parents; others argue that it does
nothing more than maintain the dominance by old.er gralnmar
schools and the old patterns of social stratification in that
it is culturally loaded and the child from a
culturally advantaged home has a far better oppor'tunity of get,ting a place in a prestige school than
one who is not f¡¡om such a home and has not had a
'"chance to go tg-a private preparatory school, where
his advantagiesrb are magnified and considerably
increase

d'.L'7

further that in a d.ifferentiated school
system, the child is called upon at too early an age to make
what amounLs to a lifelong choice. The implications are that
educational planners must find some alternaÈives to the
present means of selectj-on if they are to achieve the
objective of wider participation.
Many have argued

16tt ha" long been known that pri-vate elementary
schools in Barbados are superior to the public schools. Private schools tend. to be expert in coaching and keep a nucleus
of staff to do the job. They are also clear about, their purposes and do not have to contend with the large numbers
associated with public ed.ucation where regular staff changes
and a lack of proper equipment exi-st. Private schools usually
draw their pupils from groups which have had a long association with educat¡bon.
L7at. Leonard shorey: Personal rnterview, December 3,
L97

4.
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of the system. The desire to ensure
in the Barbados educational system is
another object,ive of policy. It is closely allied to the
issue of wider participation and is seen mostly in terms of
expansion of the system and less in terms of responsiveness
to change. As a move to effect this object.ive' the governFlexibility
greater flexibility

ment decided that secondary educatj-on should be concentrated

in comprehensive shbools which would cater for children of
att types of ability and would j-ncorporate both academic and
vocational streams. The feeling was that the old grammar
schools were too limited. in their curriculum offerings and
!ìrere d.esigned. to hand.le only those destj-ned for 'white-collaredl
jobs. The comprehensíve schools would go beyond this.
The plans for the comprehensive schools called for
greater flexibility of curriculum and structure, allowing a
child to be transfercèd from one stream to another or to take
academic along with technical subjects. An excerpt from the
1968 report gf the Ministry reads as follows:
All pupils of the Grammar Schools are expected to
work toward.s examinations of various overseas bodies,
e.g. the University of London, and of Oxford and Cambridge at, Ordinary Level, but. Sixth Form pupils of
Combermere, Harrison CoIIege, The Lodge School and
Queenrs College proceed to Advanced Level. Awards
and Scholarships are usually mad.e on the results of
the Ad.vanced Level Examinations.
rn the Comprehensive Schools, only those pupils
who show definite academic promise are entered for
overseas examinations. In coÍlmon with pupils of the Allage schools, ttrey all wrote the 1968 Barbad.os School
Leaving Examination which was organized and supervised
by the Ministry of Ed.ucation
In all schools, provision was made to cater to

L23

by
the varying abilities and aptitudes of students
or
allowin! slecia1izaELon in Arts, Craft, Science
general
Technical äubjects after a cçgtain stage of
education had been achieved''"
The comprehensive schools however proceeded to imit'ate
the old grarnmar schools and failed badly in as much as they
had neither the equipment and personnel nor the students with

which to pursue such objectives. Most teachers had gained
passes in the Overseas exams. and therefore saw this as the
object,ive of the schools r âD objective whi-ch was not intended

ttre plan. vühat is more, trre public showed very little
confidence in these schools which came to be consid'ered
second-rate since they did not produce the kind of results
obtainable at the older graÍlmar schools. Parents who could
afford it, preferred to pay for their children's education

¡i¡n

at one of the available private schools. The problem was
that the demand was for secondary grammar schools since the
public saw these as the most effective means of social
mobility and the comprehensive schools as closing such avenues'
The problem was that the plan was not implemented as it had'
been designed.

Relevant ed.ucation. In Barbados ed.ucational curricula
have been strongly att,acked, and criticisms have been levelled
at. the textbooks, examinations and degrees as being foreign to
the Barbadian setting. As 1on9 ago as 1933, the rêtlevance of
what was being taught to the various objectives of education

18rh. Ministry of Education Report' - September L967
August 1968' P. 20-
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:

was being questioned when the Mayhew-Marriott report suggested
ways of adapti-ng elementary education to local needs and

freeing secondary educatj-on from the yoke of external examinations as set, and corrected by various Universities and'
This problem has now
examining bod.ies in Great gritain.l9
been somewhat aggravated and intensified by the socio-economic
and politicat changes and by the changing composit'ion of the
school population both in terms of a more variegated clientele
and the lengttr of time students are staying at"':school.
people have begun to raise questiOns about what pupj-ls
are being taught at school and why. Overseas examinations
set by the Oxford & Cambridge synd.icate and by London University in England have always dictated what the curriculum in
Barbadian schools would be. This has been questioned and the
Ministry of Education in conjunction with other Ministries
throughout the Caribbean has funded a project' und.er the supervision of Lhe University of the West Indj-es t'o prepare exami-

for the Caribbean area. Locally, a National
Curriculum Development Committee was launched in Lg73 with
tfie express purpose of examining this area of policy. So f ar
nation

schemes
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it has been able to stimulate some interest in the area and
has succeeded in producing guidelines in several subject
fields.while studying the wider question of curriculum
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development.
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--Report on Problems of Secondary and Primary Education in Trínüdad, Barbados, Leewar¿ ¿nþ,:.Windwelrd''isl,ánds,
L93L-2. CoI. No . 79 , H.M.S.O. 1933
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Training citizens to be efficient. This objective of
training citizens to be efficient, vague as it is, implies a
certain quality of ed.ucation and raises questions about standards and also about the types of institutions in which education takes p1ace. Barbados has trad.itionally pursued a policy
of elitism in education where pride of place went to those
educated at the first grade schools at the secondary level
and the private schools at the elementary level. This practice
no doubt led. to a lot of wastage as several people capable of

benefiting from education beyond the elementary stage did not
get the opporü.unity or Ì^¡ere limited in their opportunity by
be,ing pfaced in a school acknowledged as second class.
The fact of independ.ence, the emergence of small
industries, the demand for more education, and the growth of
ttre tourist, trade in the past ten years have led to a proliferation of educational institutions designed to produce
citizens skilted enough to be useful in economic life in
Barbados. This economic orientation may be seen in the type
of institulion established. For example, a Hotel School has
been established; the Samuel Jackman Prescod Polytechnic was

built to cater for those who were interested in a technical
career; the extension of Erdiston Teachersr Training College'
the Tercentenniary Nursing School and the Housecraft centre
are all examples of the economic orientation of the efficiency
criterion in education i-n Barbados.
Efficiency of the system, It has been shown that in
Barbados efficiency has been interpreted in economic terms.

it":-:,:..'t.;
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The fact of Scarce resources always raises questions about
the working of any system which must compete with others for

treasury. In education, these questions
Seem to centre around who are to be educated, in what numbers,
by what methods, in what type of schools, and most recently,
due to shortage of places and changing attitudes in society'
what. type of selection should be applied.
In an attempt to effect this objective, the Ministry
of Education has increased its staff, added a planning ar1n
and has appointed a committee to study the question of
selection; increasing critical att'ention is being paid to
funds from a

common

the function of education within the society.20 One however
must remember that efficiency is determi-ned by the relationship of the means to the goal and the priority of goa1s.21
This raises further questions about the type of schools,
teacher training progralnmes r and most' importantly, co-ordination in the face of the proliferation of schools in the last
decade

or so.
i:.:

2Oilorr.

t. E. Sandiford, Minister of Education,
Personal Interview, December 6, L974.
21S"a for example Anderson & Bowmants "Theoretical
Considerations in Ed.ucational Planning" in Blang, M. (ed.):
Economj-cs of Ed.ucatíon where they poi-nt out that' efficiency
t - to get the most out of the least'
whatever the nature of the rewards or ends may be, implies
ttrat decisions are taken not only concerning how manyof indiresources should go into education or the selection
vídua1s for furthãr schooling but also concerning the priolity
of groups or localitj-es and the source or agencies responsible
for providing resources.

1,27

There are, for example, the secondary granmar schools

with sj-xth forms, the Samuel Jackman Prescod. Polytechnic, the
Barbados Community College and the Technical Institute which
provide ed,ucation beyond. ordinary level. At present, sixth
form work lead,ing to university entrance is carried. out in
the sixth form schools and at the Barbad.os community college.
This does not appear to be the most efficient means of
provid,ing this form of education. The numbers involved are
relat,ively small. The total (197L/72 figures quoted.)
enrolment for all those in the sixth form schools was 289
scattered over six schools pursuing courses in some thirteen
subjects. It would seem to be more economical to have the
final years of secondary education centered at the community
College and to release those secondary places for lltpupils.
A similar situation exists with the Technical rnstitute and
the Samuel Jackman Prescod Polytechnic.
One other question which need.s to be considered here
is the factor of cos€s, both in terms of capital and recurrent
expenditures. Education cost,s take up about 30 per cent of the
annual budget. With the constant demand for more school places,
Barbados will need. more schools. The problem is how to avoid
d.uplication of efforts as well as how to build many schools
at not too great a cost when education has to compete with
other sectors for scarce dollars. The current trend seems
v
to be to
build new sbhools which more resemble monuments
to a particular era than buildings which a country
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like Barbados can affotd.22
Some build.íngs have cost 2.2 míLLion dollars at a time when
there is a demand for many more new schools and a pressing
need for repairs in existing school buildings. Ed.ucational
planners have therefore to find some means for 'getting the
most out of the leastr.
The objectives outlined above might, be considered the
major stated objectives of educational policy in Barbados,
but policy concerns are by no means limited to them. They
represent the general concerns of educational policy. While
each area represents a legitimate and justifiabte concern of
policy, it is the combined effect of them all which forms
the central concern of educational policy in Barbados, namely,
building the "Just Society" which a-cording to the Minister
of Education is
one in which all the young people have an opportunj-ty to increase levels of knowledge, skills and.
so on and to d.evelop creative and purposeful attitudes
to life; one which makes sure that the interests of
the individual and of the larger body are recoñciled
and that circumstances of birth, background, colour
or any other adventitious circumstances are not a
barrier to a person.$s develoqment of balance for
self and for national good.. zJ
THE TNSTITUTIONAL STRUCTURE OF EDUCATIONAL
PLANNTNG

IN

BARBADOS

There exists in Barbados a certain identifiable

institutional

structure in which ed.ucational planning takes

22Ï,nj:= j-s a view expressed by an

ministry.

23Horr.
t97 4.

official

L.E. Sandiford, Personal Interview,

of the
Decemloer 6,

i::
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place. Various u"Lot=24 are involved at various phases of
the planning process ranging in form from the Cabj-net to
interest groups in the society and in function from the role
of making of policy to that of reacting to plans or policy.
The role of these actors is described below as they operate
within the planning process. It should be noted that the role
of some actors pervade Èhe whole planning process, while that
of others is visible only at. specific stages.
The Cabinet-. After the introduction of ministerial
government, the Cabinet, consisting of the Prime Minister and
not fle¡¡:er than 5 Mj-nisters of the Government became the chief
policy-making body in Barbados. It is head.ed by the Prime
Minister. The initiative for any policy measures may come
from the Minister of Education or from other members of the
Cabinet from time to tj-me. The Cabinet has been known in one
ortwoinstancestotakead'ifferentviewfromthatoftech.
nical officers and from the Minister of Ed.ucation himself.
All major decisi-ons of policy are therefore ratified by cabinet
before introduction to the Legislature for debate or before
being carried j-nto policy.
The Legislature. Though many minor changes in educational objectives and policy can be adopted and put into
effect by the Ministry without being brought before the
legislat,ive assembly and the senate and without being passed.
into law, major change generally requires legislation. It is
aÈ this time that members of the opposition as well as members
24s"" chapter 2 above.
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of the ruling party get an opportunity to air their views on
educational policy. This input from the legislature represents the formal embodiment of some aspects of educational
policy as members react to and sometimes cause modifications
to proposaLs of policy. The legislature also has some
budget'arycontro1inthatitcancriticizegovernmentpo1icy
when money ís being requested for educational expenditures.
There are two things to note about the role of the
legislature. fn the first place the legislative assembly as
elected representatives of the people is made up, generally
speaking, of people from diverse fields. Since the franchise
was extended. in the early 1940's and property qualifications
were removed, many professionals especially lawyers have been
drawn into polit,ics. The result is that the planter class
which had previously dominated the legislative assembly and
the senate has been replaced by a group similar--if not in
social class origins--in educational background and experiences gleaned in the colonial atmosphere of the grammar
school tradition.

Foster has pointed out the kind of emotional

,
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ambivalence which characterized the educational decision-

of such a group in Ghana.25 The composition of the
legislature mi-ght militate against decisions which involve
radical changes from the prevailing system. The second point

malcing

,,,
l: -l:':

25erritip Foster, op. cit., p. 110 found that African
intellectuals did little to rAfri-caníze' the schools even
when they had the opportunity as they vlere caught between
their basic emotional ambivalence vis-a-vis traditional
African culture and their shrewd perception of the realities
of the situation.
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to note is that decisions made in the assembly often accord.
with promises mad.e in erection campaigns and are regularly
made out of poritical expediency rather than on sound
educational principles. 26
The Ministry of Education. The Ministry of Education
like the other Ministries advises the government upon mat,ters
of policy. rt not only plays an important and powerful role
in the making of government policy, but also has the duty of
implementing the general policies established by government.
rn performS-ng this function the Ministry relies on certain
actors who are officially a part of or are attached to the
Ministry itself.
The following are identj-fiable; the Minister,
The Educational Planning and Development Committee and specialists of varying types.
The Minister. As head of the Ministry, the minister
has the responsibility for formulating prans to effect the
ed.ucationar policy of the government. rn addition, he acts
as the liaison between the cabinet and his ministry, and. propound.s, explains or defends the government's educational
policy in the legisrature. rf,'as was the case from Lg67L97r, the minister is not an erected member of the legislature,
a senior member, usually another mj-nister, will perform this
function for him. His influence is paramount when there is
need to secure legislat.ion for some aspect of policy or for
26rrri" vr-ehr was expressed
by several of the people
interviewed. They felt that a 1ot of the rwastage' in
education v¡as due to decisions made on such ground.s.
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securing the financial support necessary to the implementation
of plans.
As chairman of the Planning committee in the Ministry'
he holds the pivotal position in terms of decid'ing the direction and degree of change as well as of describing and outlin-

ing the methods and means to meet stated objectives. The
current law governing education, however, places no duty on
hj-m to provide education for the citizens of Barbados. In
education and ed.ucational planning, he is most powerful, his
por^rer derivi-ng from the delegated authority which permits him
to make regulations concerning the day to day conduct of the
school system on matters ranging from curriculum outlines to
the conditions for enrolment of pupils.
EPADEC

Educational Planning and Development Corunittee.
as it is called, is the top policy planning bod'y in the

This un:Ët is composed of most of the senior staff
representing most of the sections in the Ministry and is a
forum where new policies are discussed., planning papers are
presented and. administrative and professional staff have an
opportunity to make their various inputs. The final decision

Ministry.

by the Minister. The functions of the Committee were
explained by the Minister as follows:
It should be concerned wtütr examining major proposals
or developments, improvements and policy. It should
receive réports from Heads of Deparlments, Divisions
and. Institutions of the Ministryr ofr the execution
of programmes foo¡,whj-ch they are responsible. fts
procedures should be vj_ewed in the light of cooperative leadership. proposals should be viewed by each
member in the rigrrt or their possible repercussions
is

made

l:

13'3

. The commit,tee as a whole,
on his Department
bring
be
able
to
to bear on proposals a
should
judgement,
in
view
of the^wide range of
balanced

skills rná eiperience of membetr.2T
The committee deals with diverse educational problems
involving the administrative and professional aspects of
ed.ucation, matters of accommod.ation planning for the future,
planning details for new schools as well as matters requiring
collaboration with other ministries like the Ministry of
Housing, the Town Planning and the Ministry of Health. In
Barbados where planning is completely government-dominated,
this committee is of extreme importance. The in-bred nature
of its composition could however be a drawba.k.28
National Curriculum Development Council. This Council
made up of university personnel' persons in teacher training
institutions, representatives of teachers j-n the system and
the teachers' unions as well as representatives of business
and other groups, was launched in 1973 by the Minister and
given the following terms of reference:
(i) to reviei^/ the existing curricula (ii) to ad.vise
the Minister on subjects to be Èaught and the time to be
allocated t'o such subjects (iii) to receive from subject
committees detailed syllabuses etc., and. make recommendations to the Minister (ivÐ to pay due regard to
2Tuirri=ter's statement on "Functions of EPADEC and
Procedures under the Divisional System Meeting of EPADEC"
April 11, L974.
28_
--For
example, most senior officials in the Ministry
have been elementary headmasters and have risen through a
promotion system of seniority. There is a strong indication
as Ì^7as noticed in the case of the African countries that most
meet.ings tend to be little more than a few hours' consideration of coflrmon d.if ficulties.

f.:-ì,::.:i.
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the special curriculum needs of the educationally
sub-normal or otherwise handicapped pupil (v) to
review the work of Curriculum Subject Committees
(vi) to co-opt such other persons, with special
interest,s in Curriculum Development, including
in particular members of Curriculum Subject
Committees, as may bç^needed to assist in the
work of the CounciL.¿9
It. was intend.ed to assist the professional officers
in the Ministry in d.etermining the quality of education in the
schools. Its chief purpose was to design and carry out actj-vities aimed at improving the school curricula. Its terms of
reference do not run to the extent of poricy-making, but
restricts it to finding r^rays of implementing policy and plans
already determined.. In its operations, it is headed by a
senioar professional officer of the Ministry who by virtue of
his position can affect policy through his influence with
the Minister or through EPADEC.
Speciatists. Of the twelve members of EPADEC, only
one, the Chief Accountant could. be classified as a specialist,
that is someone possessing budgetary, statistical or technical
expertise. Barbados has had a tradition and history of bri-nging in "foreign experts". The present composition of EPADEC
and indeed. the Ministry staff reflects ühis attitude. During
the last seven years, two UNESCO teams have provided. ttre only
comprehensive documents prepared on the education system in
garbad.os.3o In addition to this, a British Technj-cal
a9_-.
--Ministry

of Ed.ucation Circular No. CJ/LL/TL 18
30.
"- (a) Unesco - Serj-al No. 1327. "Barbados - Education
and. Priorities for its Development: i!, July L962. (b) Unesco "Barbados Prospects for educational development." L974.
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Assist.ance expert was called in 1972 to advise on all aspects
of the area of technical and vocational education. The attitud.e of looking outwards for these skills coupled with the

failure to recognLze the potent,ial of statistical information
has resulted in the use of a qualified statistician in the
Ministry in a manner similar to that of a clerk.
Another type of specialist visible on the educational
planning scene is ttre specialist sent by an international
funding agency. Rapdld expansion coupled with decrease in
national savings prevents Barbados from financing from local
funds its capital expenditure for developing institutions and'
forces them to 100k for external aid. A senior Ed'ucation
officer in the Ministry expressed it as follows:
Int'ernationalagenciesd.onot'lendyoumoneytodo
what you want, but Éftey lend you money to do what they
deterñrine is best for your educational development
The stages they go thróugh before they give _us the loan
staff
are very interãsLing. First because some of istheir
UNESCO
a
are on loint, appointment with UNESCO, there of the
team whích visils us for a general evaluatj-on
see
educat,ional system and the priorities that they
might
for developmeãt. The world Bank then might orsend a
not accepf tfti" report, following which they
project Þreparat'ion missi-on' Following the prep?rafor a feasibilit'y
iioÁ missioã, they send a mission
a mission for
send
they
th:ts
iorrowi+g
And
study.
project execution.'specialists however are important in that they do generate
information which might not normally be available to ministry
of f i-cials.

Governing Bod.ies_, ffi Barbados, each secondary school
is operated by a governing body. Members of these bod'ies are

31". G. Atherley, personal Interview,

November

18,

L974.

i:::
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usually appointed by the Minister of Ed.ucation from among
prominent members of the community. Generally speaking,
business was usually represented, as \^/as the Church due to
its historic association with educatior-.32 lrIhen governing
bodies were first established, they \^¡ere composed. mainly of
plantation oÌ^rners and managers. This practice has now been

".

reversed.

In order to understand the role of governíng bodies
in educational planning and policy-making, however, it is first
necessary to understand the system of school administration as
it operates in the island. Vühile elementary schools are
direct,ly administered and controlled by the Ministry of
Education, the secondary schools are gpeÊated by a governíng
body which is responsible for the hiring of teachers and for
the general running of the schools. This is done generally
through the "schemes of Government" d.evised for the establishment and maintenance of the schools.33 Governing bod.ies
through their headmasters or headmistresses are in fact in
charge of the tactical planning for their schools and must
also oversee educational policies of the Mínistry. In terms
of currj-culum, school extensj-on whether of progranme or buildings, they have almost complete autonomy as long as their
schemes are not radically different from drùnistry viewpoint.
In general they int,erpret and implement ministry policy as
32^
'-See
Chapter 6 below.
33^
--See Education Act 1890 - 12 55. Lawg of Barbâdos
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they see fit.
Interest. Groups. Trlt/o types of interest groups are identified
in the educational planning process in Barbados; those groups
whose membership is made up of persons officially part of the
education system as exempli€ied in the Barbados Union of
Teachers and the Barbados Secondary Teachersr Union, and
those groups whose membership for the most part consists of
outside of the education system, as exemplified by Parent-Teacher Associations, the Barbados Junior
Chamber of Commerce and the Lionsr C1ub.
Teacherst Unions. There are two major teachersl

people officially

unions; the Barbados Union of Teachers, a relatively new
organízation representing the teachers in the elementary
schools, the secondary Comprehensive schools and the all-age
schools, and the Barbados Secondarlt Teachersr Union representing teachers in the graillmar schools have been able to

influence the formulation of policy in area of conditions
of service for teachers. Aecording to Professor R. V. Goodridge, their influence is increasing:
they are having an increasing amount of influence
on educational policy, even though their influence is
not yet being felt, in my view, in some professional
matters, e.gl changes in the curriculum and methods
of evaluatión. I do not think that the professional
associations have yet come around to concentrating on
professional matters; they still concentrate more on
34
terms and conditions of service and personnel relat'ions.-In general, the unj-ons tend to react to, rather than initiate
34^
--Prof
. R. V. Good.rídge, Director of the In-service
Diploma in Education Programme, U.W.I. , Cave Hi1I, Barbad.os .
Personal Interview, November 29, L97 4
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pofi-cy as such. They appear to be constantly reacting to the
kind. of policy mentioned above rattrer than attempting to

initiate a broad attack on a particular area in which t'hey
feel policy should be implemented.35 Ïn this way their policy
in-put is very much like that of the parent-teachers associations.
ParentrEeacher .Associations. In recent years, parent-

teacher associations have.tried to influence the development
of national policy. The absence of a strong national associa-

tion however has robbed them of the degree of legitimacy
necessary fot success in this area. Individual parent-teacher
associations have had specific influence on their own school
rather than on policy at the national tevel though the Minister
in one of his speeches has indicated that the government is

iì..
i.:.
:.
i::

prepared to consult the Parent'-Teacher Associ-ation.36
The Barbados Junior Chamber of Commerce and the Lions'

Clulo. Because of the nature of education, one might assume
that there would be a great number of groups with an interest
j-n education. However, only two such groups seem to be havíng
any influence on the educational planning process; they are the
Barbados Junior Chamber of Commerce and the Lions' C1ub. These
two groups have been instrumental in the official launching
of Nursery Education in Barbados. In fact, the former provided
35ftri" is a view expressed by John cumberbatch,
President of the Barbados Union of Teachers.
36-upeech delivered to the Parent-Teachersr Association
of the Bay Primary School by the Minister of Educat'ion,
June 6, L971.

! i_.:
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most of the funds for the initial

government project in

Nursery Education. In this way they have been influential

in terms of both the scope and direction of education, and
their nursery project came at a time when Barbados had
embraced a policy of "comprehensivisation" with the thrust
being on secondary education. The fact that these bodies
are made up of prominent citizens, some of whom are found
on governing bodies as well as statutory bodies in education,
ensures them a high st,atus and a degree of legitimacy not
enjoyed by other groups. Generally speaking, ho\,rrever, their
efforts centre around raising funds for speciat projects.
THE PLANNING PROCESS AND THE
VTSIBTLTTY' OF ACTOR.S IN IT

While the above description serves as a means of
identif$ing the framework in which policy and planning take

place, it does not, capture the d.ynamic nature of the process
itsel,f, since each category varies in visibility and. input
according to the specific phase in the planning process.
Figure 5.1 gives a pictorial representation of actor visibility in terms of input,. It reveals that there is a very
heavy political inpuÈ in the formulation of plans especially
at the leve1 where needs are identified and goals and objectives established. In Barloados there is the system whereby
each major political party before election time issues a
manifesto outlining its policy for education among other
things. When the Minister takes up office therefore, he
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brings with him an already pre-determined outline of policy
concerning the major questions or problems in education, and
many politicians claim that they are in some ways able to
articulate the needs of the country better than professional

educators. Generally speaking, questions of major institutional changes like the development' of the Barbados Community
College, the Polytechnic and such institutions and the whole
question of the quant,ity of education reflect the political
input to the planning process. For example, the question of
quantity at the secondary level is a crucial one for Barbados'
The political decision was that there should be a comprehensive educat,j-on and that. the type of schools built should be
comprehensive. This decision would have been arÈived' at
through discussj-ons at the Cabinet level. The Minister
would have been ad.vised by his planning committee and might
possibly have consulted one or t\nfo of the groups identified
in Figure 5.1. The visibility of the politician at this
phase J-s paramount and surpasses that of all other actors in
the planning Process.
At, the point where alternatives are identified and
selected the position shifts, in that the Ministry as represented. by the Minister and EPADEC' and to a lesser extent
the Nat.ional Curriculum Development Council is expected to
make this decision work. A Ministry official expressed it
this

wâY,

on this question of the quantity, there is very
litt,Ie influence which Ministry Administrators will
have. The point at which they might have any influence though, is of the size of the institution

L42

i^Iill accept the political d.ecisäon that it
should be in comprehensive schools, but that
we will insist that the school to be a manageable unit, should not have more than, and in
our instance we put, l-2OO pupi1s.37

r^¡e

At the level of identifying means and evaluating alternatives ,
the political input. is seen only through the Minister working
with Ministry staff. It is at this level where objectives
have become more specific that professional groups tend to
take over, hence the growing visibility of officials of the
Ministry, specialist,s and Governing Bodies which are charged
with overseeing the programmes of the schools they represent.
Vrlhile the political input was greatest early in the
process when goals were selected, the professional input is
greatestlaterintheprocesswhentheactua1designj-ngand
carrying out of field activities occur. Perhaps the
National Curriculum Development Council is the most visible
actor d.uring this phase. Specialists from time to time are
as visible but these change as the project emphasis changes.
International agencies are fairly visible at this stage as
they provide funds, and reguJ-arly, experts as well. It is
significant that. interest groups both within and outside of
the system seem to enjoy only a minimum of visibility.
It
may be that because planning is goverïÌment-centred, such
groups f ind it dif f icult to get their ideas through as they
are not a part of the political machinery which is paramount
during the early phase nor of the professional machinery
which seems to take over during the later phases.
37".". Atherley, Personal Interview,

November lB
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Theoretically, aII the actors id.entified in Figure 5.1
may initiate or be involved in initiating the planning process,
though in fact only a very few are involved at this stage. In
fact, what happens to any idea, issue or problem will depend
larþeIy on its acceptance by Cabinet which will through the
Minister of Education issue instructions to the Ministry. The
Ministry will then be responsible for "translating these into
action, clothing them with flesh and pouring blood into their
veins."3B rt may make use of certain specialists from the
budgetary, statistical-, build.ing, sports or legal drafting
division in order t,o facilitate the effort of analysing
issues, gathering data or fòrmulating p1ans. Sometimes it
may $.o further afield and make use of foreign specialists to
do some or all of these jobs. After this, members of EPADEC
will produce a plan which may then be passed on to interest
groups mainly of type A. Their opinions will more or less be
solicited in the case of major issues. Consultation of type B
interest groups is rather recent and seems to d.epend on whether
the issue appears Iikely to sti-r up some controversy. At this
point, the plan is returned to EPADEC for modification and
final minísterial sanction before being sent to the legislature for legal approval, budgetary consideration or final
promulgation.
The last stage of the process is the implementation

of the pIan. This requires the resources of the ministry,
38n.o. Jordan, Senior Assistant secretdtY, Ministry
of Education, October 14, 1975.
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the rules and regulations which the Minister
has to d.evise to facj-litate the implementation of the plan or
sometimes through the involvement of ministry staff with school
personnel who operat,ionalize the plan in the classroom setting.
It should be noted however that this process can be
aborted at. any one of the stages. This occurs for several
reasons. Some plans are just meant to attract external
financial aid and therefore remain shelved when this objective is accomplished. Other plans run into such opposition
that the government malr deem it prud.ent not to carry through
with them. A case in 1969 exemplifies this. The government
had decided. as a matter of policy to restructure secondary
education at the sixth form level. A ministry official
summed up the case as follows:
It seemed that it would be more economícal and
would offer better opportunities; almost everything
a¡,. in terms of educational quality could be gained by
having sixth forms or the final years of our secondary schools housed together in one site to have
students educated there. Now this would have
called for the removal of the top forms from two
of the most prestigious inst,itutions in the community. The upshot. was that, past pupils of these
schools, together with what was obviously a ploy
of the opposition group, joining the opposition
to the government was sufficient to produce a
change in policy, in this instance a compromise
which allowed for maintaining the final forms in
these prestigious institutions along with a
development Af 6th form teaching in a separate
institution. JY
sometimes through

--

If for examPlê, the
Cabinet does not legit.imate an id.ea , if public opposition is
too strong, if the legislature does not approve or withholds

Any other stage could prove abortive.

39r,.e. Altherley, Personal Interview, November 18, L974.
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funds, the process will be aborted.
SUMIUARY

This chapter has outlined educational policy in
Barbad.os, expraining what the stated objectives of educational
planning
_a5e. rt has shown that there is an identifiable
institutional structure for planning, has pointed out the
actors in the planning process and examined. the phases at
which these are visible.
rt has also shown that planning as
a government-based. actj-vity has a very heavy political input
at the phase of i-dent,ifying needs and estabrishing goars and
objectives and a hearryr professional input during the phases
of identifying means and evaluating alternatives and of
desj-gning and carrying out activities.
The Minister is
visible at every phase of the process while interest grÐups
tend onty to play the role of "reactors,,, being just visible
at the early and late phases of planning as they react to
initiar proposals of poricy or to plans for implementation.
Any group of actors may initiate the planning process, which
can be aborted at any stage. The finar outcome of any plan
depends in large measure on its acceptance by cabinet and
ratification by the legislature.

I

CHAPTER

6

THE LEGAL FRAMEVüORK OF EDUCATIONAL
PLANNING IN BARBADOS

There has been widespread agreementl that though

the specific legal means by which educational planning is
initiaüed and its institut,j-ona1 framework established varj-es
from country to country, educational planning requires a
fairly specific legal framework. Governments must give
attention to reshaping the legal system to fit the new shape
ttrat education i-tsetf must take, especially in developing
countries. This generally requires a concentration of power
sufficient to secure orderly growth, to prevent unco-ordinated
growth and to control the system. The purpose of this chapter
is to descrj-be the legal framework of educational planníng in
Barbad.os. It describes the powers to control the system, the
povrers to ptan the system as planners would like it to be and
the means by which educational planning may be reviewed in
Barbados
POWERS TO CONTROL

The schematic framework for education in Barbados is

lS"" G.C.Ruscoe, The Conditions for SucceÞs in Educaund.ameñ ta I s o f E du c a t i o n a 1 p I anni n g
t i ona l ! Ig4qi. ng.. une s co :
Ad.am curre, Ed.ucational stratggy for
ffi,
Developing Societies, Tavistock,-IW3, and Colin Leys (ed.)
. Cambrid.ge Univ.
-F
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ín the Education.Actof 1890 as amended. from time
to time. That Act contemplated three st,ages of education and
established rigid distinctions between the stages and. even
within stages, where for example, at the secondary level there
is a clear d.ivision between first grade and second grad.e
schools. Section 31 gave the Education Board por¡'rer to establish second grade schools. It reads as follows:
The Education Board shall have por^rer, and they
are hereby required, to frame schemes for the establishment, either concurrently or from time to time,
of second. grade schools.z
The Board also has power tô determine what schools were to be
first. grad.e schools as the following sect,ion indicates,
. and the said Board shall determine what
schools shall be schools of the first grade, and
shal1 defj-ne the functions and powers _of the
governing bodies of alt such schools.3
One outcome of this structure ü/as the establishment of differences within the second stage of education. First grade schools
Ì^¡ere thus reserved for the privileged class and were differentiated from the second grade schools by the kind of staff
recruited, the funds allotted, facilities provided and most
of at1 by the rewards whj-ch were available to its graduates.4
encompassed

2gducation Actr op. cit.,

31.

3lbid. , 39.
4_.
-It was customary to recruit senior staff from England..
Headmasters and. Headmistresses \^rere always graduates of English
Universj-ties. The fj-rst local appointmeãt to such a positlon
d.id not, occur until the late 1960's. It should be pointed out
also that only grad.uates from one of the three first grade
schools - one was reserved for girts
could gain university

entrance requirement,s

i.r.:
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This proved an effective way to perpetuate the type of
stratification system which existed.5
This type of disjointed approach is evident in the
kind. of controls which the Act created. It d.id not provide
a co-ordinated. system but rather a many-faceted approach
depending on the stage or type of education being offered.
it. established an Educatj-on Board
authorised and empowered to make rules and
regulations for all matters and things connected
with the educational service of the coìLony r 6
it set up individual committees for each school. The elementary schools, for example, were controlled by school commíttees
headed by the loca1 church minister and composed of two other
members with power both to hire and fire "subject to approval
by, and a right to appeat to the Education Boardr"T and "to
train school masters, pupil teachers and mistresses."S This
meant in effect that the power of the Church to control these
schools was paramount, that every school was, as it were,
autonomous and that there was little or no co-ordination
throughout, Èhe elementary system. The growth of elementary
schools therefore depended on the goodwill of the Church. This
in effect limited educational expansion and curriculum development, si-nce both the Church's fund.s and its curriculum vlere
Though

5S"" Chapter 4 above.
6gducation Act 1890. op. cit.., Cap. Lxv

7lbid. ,
8lbid. ,

2L.
27 .

o
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limited.

cruikshank in an analysis of church invorvement in
education in the colonies remarked that generalty

reading, writing and. arithmetic, with a very
imperfect acquaintance with the principles of the
Christían religion, const,j-tuted the full extent of
the school education.9
A further complication to the problem of co-ord.ination and
control can be found. in the number of competing Church
organizations involved in ed.ucation at this time. The main
ones which can be identified. at this period. hrere the Anglicans,
Wesleyans, Moravians and later the Catholics.l0

a st,ate of affairs remained in force until the
Education (Amendment) Act (1943-3). Section 7 from this
Amendment reads as follows:
Where by virtue of any provision of the principal
Act or of any Act, amending the same, po\Àrer or authority is conferred on the Education Board established
under the Principal Act to make rules or regulations
or to frame schemes or to alter, amend, add to or
annul such rriles, regulations or schemes, such
provision shall be construed as if such por¡rer or
authority had been conferred upon ttre Director of
Such

Education.

1o strengthen the Director's power of control, the status of

the Ed.ucation Board was reduced to that of a consult,ative
body. At the same time all elementary teachers became 'oivil
servants' giving the Department, of Education the responsibility
for the hiring, paying and allocation of all personnel in
elementary schools. This gàve the Department greater means
gQuoted

in Philip Foster, op. cit., p. 53.
10S"" Ministry of Education Report LgGT-Lgilg, p. 2.
,
]..':
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of cont,rol and permitted some degree of co-ordination at the
elementary stage though it, did not remove the dual system of

control by Church and government.
It is clear that the Act itserf provided neither for
co-ordination throughout this st,age nor for co-ordination wíth
other stages specifíed in the Act. The secondary level had
similar shortcomings. There were two types of secondary
schools stipulated in the Act. The Education Board was
empovrered by the Act to create schemes for the establishment
of first and second grade schools. However, control of the
schools was turned over to Governing Bodies. Section
establishing second grade schools reads as follows:

35

The Ed.ucation Board. has power to call on Governing
Bodies of such schools to frame statutes and rules for
the good government and regulation of such schools and
the said Governing Body shalI from time to time alter'
ad.d. to, or rescind the same, and such original, added
or altered statutes and rules shall in all caseç.,be

subject to the approval of the Education Board.'Section 39 gave the Education Board similar powers for first
garade schools to
call upon the Governing Bodies by requisition in
writing from time to time to frame Statutes' Orders
and Rules for the discipline' government and course
of instruction of such schoolsr âs áar as may be in
recommendations of
conformity with the reporf.rand
the Education Commissiotl. t'
with responsibility for
the hiring, paying and recruiting of teachers as well as for
Seven governing bodies, each

llnducation (A.mendment) Act L943-3.
I2ruia. , 39.

35.

:l'51

the development of curriculum \^rere thus establj-shed in seven
secondary schools catering to a total of approximately 600
1?
pupils."
Each governing body was autonomous and had. little
or no relationship with one another. This presented special
problems of control and management of the system, and in
effect allowed the fj-rst grade schools to dominate in areas
of recruitment of staff and pupils, as well as in acquiring
resources.

Legally no substantial or fundamental changes have
occurred j-n the 1890 Act, but some political changes brought
with them changes of power to control the system. When
ministerial government was introduced in the early 1950's,
the power conferred on the Dj-rector of Ed.ucation quietly
passed to the Minj-ster of Education. The Legislative
Assembly in L954 in a memorandum to the then Governor,
Sir A1fred Savage, explained how Ministers would function:
As a corollary to this, it is our considered
judgrment that the Governor in all matters of legisIat,ive policy respecting internal affairs must as a
matter of constitutional conventíon accept the advice
of his ministers.
The Ministers who would operate under party convention, would become responsible for the formulation
of government policy, for propounding it in Executive
Committee and in the House of Assembly, and foç,seeing
that j-t was carried. out by the administration.r4
The Minister was therefore able to exert a greater degree of
control than was possible before since he could through his
13_
-'See

Mitchinson Commission Report L876.

I4o"bu.t"" House of Assembly - Session 1953-54,
vols. I & 2, p. 462.

| :.ì, :,:.: l
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inspectors make suggestions or even direct the policy of the
Governing Bod.ies. At the same time all elementary policy
came under the aegis of the Minister, thereby allowing a
measure of control which did not exist before.
In spi-te of this however, the law governing education
left growth of elementary schools to the goodwill of the
Church, created. sectional growth within levels and gave control
of the system to the Church and to the Governing Bodies. By
making elementary teachers civil

servants and leaving secon-

dary teachers und.er the control of the governing bod.ies, the
Act did not provide for effective central control for coordinati-on, allocation, or training of manpo\^/er resources.
!{hat is more important, it provided. no adequate contro}s to
deal with possible breakdown or default,, thus making it
difficult for planners to effect meaningful change within
this established legal framework.
POWERS TO PLAI{

So far the por^rers to control the system have been

examj-ned. Governments however also require powers to plan

the system in anticipation of changes, or as a means of
creating or responding to changes in the society. The 1890
Education Act made no reference to planning, but, placed
certain duties upon the Education Board.. For elementary
schools the Board had a duty
to make rules and regulations for the good
government of the public elementary schools; for
the subjects to be taught, and the course and order

I53
_

of study in such schools
.15
In the case of the secondary schools, the Iaw was more specific:
In framing such scheme as aforesaid., the Ed.ucaùion
Board shal1 make due provision that ínstruct,ion be
given not only in the English and C1assical Languages
and Literature and in Mathematics but atso i-n the
French Language and. in the elements of one or more
of the Natural Scôences, and., when practible, in
the German Language. They shall also provide that
in one Fírst Grade School at least, arrangements
be made so as to secure a thorough and solid education
for such boys as may,gequire a modern in lieu of a
classi-cal education. ra
This in no way prescribed a role of planning for the Educatj-on
Board, but merely directed it to provide certaín courses of
study, again leaving first grade schools with disti-nct advantages in terms of course offerings.
Three events have altered. such a state of affairs;
the creation of a ministry of ed.ucation und.er the control of
a Mi-nister, the launching of ühe National curricurum Development Councj-l and the forming of the Ed.ucational Planning and
Development Committee. Und.er the Constitution of Barbados,
the Minister of Education is charged with the responsibility
for all matters pertaining to Education, and for the execution
of the Government's educational poli
The current law
"y.L7
governing education places no d.uty on the Minister to provide
educat.ion for the people nor to make plans for educational
d.evelopment; nor does it place any constraints on him. He

::j :, -: rr-: '

r:':..:';:
,'',,..,',r'

lsEducation Actr op. cit.

l6rbid. ,

40.

l7The Barbados Independence order

1966

,

72-(L).
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has no statutory pov¡ers to plan, but derives his powers from

the delegated authority which permits him to make regulations
pertaining to the education system on matters ranging from
curriculum outlines to conditions for school enrolment.
In the exercise of his responsibility as Minister, he
is assisted by two committees, the Nat,ional Curriculum Development Council and the Ed.ucational Planning and Development
Committee. The N.C.D.C. has the specific job of reviewing
existing cdrrricula, advising the Minister on subject,s to be
taught and. the time to be allocated to the subjects, making
recommend.at,ions to the Mj-nister, and reviewing the work of
Curriculum Subject Committees, while EPADEC is used as a
forum where new policies are discussed., planning papers
presented and efforts made to restructure plans. It is
obvious therefore that though the Minister is not required
by law to make plans for education, he does count this among
his functions, using the power d.eriving from his delegated
authority qua Minister.
He is not. the only one however who exercises povters to
plan in education. lrle have noted above what poÌ^rers of control
are exercised by Governing Bodies. They in fact also possess
some powers to p1an. This is a power granted by the Educatd¡on
Act of 1890 which permits them to plan for their individ.ual
schools. This in effect, opens the possibility of having
duplj-caÈion of various sorts, since historically and traditionally each school has always plotted its own course and
since the law itself makes distinctions in thþ type of school.

t.-,:
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the Governing Bodies acknowledge the Minister as the
ult,imate authority in education and seek his approval for any
major changes, it is clear that the absence of a legal clarification of the powers to plan deprives the government of the
room for initiative to promote educational development at
every level and of -Ëhe balance between a strong central po\^/er
and 1oca1 endeavour j-n the form of Governing Bod.ies.
Though

THE REV]EW OF EDUCATTONAL PIJANNING

the law has d.efined and li-mited the powers,
right,s and duties of those part.icipat,ing in the educational
planning process, penalties for stepping beyond assigned
limits or for failing to perform a duty are generally built.
into the law in the case of voluntary bodies or private
Where

individuals. lfhere government is involved, review or redress
is possible in the legislative assembly or in the courts.
Legislative

Beview

potentially effective means of reviewing educational plans and. policy at present is through the House of
Assembly and the Senate where members of the opposition and
of the ruling party get an opportunity to express their
opj-nion on the rãtate of education and on what is or is not
bej-ng done in the field of education. The House has the
opportunity to refuse financial appropriations, or to red.uce
the amount of money requested. Generally speaking, though,
this is seldom done since the ruling party can count on its
One

L
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nunerical superj-ority to carry through its bills; but strong
pressure from opposition members has sometimes forced changes.
In 1952 when the Director of Education still had responsibility
for educational policy t ãrL attack launched on the policies of
Age-grouping, superannuation and teacher training resulted in
a change of policy. Speaking in the debate on t'he estimates
for 1951'52 the Hon. D. D. Garner suggested that' the House
ought to cut the allotment' for education:
V{hen it comes to the Department of Educationr wê
. The fault
are practically throwing aÌ¡Iay money
methods
but
the
is not so much with the teachers;
j-n
are not
schools
the
they have to carry out
' which
be
should
schools
grouping
in these
workable. Age
of
state
that
stopped at once. Can \^te countenance
on
money
much
so
affairs when we are spend.ing
educâtion? I condemn and prot'est against' the
continuance of this syst'em of age grouping and
superannuatj-on in our schools- I ask fellow
members to call a halt to this vicious system;
we want the children to get educatj-on for the
money which vle are sPend.j-ng.rU
On this occasion several members spoke out against the system
of age grouping. Dr. H. Cummins summed up the debate as
follows:

It is evid.ent from the expression of
here tonight that age grouping will have
of the people
abandoned. It is the will
their rePresentatives. 19
The amount of the allotment was not reduced,

opinion

to

be

through

but the policy
was changed and efforts were made to re-organize the system.
Despite the fact that the ruling party has the force
of numbers, legislative review is more than a formality as
lSoebates

-

voL. L pp. 659-660.

I9rbid., p.
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the actual allotment of funds and the cond.itions for use
depend on annual and periodic legislation in the form of
Appropriation Acts. This forces the Minister and the
government to explain and d.efend their plans and policy
in education, making them accountable.
Ad.ministïative neview2O

This is carried. out by administrative bodies or
representatives of these bodies. The highest. and most
powerful one is the Cabinet, headed by the prime minister.
The Barbad.os Independence Order L966 assigned the following
function to the Cabinet:
The Cabinet shall be the príncipal instrument of
policy and shall be charged with the general d.írection
and control of the government of Barbad.os and shall be
collectively responsible therefor to Parliament.2l
As a member of the Cabinetr the Minister of Education has

a

collecÈive responsibility to submit the plans prepared by
the education sector in the form of proposals for-. education
to the general planning committee of the Cabinet. Educational
plans are then reviewed when all sectors are brought together
for d.iscussion of the general plan. In this kind of review,
the needs of the education sector are seen in relationship
to the other sectorsr so that though the objectives might be
20__
--Here
the reference is not to the sort of informal
review which may aríse from the complaint of an ind.ividual
but to the formal review by an established administrative
body whether this is done as part of its function or as a
result of a complaint which could. be reviewed by the courts.
21the garbados lndependence ord.err op. cit.
64-(2).

,
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d.esirable, some plans may be rejected if the costs are
greater than the i-sland.'s capabilities. Ä1r major educational plans are therefore subject to review by the cabinet.

ït was noted above that Governing Bodies have responsibility f,or most of the planning for their schools. rt is
the Ministry however through the newty-formed. EpADEc that
will review plans. As the top policy pranning body in the
llinistry, EPADEC reviews proposals, developments, improvements
and policies coming from the Governing Bodíes as well as from
within the Ministry. This generalry occurs when funding is
involved. Where the emphasis is placed on curricular matters,
review will be done by the National curriculum council, while
the Education Board will review plans for administration as
well as for extension of the system.
Judicial

Review

ïn Barbados where the 1aw places no express duty on
the Minister to provide education or to plan educational
development, there is no recoid. of any regal challenge to
the governmentr s policy or plans in education. fn fact, the
right of appeal to the courts for redress has seldom been
used in the caribbean and not at all in Barbad.os, where
appears have been confined to personal appears to the Minister
or to top ranki-ng civi-l servants. rndivid.uals might appeal to
the -l4inister if they felt that lower officials or a Governing
Body has administered or is administering some aspect of
ed.ucational policy poorly. The Minister, after investigation,
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provided that he ís satisfied that the officials or the
Governing Body has failed to discharge a d.uty or has acted
unreasonably, will give directions as he sees fit.
This type
of red.ress or review however touches more upon the adminis-

tration than the planning of education.
The fact that the courts have not been called upon
to play a role in reviewing ed.ucationar planning is not, surprising. rn the first place educat.ional planning is a rather
recent phenomenon in the island; secondly, courts are generally
called upon t'o rend.er decisions when a di-spute arises over the
application or meaning of the law, or to determine whether
provisions of the statutes have been carried out; they d.o not
however review on merit;22 thirdly in Barbados under the existing Act, it would be extrernely diffi-curt for an individual to
establish a cause of action since he could not show that some
wrong had. been done or that some fundamental right had been
denied because of any particular aspect of the government,rs

educational policy or pran; and finally,

Barbadian society

j_s

not very litigious, a characteristic they seem to share with
colonies formerly governed by Great Britain.23
therefore that review of educational
plans depend.s on the nature of the pran. ïf large funds are
One may conclud.e

22tjn" court wirl
not, pass judgment on whether an act
or plan is good or bad or whether frre-pranning
body acted
rightly or r¡rrolgly, bo! gn-y whether it was ètnBoweied
by
the law to perforrn or initiate some activity (j]n the wayin which

ir did)

.)?
o-This
is exêmplifièd by the lack of
in both the African add South Asian countries.court challenges

l.l

a:
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being requested, the plan or proposal wj-ll be subject both
to legj-slative and administrative review, administrative
review by

EPADEC

and the Cabinet in order to determine

how

feasible the plan is in view of available funds, and legislative reviel^t before funds are f inally allocated. Strictly
curricular matters will be left to internal committees of
the Ministry and admj-nistrative plans will sometimes be passed
on to the Education Board for reviewSUMMARY

The Barbados Education Act 1890 established the
schemat.ic framework for Ed.ucation in Barbados. Though

amend.ed

from time to time, it did not undergo any fundamental changes.
It created three levels of educatj-on and provided for various

of control aü various levels. At the elementary level,
it confirmed the power of the Church to control the schools,
leaving the government a minör role. At the secondary level,
it established first, and second. grade schools and passed
control over to Governing Bodies which were usually receptive
to the Church's views. In terms of control, the law left
growth of elementary schools to the goodwill of the Church
and the Governing Bodies and did not provide for central
control for co-ordination, allocation or training of manpor^rer resouïces; nor did it provide adequate controls to deal

means
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with possible breakdown or default.
The law governing education in Barbad.os has not pre-

scribed a role of planning for'the minister of education, but
i:,,,:,,.,

rj1
does prescribe a regulatory function for Governing Bodies.

Minister, throug,h the const,itut,ion, counts the power to
plan among his exercisable powers, and. has created some
administrative bodies namely, the National curriculum
The

the Educational planning and.
Development cornmj-ttee to f acilitate his planning function.
Governing Bodi-es generally make plans for their schools but
will seek approval for any major changes which they propose.
since in Barbados the law places no express duty on
the Minister to provide ed.ucation for the people or to plan
educational development, there is Iittle scope for judicial
review of planning or policy. Review is therefore left to the
legi-slature and cettaín administratj-ve bod.ies. Administrative
review is d.esigned to determine how feasible the ptan is in
relation to the funds available and. to other system constraint,s,
while legislative revj-ew performs an information function in
that the public aets to know of plans when the Mínister is
forced to defend them before the House of Assembly in order
to secure the funds necessary for their implementat,ion.
Review of strict,ly curricular and administrat.ive plans are
left to internal committees of the Mínistry.
There are three major points which emerge from the
Iega1 framework out,lined above. The first is that the l8go
Act has estabrished an unco-ordinated system with no adequate
controls to deal with possible breakdown or default, given
the dual system of control; the second lies in the fact that
the rvrinister is given no duty to plan for educational
Development cornmittee and

L6,2"'

development. His powers are vast and undefined in that they
are 'permissive' rather than rimperatlru"' ,24 a fact which
nullifies the possibility of judícial review; the third is

the need for a new Act whj-ch would. clarify the powers to
p1an, and allow the government room and ease to promote educational development at every level. This would create a sense
of balance between a strong central power and the Governing
Bodies, and. would allow planners to effect meaningful change
withi-n the framework of the Iaw.

)¿,
'=The
te::m "pe::missive" implies that any po\^/er the
minister uses is discretionary where he can do or refrain
from d.oing a certain thing; "imperative" on the other hand
is explicit in that it is a duty which the minister is
obligated by law to perform.
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SUMMARY, ISSUES AND CONCLUSIONS,

AND

RECOMMENDATTONS
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rncrease in the

for education in d.eveloping
countries with British trad.itions has necessitated a widening
of the educational system and a change in its objectives.
Educational planning 5-s being seen as the means of fit,ting
changes into an educational pölicy designed to bring about
educatj-onal progress and national development. This study
v/as based on the premise that an understand.ing of the social,
institutional and. legal frameworks of education is significant,
for educational planning. seven questions guided. the study;
two were directed at the general context of the study, that
is, developing countries with eritish traditions, and were
concerned hlith their social, institutional and Iegal frameworks; five questions were directed at the specific context
of the study, namely, Barbados. The questions were concerned
with the social, historical, institutional and legal frameworks, and with policy issues and the planning process. This
chapter gives a sunìmary of the find.ings, outlines issues and
conclusions and makes a number of recommend.ations for practice
and for further stud.y.
d.emand
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SUM}4ARY

Descriptive

Framework

As a means of guiding the collect.ion of data and
subsequent discussion, a framework was devised outlining

what occurs in educational planning. Though there is no
general agreenent on a definition of educational planning,

it is generally agreed that educational planning is an iterative process involving three distinct phases. These lrrere
represented as (1) id.entifyíng needs and establishing goals,
(2) reviewing and selecting alternatives and (3) implementing
plans and (where necessary) promurgation into law. rts main
purposes \^Iere considered as ef ficiency, rational action and
change, and its characteristics hrere identified as policy-

orientation, exercise of choice, comprehensiveness, achievement of ends and orientation to the future.
The social, institutional and lega1 frameworks were
considered as three major variables of educational planning.
rt was pointed out that effective planning witl be i[ocalized
to its social milieu and that the social context of educatíon
is of extreme importance to educational planning. V[íthin this
context, the functions of ed.ucation in d.everoping countries
r^rere grouped into.four categories: (l) as a major instn:ment
of social change, (2) as an important socíal service, (3) as
a major instrument of rational income distribution policy, and.
(4) as a manpo\¡rer industry.
The institutional framework as the second major variable

). r ::, --:

i

.
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described as the relationships among the various agencies,
institutions or physical persons involved in the planning

\^ras

process. The significance of the institutional framework
lies in the fact that the relationship of actors in the planning process to each other affects policy, the manner of pranning and the implementat,ion of the plan.
The third. variable outlined was the Iaw. This was
viewed as a combínation of legislation and jud.icial d.ecisions.
The substantive nature of the raw was shown to be significant,
for ed.ucational planning in that it gives guidelines, assj-gns
limi-ts or dut,ies and serves a review function for ed.ucational
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planning.
The Experience of Developing Countries

vrith British Traditions
The Soclal õontext. The cultural history of these
countries and the structure of their societies have been major
influences in the acceptance of change and in the planning of
education. The multiplicity of languages raises the problem of
cornmunication at the intra-regional and nationar levels. Rapid
growth of urban society has been di-sruptive of the more traditionar patterns of life which now tends to stress rachieved'
rather than rascribed' status. Demand for education has
increased and efforts to achieve high status through educat,ion
have put the educational systems and planning structures under
heavy strain. Independence brought, a rejection of the colonial
pastandathrustfor'socia1justice'v¡hichisinterpretedby
the polit,ical leaders as instant educational d.if fusion and
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equality of opportunity.
The institut,ignal context. Educational planning in
these countries is government dominated and there is littIe
or no participation by citizens. Most countries have their
educati-onar planning units located in the Ministries of
Education and allow regionar boards some measure of planning.
Generally speaking, however, two patterns were visible; in
countries like Tanzania and pakistan where a man-power planning approach has been ad.opted., ed.ucational planning is
approached as a part of the over-all pranning process, but
in other countrj-es rike those of the caribbean, for example,
where there is no man-power plannirg, the Mini'stry of Education is responsible for ed.ucat,ional prannj-ng. whatever the
approactr, however, the structure of educational planning in
these countries is government dominated.
The legar context. Governments did not at first,
recognize education in the law, but have now taken an active
role in the pranning of education. some countries now have
an imposed. duty to plan for and provide education for their
peoplei others through a delegated authority operate as though
this were their legat d.uty. All, horarever, with a regal framework inherited from eritish coloniar rule and d.esigned. for
pre-ind.ependence goals, have faced the probrem of dual
contror of educational planning and administration by church
and government. Though the forms of contror, the powers of
planning and. the means of redress vary from country to country,
all countries have tended to base their legislation on British
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or.dinances. Vastly changed social, þolítical and. economic
circumstances have shown the shortcomings of past legislation
which established a system of control by Church and. Government.
Review is generally the responsibj-lity of the minister and
redress follows the custom of appeal to a government official
or to the mini-ster.
The Case of Barbados

Historical context. The historical antecedents to
educational planning j-n Barbados were examined in terms of
the socio-political forces which influenced educat,ional
development. Barbados after colonization established a
suôcessful plantat.ion economy based on sugar and slave labour.
This nurtured a rigid class system and restricted schooling
Èo the upper classes tintj-l just before emancipation. During
this time government provid.ed some financial aid but did not
place upon itself any d.uty or obtigation ,üo provide education.
In 1890 a schematic framework for ed.ucation, clearly outlining
what kind of ed.ucational system the island was to have, r^zas
introduced. This framework translated. the rigid distinctions
in the society into the educational system, resulting in an
unco-ordinated system stressing differences between types of
education as well as differences within stages. Independence
Èæoughtgreater cornmítment to education and government promoted
a widening of educational opportunities and an institutional
framework for educational planning. Tn spite of this, educational planning st,j-Il has to contend with the rigidity of a

a
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highly stratífied class system reinforced by deeply-rooted
attitud.es which have acted as brakes to educational change.
Policy issues. Educational policy issues in Barbados
seem to be associated with the objectives of ed.ucational planning. Viewed in this light,, issues centered on the promotion
of nationalism, co-operation and consolidation of the family
group, wider and more effective participation in ed.ucation,
flexibility of the system, relevant educat,ion, training citizens to be efficient and efficiency of the system. Promotion
of nat.ionalism was manifested i-n efforts to create a national
identity and unity by weakening the traditional affiliation
Barbados had always felt with Brita:iln. Co-operation and
consolidation of the family group was approached through the
use of the schools as a means of negating uncertainty and.
ambivalence of attitudes to family ties and relationships.
To bring about wider and more effective participation,
measures ï¡ere taken t,o incrilase numerical enrolment and to
remove the inequalities which persist in educational part,icipation. These inequalities \^rere evid.ent in the provision of
a type of secondary education which reinforced patterns of
éfite education and social strat,ification. They were also
manifested in the extent of provision of secondary education
for girls and for rural child.ren as well as in the manner of
allocat.ion of school places for secondary schools.
Flexibility of the system is closely allied to the
issue of wider participation and is seen mostly in terms of
expansion of the system. Government made the decision to
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concentrate expansion of secondary education in comprehensive
schoors which would cater for children of all types of ability
and would incorporate both academic and vocational streams.

There has however been a problem of acceptance. The public

to have been for

rather than comprehensive schools as graÍtmar schools were seen as the mosË
effective means of soci-al mobility, and the comprehensive
schools as generally closing suctr avenues.
The issue of relêvant ed.ucation touched on matters
of curriculum, textbookS and examinations. ft was somewtrat
aggravated by socio-economic and political changes and. by
the changing composit,ion of the school population which has
not only become more varied but also is spendi-ng more time
at school. Questions are therefore being raised about what
was being taught and \^rhy. A National Curriculum Development
Committee has been created. to examíne this area of policy in
order to release the schoolsr curricula from domination by
overseas examinations and. the co¡acomitant appendages.
Training citizens to be efficient was another issue.
The growth of the tourist indusÈry and the emergence of small
ind.ustries after independence created a need for certain
technical skills which were not. then catered for in the system.
The government, therefore introd.uced technical education in a
number of facilities
in the hope of producing citizens skilled
enough to be useful in economic life.
Ttre final identifiable polícy issue sternmed from
efforts to make the system efficient. The fact that education
demand. seemed

grammar
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receives more financial support than any other item has forced
many people to question tlre efficiency of the system. The
debate. focussed on the duplication of facilities,

the costs

of buildings and the rnanner in which projects are impremented.
All the policy issues outlj-ned. above cornbined to form the
cent,ral concer.n of a policy of buirding the 'Just society'
through educational planning.
The Strucüure and Planning Process
Ed.ucational planning was shown to be a governmentbased activity with an identifiabre structure.

Most activity

is centered. in the Ministry of Education, headed by the
M@nist,er of education. He is assisted by EpADEC, the Ed.ucation
Planni-ng and Development Comrnit,tee. The members of EpADEC are

alI drawn from the ranks of senior officials

of the -[4inistry.
The Nat,iona1 Curricuh.m Development Committee also located in
the Ministry has responsíbility for rnatters of currículum.
outside the Ministry, there are Governing Bodies appointed by
the government, to oversee matters in the schools. Tr^7o types
of specialist,s were identified in the planning process; those
who are part of the ministry staff and those from international
agencies who are brought in from time to time to help with
certain problems. Not. many of the form"r .=à employed and
their status is løw. rnterest gïoups identified. were the
Teacherst unions, the Parent-teacher associations and the
Barbad.os Junior chamber of commerce and Lions' cIub.
rn terms of the process, there is a very heavy polit,ical
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input at the phase of identifying needs and establishing 9oa1s
and objectives, and a heavy professional input during the phase
of evaluating alternatives and of designing and carrying out
field activit,ies. The Minister is the most visible actor in
the planning process. Interest groups tend to play the role
of 'reactors', being visible only as they react to initial
proposals of policy or to plans for implementation. Just as
any group of actors or combination of actors might be responsible for initiating the planning process, the process can
be aborted at any stage. tfhat happens to any ídea, issue or
problem will depend largely on its acieptance by the Cabinet
and on ttre legiti:nacy accorded the initiating actor.
The Leqal Framework
The education system in Barbados was established by the

lggo Education Act whi-ch created three levels of education and
provided for various means of control at various levels' At
the elementary level it confirmed the power of the church to
control the schools; at. the secondary level it established
first and second grade schools and passed control over to
Governing Bod.ies. There was no provision mad'e for adequate

controls of possible breakdown or default at either level' No
role of planning was prescribed for the Minister who enjoys
vast undefined powers. He, however, through the Constitution
counts the power to plan among his exercisable powers and has
created some administrative bodies to help him in his planning
functj-on. Beview of planning is car.ried out only at the administrative or 1egislative levelsi no judicial review has occurred
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up to thi-s point,, mainry because redress bas been handled.
through the custom of appeals to the -Ir4inister or to senior
education officials.
TSSUES AND CONCLUSTONS

The issues and conclusions associated with educational
planning in developing countries with British trad.itions are

discussed in ttre general context of developing countries as
well as the more specific context of Barbados and are related

to the social, institutional and. legal frameworks as outtined
in the descriptive frarnework in Chapter 2.
Developinq Countries

social contçxt. Developing countries have to cope
with ttre probrtém of cultural variation. some groups are
tradition-oriented, while others emphasize values associated
r^iith modern societies. one consequence is the brehk-up of
originar primary groups and the emergence of new social relations. Appeal to kin and. caste no longer .functions as a
powerful instrument for reinforcing traditional patterns, and
trad.itional status and economic functions aïe no ronger wetrld.efined. The resulting changes have implications for educational planning. under the traditional system, the 'policy
v/as to provide an Jriti"t
type of ed.ucation patterned. after
the Engrish grammar school system. changes in attitudes to
education and in the basic value structures are forcing
educational pranners to ,ne<exami-ne: such policy. The question
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is,, how d.o r^re redefine the rore of traditj-onal leaders in
ed.ucation and build institutional structures that reflect
what the planni-ng is intended to be for the nation as a whole?
Another issue which energes is that of language.
There exists j-n these countries a plethora of languages and
dialects. Tn Africa, there are over g0o languages spoken;

in Tndj-a, there are 14 major languages and. in pakistan there
are more than 30 languages spoken. The probrem ries in the
fact that severar of these languages serve only a fraction
of the respective populations and. that most social, poritical
and educational issues depend upon the satisfactory solution

to the language problem. The issue therefore hinges around
both the choice of a common means of communication beyond
the local level and the use of the school as an effective
med.ium for the development of a comlnon national language or
languages.

changing at,titudes to traditional

society have led
to greater social demands for education and greater pressure
to provide educat,ion for more peopre. Thrusts for 'social
justicer interpreËed as equality of educat,ional opportunity
have increased effort,s at educational diffusion and have
brought' to light the imbalance of education provision between
rurar and urban areas and over different segments in the
cornmunity. rt has been shown in chapter 3 that the various
agencies which were invorved in education had dífferent

objectives in mind, none of which was consonant with those
of the natives themselves. parents in the colonies were not
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particularly interested in religíon or even in European cultrrre,
but, rather viewed. the schools as "a means of maximizj-ng their
children I s opportunit,ies wibhin ttre ernergent occupational and
prestige structure'j"1 parent,s also had a particular type of
institution in mind, namely the grammar school since tangible
evidence of its suecess \Âras at hand in the prestige enjoyed by
its graduates. The p.boblem facing educational planners involves
not merely how to extend numericar participation but also how
much education and what type of education. rt must be borne
in mind that developing countries have neither the capacity
to provide education beyond the minimum for all chirdren nor
the means to absorb all graduates in gainful employment.
rnsti-tuti-onal context. one of the major objectives
which developing countries with British traditions have set
thêmselves is that of ext,ending educational opportunity to
greater numbers. Adopt,ion of a scheme of educational diffusion, however, requires some modification of the ord pat,terns
of planni-ng and administration. rn the past, direction and
planning of ed.ucation \¡rere left in the hands of the local
church organizations and rocal boards, each having complete
control of individual schools. This policy where government
gave the major responsibility for education to the church was
adequate when the goals of educat,ion Ì¡rere narrow and the
demand for educat,ion was not great. ït is impossible now
for the church to carry out the expansion of educational
facilit,ies required for this task. Furthermore, it is
lFosterr op. cit.,

p. I04.
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doubtful whether the old policies of individ.ual local boards
can produce the kind of system which the new goals suggest'
for as outlined abover2 co-ordination, co-operation and communication were at a minimr:m in the o1d system. A question
therefore arises as to the role of the Church within educational policy, given the objectives which developing countries

.,,

have set themselves.
The question of the composit.ion of local boards is

another issue closely related to the last issue. One weakness
of the local boards can be found in their structure; people
who sat on the boards were generally people from the ehurch

or were people employed by the Department of education.
],ittle I non-of f icial' opinion r^las included on the boards, and
planníng SeSSionS became a mg:re extension of office hours,
varied. by the hiring of staff or allocatj-on of funds.3 The
problem whj-ch education planners face is how to structure 1ocal
boards to increase their effectiveness and yet allow room for
co-ordination of the entire system.
Leqal context. Generally speaking, most of the countries
examined in this study have adopted a form of dual control of
their educational system: secondary schools have been entrusted
to governing bodies while primary education falls within the

jurisdiction of loca1 authorities ot¡ in some cases' the
Ministry of Education. This type of arrangement is.patterned
.)

-See Chapter 3 above.
.)

p.

92.

'See Lewis, f,.J.

Educational Policy and Practice.
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after the British system. It is doubtful whether it is the
most suitable ar-rangeluent, for these developing countries which
cannot boast, the educational stability or the achievement of
Britaín. The question which ernerges is, how much responsibility must the government delegate to governíng bodies in
return for their help in running the schools. The key is to
allow local bodies to carry oü!:their functions effectively
while maintaining some forrn of central control and co-ordination.
Another emergent issue relates to the Church. The
initial responsibility for education in'developing countries
r¡¡as e-ercised by the Church. This was fully recognized by
governments which sought its continued activity in the
extension of education. That role of the Church is nor^l
beÍng seen as inapprop.riate. Most governments however have
not resolved the question, and sometimes find themselves
hamstrung by the necessity for d.ialogue with the Church
when new targets are being planned. It is a question therefore, of what role is to be assigned to the Church in the
planning and administration of educatj-on.
One f,j-nal point may be noted. The f act that goals
which the system pursued before independence have given way
to a new set of goals, and that government activity has now
superseded the effort.s of private foundations, suggests that
any constructed framework of controls be responsive to the
det.ailed planning and direction of governments. Most governments up to now have not been specific in te::ns of the powers
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or controls of plannit-tg ' but operate on the basis of custom
through administrati-ve directives. Two important tasks remain
for educational plannersi to examine in tenns of their national
goals and aspirations the legal framework which they inherit,
and to ensure that the law provides a co-ordinated system of
por^lers of control.
Barbados

Social context. Barbados like other developing countrci¡es, has had to face the problem of increasiüng social demand
for education especially at the secondary IeveI. Secondary
educatj-on was regard.ed as a means of social mobility. Since
however there was not a place for every child, the Common
Entrance Examination was j-nstituted as a means of allocating
the lj:nited school places. This process of selection has
come under increasing criticism for a number of reasons.
Some argue that it places too great a strain on the 11 year
old child and his parents; others argue that j-t does nothing
more than maintain the dominance of the older graÍìmar schools

and the old patterns of social stratification

in that
it is culturally loaded and. the child from a
culturally advantaged home has a far bet,ter opportunity
of getting a place in a prestige school than one who is
not from such. a home and has not had a chance to go to
a private preparatory school, where his advantageé4
ir"..

4_
'Private

prima.ry schools tend to be expert in coaching
pupils for the entrance examinations and. keep a nucleus of
staff to do th-e job. They are clear about their purposes
and do not have to contend with the large numbers associated
with public education where regular staff changes and a lack
of equiprnent exist. Also, private schools draw their pupils
from the classes which have a long association with,education.
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are magnified and considerably increased.5
rt has been shown that when this is the sole criterion for
selection, children of row socio-economic status are praced

at
of
rt
of

a disadvantage.6 The fact remains that the present manner
allocation of second.ary places has proved unsatisfactory.
is therefore incumbent upon planners to find. other means
approaching the question of socj-al d.emand for education.

demand.

Another problem closely associated r^rith the increasing
for secondary education is that of the comprehensive

schools. To meet the growing demand for secondary, the government adopted a policy of comprehensive education. Many peopre
however did not welcome this idea as the grammar schools were
considered more d.esirabre. Jln many cases they preferred to
pay high fees for private second.ary ed.ucation rather than to
avail themselves of the free secondary comprehensive schools.
The problem however \^ras not so much with the idea of comprehensíve schools as with the implementation of the scheme.
Comprehensive schools originally planned to accommodate between
11000 and r,200 found themselves faced with numbers of IL t4oo
on opening day. The resurtant over-crowding was
compounded by several other problems which the planneïs did
and. above

5pt. f,eonard shorèy; personal interview, Dec.
3, Lg74.
65"" Basil Bernstein's articte, ,,Social Ctass
and
rrj-nguistic Development: A Theory of sociar tearning,' in
Halsey et, alr op. cit. where Bernstein aïgues that Í.0.
is affe-cted by socio-economic status esþecially the
speech habits of the family to which ttre ãrrird. bèIongs.
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not appear to have anticipated.. Headmasters r¡rere not werl
prepared for management and the task of personnel relations
in a school staff of 50 or 75 teachers. Furthennorer Ers
pointed out in chapter 5, it seemed that the objectives of
these schools \^rere not clearly understood by the staffs nor
shared by them. The issue is not so much whether to have
comprehensive schools as how to make them a moïe effective
sorut,ion to the probrem of increasing demand for second.ary
education.

Institutional context. Barbados as an independent :
nation inherited. a system of education, planning practices
and an institutional framework which reinforced an dfit" form
of education at a time when goals of equality of educational
opportunity and social justice were being propounded by the
rulers of the country. rt has been shown however that
with changed circumstances the system and practices
inherited from the past do 4ot always accord witrr mod.ern
conditions and aspirations. /
One question which arises is, "do the planning structure
and organization accord with the conditions and aspirations of
an independent Barbados?" lrie have seen in Chapter 5 that educational planning in Barbados depends largety on the Minister and
his staff in the area of elementary and secondary comprehensive
schools, and on the Governing Bodies for the second.ary gJl¿mmar
schools. Two issues arise. The first concerns the structure
for co-ord.inating planning activities and the second the
-Enerson, r,.H.s. et. al. Education and priorities
its Der¡elopment. Unesco - Serial
7
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composition of the planning body.
The importance of the structure may he dernonstæated

by the manner in which currj-cuh:m planning and the allocation
of hunan and material resources a=é co-ord.inated. In L973,
for example, the Minister launched. the Natíonal Curriculum

in the hope that it would. help in the
problems of co-ord.ination of curriculum. He stated
it is not, enough merely to produce a detailed
sytlabus or curriculun guide in the belief that this
will stand for all time
. There must be a continua.l
review of the educational programme in the schools.
Valuable work has alread.y ¡eeñ d.one. However, it is
necessary^to
intensj-fy such work and pull it all
ö
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together.

Thisacknow1ed'9edtheprob1emj-nt'heareaofcurricu1umand
l

represented an attempt to rectify the situation.

The one

drawback however, is that because of the system of dual

I
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control which exist,s in education in Barbados, the NCDC
addresses itself more to the elementary and comprehensive
schools and less to the secondary grarnmar and private schools.
fn this way it provides only a part,ial solut.ion and still has
to consider the question of continuity between elementary and
secondary prograflmes. It might be argued therefore that
qreater co-ordination will result only from a change in the
system of controls and in the structure for co-ordinating
planning activities.
There is the further problem of co-ordination of
resources. ft is conmon knowledge that the first. grad.e
B-Uirri"Ury of Education Circular

No
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schools usually get the first

choice of teachers and pupils.

It is also known that they are better equipped. than the second
grade schools and are not plagued with- problems of overcrowding
which exist elsewtrere in the system. Governing bodies at
present have the responsibj-lity for recruitd:.egt of staff .
The result is that the first grade schools can usually obtain
the best qualified teachers, both in terms of academic as well
as profess*snal training. This system continues down the line
so that there has been aggreat disparity in the d.isposition of
teaching st,aff and. quality. The sarne situation obtains with
the selecti-on of pupils for þhe secondary schools. This manner
of allocation of resources then leads to a situation where
Ithe rich get richer, and the poor get poorer'. Dr. Leonard.
Shorey r¡iews it this r^ray:
I think that there is a great disparity between
ostensible
the
ajms and. what appear to be what actually
takes place in the system. I would Ëhink for example
that if you look at the way in which we at present
provid.e facilities you will find that we clearly in
my view do not give anything approaching equal opportunity to children
. Now if you look at what goes
on in our schools, I think it is true to say that,
those who are slower, and very often these are the
ones who come from culturally impoverished backgrounds, are put into what are called the ilC streamsr,
and in the rC streams' the general tendency is to
allocate to the IC streams| the youngest teachers,
the least^experienced teachers, the least qualified
teachers.9

further poj-nted out the disparity between the secondary
comprehensive and. the secondary graÍmar schools, and concluded
that

He

9or. Leonard Shorey, Personal ïnterview, Dec. 3, Lg74.
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on the basis of available evíd.ence elsewhere,
this is a far cry from anything approaching a rational
d.istribution of resources if Ì^re Ì^rere at all- Serious
about equalizing educational opportunities.r0
It. is clear ttren that a change in the planning structure is
needed to create greater co-ordination and a more even dis-

material resources.
Another issue more closely concerns the actors in the
planning process. The Educat,ional Planning and Development
Committee, composed of the senior officials of the ministry
and. chaired. by the Minister is the top planning body in
educat.ion in Barbados. One weakness l-ies in the very nature
of its composition. Members, because they are drawn from
the ministry, do not always feel that they are free to influence the course of planníng.ll A former Chief Education
Officer of the .l4inistry.; expressed his concern over this
problem as follows;
I think that one of the problems very evidenË=
between L969-L970t r^ras the fact that the Ministry was
not properly integrated, i.e. the attempt to bring
administrative and professional officers into a
closer relat,ionship under the Minister issued in
initial misund.erstandings between the two sides and
possibly affected planning and implementatj-on of
educational policy, since it sometimes had to be
clariGied what was an ad.ministrative and what was
a professional function. I also feel that one of
the major problems in Barbados has been the approach
at the political leve1 to the whole process of educational planning. I am not sure that even nor^r, many
of Èhe high level officers, among them officers of
tribution of

hr:man and

loruia.
llM.rry minj-s.try offici¿fs cxpressed this view and
explained that generally their job was to prepare means of
operationalizing policies and not to make or evaluate it.
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high calibre, fee]^free to initiate

planning mat.ters. r¿

ideas on

This Ís suggestive of two things: the need for a clearer division between administrative and professional responsibilit,ies
and what is more important, more fo.r:lal provision for
educational planning.
One final issue retating to the structure of educational planning concerns the use of specialists. rt has been
pointed out that the specialists who are invorved with the
planning process in Barbados play only an ad hoc ro1e.
compilation of facts about past and present actj-vity is

The

essential for successful planning and it would be foolish
to try to introduce serious planning before the necessary
supporting information was available. In Barbados there
seens to be no d.eep concern about it.
The thinking seems to
be

that ed.ucat.ion officers would have a feel which
could not be quantified and that there is no real
need for a statist,ician.
The gathering, classification and. evaluation of statistics is therefore
regarded as routine work on which^the most ineffiõient clerk could. be employed.13
As a result,' very litt1e has been done in terms of educational
stati-stics at a time when there is a need for reriable and
comprehensive data on which educational decisions can be

based. A change in this situation will depend on two factors-a change in attitude towards the relative importance of
L2ptof. Rudolph Goodridgie; personal ïntervierai,

December 3, L97 4.
13p. lililkinson,

Personal Interview, November 20, I974.
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statistics, and tlre acknowled.gement of the statistician as
worthy of a more prominent place in the planning structure
and process.

Leqal context. One of the constraints operating on
educational planning in Barbados is the basic lega1 frannework
governing the system. The sort of framework established in the

not conducive to establishing a co-ordinated.
system. The result, has been a rigid distinction between the
stages of education and even within stages. The Act¡ for
example, established first and second grade schools at the
secondary level. ff indeed. the legal structure is ran expression of the spirit of the age', there is an urgent need to
change that structure since the policy of rigid social stratification has given v¡ay to an avoúed government policy of
rsocial justice and. equal educational opportunity'. Ho\^rever,
as long as the basic legal structure remains in force, it
will be very d.ifficutt, for those responsible for educational
planning to make any effective changes.
In order to d.ischarge his functions properly, a Minister
needs to have certain powers assigned to him.14 ïn Barbados,
however, the law places no express duty on the Minister to
provide education for the people or to plan educational
1890 -Act was

1¿.
-'These
powers are either imperative or permissive in
nature. Imperative type pohrers arê those which neither permit
nor require the exercise of subjective judgrnent whereas permissive por^rers allow the exercise of judgrnent before acting.
Vthile imperative p'owers are usually related to statutory provisions and. a¡re cl.osely related to statutory duties, permissive
poûers arè more closely related to regulations and lend great
flo<ibility to a Minister in the day to day administration of

the system.
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d.evelopment. This makes it very difficult for planners to
effect meaningful change. under these circr¡mstances, it
would seem necessary to charge Èhe Minister with certaín

responsibilities ajmed specifically aÈ providing education
for the people and at establishing machinery for a co-ordinated system.
Expansion of the education system in Barbados has
been very rapid since L967. This in effect meant a substantial

increase in local governing bodies. The question which therefore arises, is, what happens in the case of ill-advised
actj-on on the part of the governing bod.ies or in the case

of default or breakdown in the system? rt is clear that as
long as this system of d.uar control exists, the government
or rather the Minister will need some po\¡/er orrsystems of
control to d.eal with such emergencies.
One other related matter is that of control.; that is,
where does central authority end. and where does that of local
bodies begin? rn the recent past, the ministry has shown the
tendency to increase its contror. The result,ing tension
between the ministry and. local bodies was described as follows:
one of the challenges which we will soon have
face is that of resolving tensions that r perceivetoto
be developing between an expressed desire än the part
of the people who matter to see an increasing amoünt
of innovation from our schools, whereas, the broad tendency of our administration of education is for more
centrarization and contror from the ministry itself.15
It seems necessary therefore to strike a balance between central
lSprof . R.v. Good.ridge, personar
ïnterview,
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control and local authority, for while the Minister needs to
have enough power to control, monitor and co-ord.inate the
system, yet boards must be permitted to use some initiative
and to be innovátive.
¡.,,-'

,t- ,.4,

Descriptive Framework
The law was approached as a d.ynamic process of identi-

fying needs , of selecting alt,ernatives and of interpreting the
acts of actors in the planning process; the importance of the
goal or policy to be implemented, the structure of the planning
bod.y and the social setting $lere stressed. The frarnework
appears to provide a viable instrument, for identifying and
organizing the basic relationship between educational planning
and the law. One weakness, hohrever, seens to be in the area
of analysis. It may be concluded therefore that further application and refinement is required to increase its actual worth
as a conceptual tool.
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RECOMMENDATIONS

The following reconmendations are made on the basis of

the issues and conclusions of the study. Recommendations 1 ,
(inclusive) are reconmend.ations within the general context of
the study while
Barbad.os

Recommend.ations

,:

,,,,,,,,

"""

'''

9 - L7 refer specifícalry to
¡:,:,:,:,,:,:

,.:,,,,;::

.'

FOR PBACTTCE

1. In view of the increasing social dernand. for
education and. the growing numbers of uneroployed youths, it

't:t::.:: '

a

fi::iii:i:i.ll

r87
:.i

is

that Jnore countries adopt a manpower planning
approach to educatj-onaI planning, thereby avoiding problems
associated. with unemployable youths.
2. Since ttre Church can no 1onger carry the 1oad of
educational expansion, it is ïecornmend.ed. that its functions
be transferred. to a nat,ional council with pot,./ers to co-ordinate
ed.ucat,ional planning activities.
3. It is further reco¡unend.ed that local boards be
represented on any such council to permit smooth e.¿change
and dissemination of information.
4. Because cultural, political and educational issues
are affected by the satisfactory solution of the language prob-ÌLêrnçrit is recoîrmended that, governments clearly state their
language policy and follow it with decisive action.
5. It, was felt that the manner in which local boards
are presently constituted militates against their effectiveness.
rt is therefore reconmended that more non-official opinj-on-that is, people outsid.e the field of education, be included.
6. Because dual control has led to certain bottlenecks in educational planning, it is recommend.ed that the
power of local authorities be subject to certain right,s of
supervisj-on and that adequate reserve powers (for the minister)
be written into the legislation providing for the sharing of responsibilities.
ïecorrmended

7. Since cond.itions, goals and aèpirations have
changed and most, countries still operate under old raws (with
sorre amendments), it is reconmend.ed that these countries re-
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examine the Iaw governing their educational systerns and aim

at creating a more co-ord.inated framework to pe:mit some
freedom of scope to their planning teams.
8. It is recommended that where pov¡ers are not
clearly defined, statutory law concentrate on the pol^rers,
ri-ghts, duties and. responsibilitj-es of the actors in the
planning process.

g. Because of the general unacceptability and. challenge to the Common Entrance Exa¡ninat,íon and the problems
of selection for secondary school, it is recornmended that
the point of selection be shifted. from 11* to 14+ and that
the L2 19 secondary school system be replaced. with junior
secondary schools for L2 to 14 year olds (inclusive) and
senior secondary thereafter. l6
10. Because of the present d.isparity of allocation
of human and. materiat resources between first, second grade
and comprehensive schools, it is reconmended. that the power
of selection of staff be transferred from individual governing bodies to a central cornmittee representing the varj-ous
governing bodies.

11. It is

recommended

that provisionsbe

made

for

16*.
--It

is recognized here that to affect this, there
would have to be simultaneous changes in the secondary system
and the project would have to be introduced in phases. Further
iL is uncertain whether postponement wilt lessen rather than
increase the tensions suffered by the children and parents
and the use of a national examination at. 14 does not necessarily avoid the kind of cultural biases associated with this
exam. However, it is hoped that the students' longer association with Èhe system would be an asset in this regard.

l.':
I
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improving the statistical

d.ata to the extent it is needed to

formulate and implement impend.ing plans and that the position
of statistician be mad.e permanent on the planning cornmittee.
L2. Because of the present lack of continuity and.
curriculum co-ordination between elementary and secondary
education, it, is recommended that, the terms of reference
of the National Currici¡h:m bevefopment Cornmittee be extend.ed

to includ.e co-ord.ination of curricuh:m and examinations
between the primary and secondary levels.
13. Tt is further recomrnended that comprehensive
schools concentrate on providíng a general practical and
vocational form of educati-on and that their functi-on be made
explicit to the staff and to the public.
L4. In view of the shortage of places at, the seeondary
9rammar schools it is recommended that sixth form ed.ucatj-on
'
be concentrated. in the Community College, thereby freeing
more places for students from elementary schools.
15. There has been a great increase in local governing
bod.ies since the rapid expansion of the system after independence, In ord.er to deal with possible breakdown or d.efault,
it is therefore recommended that the Education Ä,ct be amended.
to include a clause allowing the minister or ministry officials
a quasi-judicial authority to intervene when circumstances
warrant 'it,.
.
16. It is also recoîìmended that the minister be given
an express duty to provide education for the people and to plan
ed¡cat,ionar development since he has no such duty imposed at

190

present.

L7. Conclusions reached in the study indicate that
the law governing education in Barbad.os produced an uncoord.inated system and led to certain inequities. It is
therefore recommend.ed that the old. Act be repealed and a net,*r
one introduced to allow planners to build a more co-ordinated

,

system.
.j.;

FOR T'URTHER STUDY

This study indicaÈes that the following studies

be

und.ertaken.

1. A study of the relationship between educational
plans and educational development,.
2. A stud.y of the structure of social
education in developing countries.

demand

of

3. ,4, study examin*n$.,the attitudes of citizens
towards national language policy.
4. A study of alternatives to the Common Entïance
Examination.

5. A study of the Ievel, advantages and disadvantages
of citizen participatj-on in the education planning process.
6. A study of the expansion of the educational systertr
and its relationship to the economy.
7. A stud.y ùõ examine the implementation phase of

Ìì

: .':

i.l

i.!:'r'r r'r:¡

educational planning.

8. A study of various planning structures and their
effectiveness in the development of p1ans.
i ,..-r..:.:..
l.
:
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9. Further stud.y of the fo:m and structure of
legislation governing education in developing countries.
10. A study of rural-urban migration and the effect
on educational planning.
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APPENDIX A

Countries Discussed in the Study

AFRICA
Ghana
Kenya
Nigeria
Tanzania
Uganda

SOUTH

AS]A

THE CARIBBEAN

India
Barbados
Pakist.an
Guyana
Sri-Lanka ..
Jamaica
(formerly Ceylon) Trinidad & Tobago

The countries above v¡ere chosen because of certain

characterj-stics; they are all developing countries
oftropica1areaS;theyareaIlformercoIoniesofGreat
Britain, had. been independent for five years or more before
Lg73 and had education systems patterned after the Brj-tish
system. In the case of the Caribbean, the observations
made may in most cases refer to all the countries of the
defunct Vfest Ind.ies Federation though the focus of the study
was concentrated on the independent countries mentioned
above to allow for a greater degree of paratlelism with
the countries of Africa and Soutfr Asia.
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APPENDIX B
F]

H

FREQUENCY OF NOMÏNATÏON

o

H

Nominators

Nominees

Minister of Ed.ucation
Chief Ed.ucation Officer
Dir:In-Service Training,U.of the I¡l.Indies
Extra-Mural Tutor, Univ. of the Vüest Indies
Senior Administrative SectIy., Planning
Permanent Sect,'y., Ministry of Education
Deputy Chief Education Officer (Curr.)
.President, Barbados Union of Teachers
Secretary, Secondary Teachers' Union
,

Chairman, Headmasters, Seéondary Gramnar
Chair: , Hdmsts r Conf. , Sec. Comprehensive

Training Officer

Dean, Schoräl of Educatôon
Principal, Erd.iston Teachers' College
Principal, Community College
Deputy Chief Ed.. Officer, Secondary
Deputy Chief Ed. Officer, Primary
N. Nicholls, Caribbean Dev. Bank
Chairman, Caribbean Exam. Council
.--:

ì

f.i
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APPENDIX

B (continued)

rt was decid.ed to interview all those with four or
more nominations. unfortunately, neither the permanent
secretary nor the Dean of Education was avairabre. Three
ot'her persons were interviewed--Mr. B. p. tÍilkinson,
statistician with the Ministry, the only rspecialist'
attached. to the mi-ni-stry; Mr. Nevilte Nicholls, a rawyer
who had been j-nvolved in preparing a draft for the proposed
Ed.ucation Bill

Mr. G. A. Brathwaite, a retired senior
Educat,ion officer who had kept an account of changes in the
Barbados educational system.
and
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C

A Note on the Nominational Approach

In this approach, the researcher interviews persons
who are perceived to have a general knowled.ge of the field
being investigated. After adding the number of times each
person was mentioned., the researcher often establishes a
cert,ain level of mentions as the criterion for selecti-ng
his final sample. Although the researcher arbitrarily
selects the number iñ'the final sampte, the persons delineated
through this approach are determined by the jud.gments of 'fierd
knowledgeablesr. The validity of the approach depends largely
upon the 'field knowled.geabres' ability to name or id.entify
persons who affect the field. bej-ng investigated. There has
been some discussion on the merits of the approach but as
Ehr1ichconc1uded',neitherthed'ifficu1tiesofpastd'emon.
stration nor the past inad.equaci-es of research designs
employing the nominational method. are sufficient to warrant
its abrupt dismissar from the repert,ory of the sociologist"
(gowarã .r. Ehrlich, "The Reputational Approach to the study
of Community Poürer", American Sociological Review. 26
(December 1961) p. g27. For a full discussion on the approach,
see Floyd Hunter, CommuTritlz Power.st,ructure, Chapel Hill:
Univ. of North Carolina Press, 1953 and Joe Bohlen et al:
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APPENDIX

C (continued)

A Comparative Analysis of Comnlunity Power Structures; Iowa

Office of Civil Defense, L967. For pros and. cons of the
approach see Raymond E. In7olfingêTt "Reputation and Reatity
in the Study of tCommunity Power|", American Sociological
Review, 25 (October, 1960) pp. 636-644, VÍilIiam V. D'Antonio
and Eugene C. Erickson, "The Reputational Technique as a
Measure of Cåmmunity Power: An Evaluation Based on
Comparative and Longitudinal Stud.ies." American Sociological
Review 27, (June, L962) pp. 362-376 and Lawrence, J. R. Herson,
"In the Footsteps of Community Pohrer", American Political Science
Review 55 (December, L96L) pp. 817-830.
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APPENDIX

Interview

D

Guide
l._

1. Vühat are the general aims of Education?
2. What are the priorities?
3. By what means are needs identified and goals established?
4. How is educational policy articulated and how is it
related to educational planning?
5. Is planning geared towards changing the society or is it
designed to maintain stability?
6. How is the progress of your plans measured and their
direction assessed?
7. Are efforts mad.e to know how and where educational plans
will fit in with the economic and social development plan?
8. What is the machinery used for creaÈing specific programs

,ì,,,,,',,

l

r

from general object,ives??

9. In most, developing countries, consid.eration of the
egalítarian found.at.ions of schooling as well as the
'
demands made on schooling by development goals and
educational policy are geared towards quantitative
education; what, eonsideration is given to qualitative
education in your plans for educatj-on?
10. rs there a legal basis for making choices among compet,ing

i,:.: _-l
f_-.''_'

alternat.ives?

11. Íühat is the legal framework for educational planning?
2L3
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APPENDIX

D (continued)

12. Is it necessary to secure legislation for every
educational plan?

13- Are educational plans subject to judicial review,
administrat,ive review or review by the legislature
or any other public body?
L4. Please identify some of the social factors that influence educational planning

15. Prease id.entify

some

of the problems of educationat

planning.

- v'Ihat do you see as emergent issues in educational
planning in Barbados?
L7 - rn what hrays does your organization influence
16

educatj_onal planning in Barbados?
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Entrance Examination 1969, LTTL a'.ð, L972

Number

of Pupi-ls Entered for part

Girls
Year

10 iFi'

:$.Q 6 8

2,941
3,055

L97L
]-972

3r111

Boys

11+
2,3]-7
,407

2

2,23lNumber

Total

10+

11+

Total 3rand. Total

5,258

3,027
3r019
3,199

2,7 47
2 ,466

,495

5,522
5,766
5,664

t462
5,341
5

2

10+

1968

r97t

r972

948
874

L,027

Number

Source:
Note:

-

LL ,7 g0

l]-,228

11,006

of Pupils Entered for part II

Girls
Year

T

Boys

11+
975

1,381

L,4r2

Total

10+

L,923
2,255

792
629

t43g

758

2

1lf
886
901
974

Total lrand Total
I167g
1,530
1,732

3,601
3,785
4,L7]t

of Pupils !{ho Entered the secondary Grammar schools

Year

Gir]-s

Boys

Grand Total

1968
T97L
I97 2

304
319
325

422
432
465

7sI

726

790

Ministry of Educat,ion Annuar Reports 196g I L}TL and, L972.
The examination is taken in two parts. Arl those
over 10 years and. below L2 years old are eligible
for Part I. Those who are judged to have passed.
Part, I go on to part lI. ¡'inai pJ_aces are then
determined by the number of ptacãs available and
by the pupils' performance oñ ttris examination.
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